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turn themselves into mighty heroes, deadly
brigands of legend, or the most feared villains
the world has ever seen. All of this and more
is possible in Mythis. Its only real limitation
is what you can imagine.

Introduction

M

ythis is a roleplaying system
that allows you to experience
a story while having an impact
on how it unfolds. Similar to
playing make-believe, you will portray one
or more characters and decide what they do
and how they do it. However, there are a few
key differences between playing make-believe
and playing Mythis. In Mythis dice help to
determine the outcome of events along with
a player’s choices, and the stats and skills of
the character. A group of players gathers with
one or more persons telling the story and the
rest playing as characters within the narrative
that unfolds.

In this quick start guide you will find some
(but not all) of the playable options available
in the full game. This free guide has been
put together to help ease new players into
our role-playing system more gently and
tide players over until the release of the full
system. Once you have gotten the hang of
how to play Mythis we recommend that you
use your imagination as best you can and
have fun! Keep an eye out for the full release
of Mythis, COMING SOON!

Common Terms

Each player in Mythis creates a character and
teams up with other players, who are usually
friends or soon-to-be friends. The group
must work together to progress through the
adventure laid before them. A story that could
include exploring a dark dungeon, a ruined
temple, a city rife with political intrigue, a
pirate-filled sea, and so much more! Players
can complete tasks and tackle obstacles in a
number of ways. They can use their intellect
to solve puzzles, charismatically sweet-talk
other creatures into doing what they want, or
slay the monsters they find.
The great thing about Mythis is that the tale
doesn’t have to end if the group doesn’t want
it to. Once the players complete a storyline,
the storyteller can create a new one. As the
stories progress, the players will gain the
necessary experience to learn new skills or
abilities, increase those they already have,
and become stronger or faster. Through
gaining new skills and abilities, players can

There are a few terms that will show up many
times in this book. They are defined and
explained in this section.
Alternate Rules: These are optional provisions
made to simplify, expand, or enhance some
of the basic rules found in this book. These
are labeled as “advanced rules” or “simplified
rules,” and the group should feel free to
use any, all, or none of them as they see
fit. Everyone should discuss and decide on
whether or not alternate rules will be used
before beginning a campaign. However, as
long as everyone agrees, they can also be
implemented later on once everyone becomes
more familiar with Mythis.
Campaign: A campaign refers to the story the
Game Master is telling. Technically speaking,
the story doesn’t have to end. Even if
characters die, grow old, retire, etc., the game
can continue with new characters entering the
story.
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Dice: Mythis uses polyhedral dice, all
with a different number of sides. These are
purchasable at multiple locations such as
gaming stores, comic shops, and online. Each
type of die is referred to by the number of
sides it has. The most commonly used die
in Mythis is called a D20. It is a 20-sided
die, and it is the one used to determine the
outcome of a character’s actions. The other
dice used in Mythis are a D4, D6, D8, D10,
and D12. The name of each die tells you how
many sides are on the die.
Mythis also uses a percentile die. A percentile
die works a little differently. A number
between 1 and 100 is made by rolling two
different D10s. One of the dice, chosen by
you beforehand, represents the ten’s digit and
the other represents the ones digit. Sometimes
you might have a D10 with numbers ranging
from 00–90 in increments of ten. This die
represents the tens digit specifically. If you
roll zeroes on both d10s, that counts as a
result of 100.
Game Master (GM): This is the player who
acts as the storyteller of the group. The GM
is the one who comes up with everything
that happens to the rest of the players. They
create the adventures that the players go on,
the locations that players visit, and can even
create the cities, towns, and world. They
act with full authority over the difficulty of
obstacles and have final say over any disputes.
Game Session: This is the length of time that
a group spends playing Mythis in one sitting.
As a group, determine the best day and time
that will allow everyone to get together based
on each individual’s schedule. Some groups
will be able to meet up every Saturday and
play for three or four hours. Other groups
may only meet up once a month, but spend
a whole weekend playing. There is no right
or wrong amount of time that a game session

should last. As long as everyone is having
fun, and it doesn’t impede on the rest of
the players’ lives, play as often as the group
wants.
Nonplayer Character (NPC): This refers to all
characters that are controlled by the GM.
Party: This is the group of characters that
decide to go on adventures with one another.
Player Character (PC): This term refers to the
characters of the story that are controlled by a
player and not the GM.
Saving Throw: This refers to a roll of the dice
used to determine whether effects like magic
or poison affect a character or monster. The
saving throw is linked to the attribute that
you add to the roll. For example, a Dexterity
saving throw is a D20 roll where you add
your Dexterity modifier to the roll.
Skill Check: Similar to a saving throw, a skill
check is a roll made using a particular skill
instead of an ability score.
Situational Bonus/Situational Penalty: On
certain occasions where you have the upper
hand on a foe, your GM may say, “You have
a situational bonus on your roll.” This bonus
grants you +5 to your roll. Other times, the
enemy might get the drop on you, leading
your GM to say, “You have a situational
penalty on your roll.” This penalty means
a -5 on your roll. Situational bonuses and
penalties are also granted by spells, combat
techniques, or specific attacks.
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HOW TO PLAY

can use any or all of the following extras to
enhance their roleplaying experience.

When playing Mythis, the story should
progress following this simple pattern.

Audible Aids: Some GMs like to use music
or sound effects to enhance the scene or give
extra flavor to certain events and locales.
Additionally, some GMs, as well as other
players, will use unique voices or accents to
differentiate between all the various creatures
that the party will encounter on their
journeys.

Step 1: The GM describes the environment,
setting, weather, and easily visible/audible
events. The GM tells the players where their
characters are, what’s around them, and can
give them a few basic options for proceeding
forward.
Step 2: The players say what they want to do.
Depending on the situation, each player may
perform different actions, or one player might
act as the leader for the party, determining by
themselves what the group does.
Step 3: The GM resolves the actions of the
group based on the decisions made by the
party or individual players. Depending on the
action taken, a die roll may be required, such
as an attack roll, defensive roll, saving throw,
or a skill check. Other times, no die roll will
be needed, like when a character is simply
walking up to a house and knocking on the
door.

Maps: In situations where it can be helpful
(such as when combat occurs), a map of the
immediate area, including all relevant terrain
details such as buildings, ruins, trees, etc.,
can be of great help in letting the party know
where they are. Combat maps are described
later in this book in more detail, [see chapter
XX.]
Miniatures (Minis): Everyone has an idea of
what their character looks like in their head.
A great way to represent them on maps is to
use a miniature. These can be acquired in a
variety of ways from purchasing pre-painted
ones at gaming stores or hobby shops, to fully
customizing ones created using 3-D printers.

Step 4: The GM explains the consequences
of the group’s or individual’s actions, and
progresses the story forward.

Tokens: As an alternative to minis, tokens
are also great as a representation of where a
character is on a map, though usually with
less detail. A token can be anything from a
die, a coin, or a small cardboard cutout.

This pattern repeats endlessly—with a few
variations—and works in any instance, from
exploration to conversations to combat.

Optional Extras
Most often, the entire story will take place in
the minds and imagination of the GM and
the other players. It’s the responsibility of the
GM to verbally describe everything relevant
to the scene, and to provide additional details
based on questions asked by the other players.
To help emphasize the atmosphere or for a
better understanding, the GM and the party
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Visual Aids: Images of landscapes, cities,
interiors, people, monsters, and items can
all be used to show the party what their
characters are seeing. Visual aids are not a
complete replacement for the GM describing
the scene, however. A GM should be
prepared to answer any questions the party
may have. Party members can also create
or use images to show others what their
character looks like.

A Note from the Creators
Please remember the rules in this book are
here to help you. With them you can bring
both your characters and the world in which
they live to life in great detail. While the rules
are here to make the game fun, you might
find that some of them don’t work in a way
that’s conducive to the style of play that your
group enjoys. Treat these more like guidelines
instead of as concrete, unchangeable rules.
You can change them to fit your group’s
needs; GMs and players should always discuss
any rules questions beforehand to make sure
that everyone understands how the game
works.
Consider holding a session zero, this is where
the group will meet—possibly for the first
time—and discuss the rules and expectations
for the campaign. This is the moment to
determine the style of play that the group
will follow and also a time to talk about how
player absences, inappropriate behavior,
snacks, etc. will be handled. Although the
GM has the final say on the interpretation
of the rules if they are unclear, Mythis is a
cooperative game. Everyone is allowed to
voice their thoughts and opinions if the rules
are unclear.
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Character Creation Basics

Step 2: Select Your Race

The real driving force of this game is the
imagination of all those involved. Mythis
allows you to make the character you want to
play in a world that is limited only by your
inventiveness. A great way to start is with a
concept for the type of character you wish to
be. Do you want to be the type who can go
one-on-one with terrible monsters, wielding
sword and shield against claws and fangs?
How about a mage whose power can bring
the heavens down to earth?

Now you will select your character’s race
and ethnicity. Your character gains ethnicity
traits, which will likely alter your ability
scores as well as giving you other bonuses.
There are several lineages to choose from in
this book, although, your GM might have
others to add to the list, as more playable
lineages become available for use. Each race
has a native language that your character
automatically knows, as well as some basic
information categories such as average height
and weight, hair color, and so on.

Once you have a concept in place, use
our step-by-step guide to bring your idea
to life. As you go through the steps below,
please record your choices as well as your
character’s spells, skills, etc. on your Mythis
character sheet, which is included at the back
of this book. Make a copy of the blank form
for your use.

Step 3: Choose Your Archetype
A character’s archetype represents the basic
premise of the character, such as fighter or
wizard. This archetype is the core of the
character, and all other aspects of this game
will enhance and build upon it.

Step 1: Obtain Ability Scores &
Adventure Points

Step 4: Choose Talents &
Limitations, and Proficiencies

Start by generating your character’s ability
scores. The six abilities are Strength (Str.),
Dexterity (Dex.), Constitution (Con.),
Intelligence (Int.) Wisdom (Wis.), and
Charisma (Cha.). These six scores determine
your character’s primary attributes and are
the foundation for a wide variety of details
and statistics. Different archetypes will benefit
from having specific ability scores higher
than others. Also, some weapons require a
minimum Strength score (See “Minimum
Strength Requirements” in chapter 7 “Arms
and Armor”). Based on how strong the GM
wants the party to be, all PCs will have a
certain number of starting Adventure Points
to spend when creating their character.

Your character will be assigned a number of
Adventure Points (AP) during the character
creation stage. Using the AP, you have
available to you, spend these points to gain
Background Talents. Background Talents are
a special aptitude for something in particular
and can be anything from having magical
powers because of a divine connection to
seeing in the dark.
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Next, choose your Background Limitations.
These are similar to Background Talents,
but where those have a positive effect,
Background Limitations are negative in
nature. Nobody is perfect, and limitations
reflect this. A key difference here is that
you don’t spend AP on limitations. Instead,
you are rewarded with differing amounts
of AP when you pick certain Background

Step 6: Settle the Finishing Details

Limitations. The more debilitating the
limitation you choose, the more AP you will
be rewarded with.

In this last step, you will need to finish
putting together the final details of your
character’s information. This includes their
starting vigor and wound points, damage
reduction (DR) from armor, and saving
throws. This is also the stage where the
player will choose their spells, determine
their initiative modifier, and figure out
their character’s attack values. All of
these different aspects are determined by
the decisions made in the previous steps.
Don’t forget to decide on your character’s
name and physical appearance as well. We
recommend that you use your character
sheet to jot down a few personality traits in
the space provided. This can help you keep
track of your character’s personality during
the game. Lastly, double check and make
sure your character sheet is fully filled out
with all the information you need to play.

Lastly, choose your skill and saving throw
proficiencies along with what weapons and
armors your character is proficient with.
Skills are the ability to complete a task or
otherwise do something with competence.
Skills come in different categories, and there
are many to choose from. Your choice of
archetype, path, or race may give you free
proficiencies, so be sure to keep track of
those.

Step 5: Buy Your Equipment
Each new character begins the game with a
predetermined amount of silver; the amount
of silver that players start with is conditional
based on the type of game that the group
is playing, see chapter 13, “Currency” for
more information. This money can be spent
on a variety of equipment and gear, from
armor to clothing to containers for food.
This gear helps your character survive while
adventuring. Generally speaking, you can’t
use this starting money to buy magic items
without the consent of your GM.
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Chapter 1: Ability Scores
and Adventure Points

Dexterity Is a physical attribute, measuring
a creature’s agility, reflexes, and balance. It
determines a creature’s ability to accurately
make attacks and perform feats of acrobatics.
If a creature has their Dexterity score reduced
to 0, they become incapable of moving and
are immobilized.

E

ach character has six ability scores
that represent fundamental aspects of
the character’s inherent mental and
physical capabilities, called attributes.
These scores, and the modifiers based on
them, are the basis for many parts of your
character. A character’s skills, spellcasting
capabilities, and health are all derived from
their ability scores. For player characters, their
natural ability scores will typically range from
8–16. Depending on how their ability scores
are acquired, they can get a number higher or
lower than this range, with the lowest possible
result being a 3 and a maximum of 18. In
chapter two, your choice of race for your
character will apply a racial bonus or penalty
to these ability scores, giving you your final
score for character creation.

Constitution (Con.)
Constitution measures a creature’s health,
stamina, and overall sturdiness. It is a
physical attribute and determines a creature’s
ability to resist poisons and diseases, as well
as determines how many health you receive
when you spend Adventure Points. Some
creatures, such as some forms of undead,
do not have a Constitution score. If a living
creature has their Constitution score reduced
to 0, they die.

Intelligence (Int.)

Attributes
In Mythis, there are six ability scores to
represent the primary attributes of a creature.
Three of the attributes are physical and three
are mental.

Strength (Str.)
This physical attribute measures a creature’s
physical prowess. It determines the maximum
amount of weight a creature can carry
as well as how hard a character hits with
physical attacks. You apply your character’s
Strength modifier to damage dealt with melee
weapons. If a creature has their Strength
score reduced to 0, they become too weak to
move and are immobilized.

Dexterity (Dex.)
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Intelligence measures a creature’s mental
prowess. As a mental attribute it determines
how fast a creature learns and how well they
can retain information. Any creature capable
of understanding speech must have an
Intelligence score of at least 5. Any creature
with an Intelligence score of 0 is brain-dead;
they can only move, eat, etc. with assistance.

Wisdom (Wis.)
Wisdom, a mental attribute, measures a
creature’s willpower, common sense, and
intuition. This is a crucial ability score for
fighting off many spell effects. Any creature
with a Wisdom score of 0 is incapable of
rational thought and acts on pure instinct.

Charisma (Cha.)
A mental attribute, Charisma measures a
creature’s charm, their ability to manipulate
others with words, and their appearance. In
regards to undead creatures, Charisma is a
measure of their unnatural “life force.” A
living creature with a Charisma score of 0 is
unable to show any emotions or sway others
with their charms.

mostly above-average scores.

Epic
Roll 2D4 + 10 for each ability and add 8.
Record this total and repeat the process six
times, dropping the lowest total. Assign these
results to the ability scores as you see fit. This
method generates characters with mostly high
scores.

Determining Ability Scores

Point Buy

In Mythis, there are a few different ways
to determine a character’s ability scores.
Depending on the method chosen, there
will be a varied range of possible scores. The
method used for getting these scores should
provide randomized results. Note that your
character’s race (which will be determined
later, see chapter 2) will add additional
modifiers that will alter their score.

The final way to generate ability scores is
to use the point buying method. With this
method, each character receives several
points to spend on increasing their primary
attributes. The base score for all abilities
is a 10. A character can then spend points
to increase an individual score. If a player
chooses, they can decrease a score to below
10, gaining additional points to spend on
other ability scores. See table 1.1 for a list on
point buying.

Rolling Dice
One way to generate your character’s ability
scores is to roll a specific number of dice and
add the results together or to add these results
to another number. There are four ways to do
this in Mythis.

Standard
Roll 4D6 and discard the lowest die rolled.
Add the remaining three dice together.
Repeat this process until you get six numbers.
Assign these results to the ability scores as
you see fit. This method tends to create
characters with average ability scores.

Heroic

With the point buying method, the number
of points that a player has to spend on their
ability scores depends on the power level of
the campaign being played.
Standard: For campaigns using averagepowered characters, players have 30 points to
spend on their abilities.
Heroic: For campaigns using above-averagepowered characters, players have 45 points to
spend on their abilities.
Epic: For campaigns using high-powered
characters, players have 60 points to spend on
their abilities.

Roll 2D6 for each ability and add 6. Repeat
this process until you get six numbers. Assign
these results to the ability scores as you see
fit. This method generates characters with
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Table 1.1: Point Buying
Ability
Score*

Point
Costs

9

-1

10

0

11

1

12

2

13

3

14

4

15

5

16

8

17

10

18

15

Table 1.2: Ability Score Modifiers
Score

Modifier

Score

Modifier

1

-5

16–17

+3

2–3

-4

18–19

+4

4–5

-3

20–21

+5

6–7

-2

22–23

+6

8–9

-1

24–25

+7

10–11

+/-0

26–27

+8

12–13

+1

28–29

+9

14–15

+2

30–31

+10

Adventure Points (AP)
Just as in real life, characters in Mythis
develop and grow over time. To represent and
measure a character’s growth, characters are
awarded AP as a form of experience that they
can spend in a variety of ways. Each player is
responsible for keeping track of the number of
AP they have gained and spent.

*No score can be reduced below 9 or raised above 18
using this method, except with racial modifiers.

Natural Limits
Without the use of magic (either a spell or
a magical item) or a size bonus, a creature’s
ability score cannot be increased above a 20.

Awarding Adventure Points

Ability Score Modifiers
Each ability score has a modifier attached
to it that is used to represent the strength or
weakness of that ability score. For humans—
the racial baseline for all stats—the average
score is a 10 or an 11, meaning that they
have a modifier of +/- 0. Modifiers for ability
scores are listed in table 1.2 below.
Modifiers are applied to dice rolls when your
character tries to do something related to that
ability. If a character has a positive modifier,
they are said to have a bonus. A negative
modifier is called a penalty.
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AP is awarded at the end of every game
session. There is a fixed limit on how much
AP the party is awarded after each session
based on the development rate of the
campaign, which is shown below. Bonus AP
can also be awarded on an individual basis
by the GM for good roleplaying behavior,
creativity, problem-solving, and party
cooperation. Bonus AP can be awarded
during the game as opposed to at the end
of the session. It’s best to award bonus AP
immediately the moment a player does
something cool, extraordinary, impressive,
etc.

Realistic Development: To represent a
more realistic approach to the growth of a
character, this development rate grants 1
AP at the end of every session. A GM can
give bonus AP, though it is recommended to
limit this to 1 or 2 bonus AP per player, per
session.
Standard Development: This development
rate represents a faster-than-average growth,
though not unnaturally fast. 5 AP are granted
to each player at the end of every session. It
is recommended to limit bonus AP to 3 to 5
points per session.
Accelerated Development: At this development
rate, character growth occurs at an expedited
speed, far beyond what would be considered
normal. 10 AP are granted to each player
at the end of every session, and there is no
recommended limit on bonus AP.

Starting Adventure Points
When starting a campaign, players will
receive a number of AP based on one of the
options below. These points represent all the
experiences that the characters have gained in
life up to that point.
Newbie Adventurer: This character has not
had many life experiences. They may be a
child or just someone who has never been
more than ten miles (sixteen kilometers) away
from their home. Newbie adventurers start
with 50 AP.
Standard Adventurer: This character has had
some life experiences. They may have had
to fight off goblin incursions semiregularly,
or they have safely traveled to the next town
over to go to market many times. Standard
adventurers start with 100 AP.
Experienced Adventurer: This character has
had many life experiences. They could be

an elder who had led their town for many
decades, or they might be a mercenary who
had fought in multiple wars. Experienced
adventurers start with 200 AP.

Penalizing Players
Though it is rare, sometimes a member of a
group will become intentionally disruptive,
and not be a team player. When this happens,
it is the responsibility of the group to discuss
it and see if a resolution can be found.
A GM might have to take matters into their
own hands if no solution is found, and can
penalize a player for bad roleplaying behavior,
or for being deliberately uncooperative. Use
your best judgment in these instances. If
a player is secretly an agent of an enemy
faction, they should not be penalized for
roleplaying their character correctly, even if
that means sabotaging the rest of the party.

Uses for Adventure Points
AP can be used for a wide variety of things.
It can be used to increase a character’s ability
score, skill proficiency, or overall bonus. It
can be spent to gain proficiency in a skill,
item, weapon, armor, or tool. AP can also
be used to gain a new Background Talent, or
to remove a Background Flaw/Limitation.
AP can be spent to gain more vigor, to learn
more spells, and to acquire new archetype
abilities or to enhance the ones that a
character already has. The cost of some of
these things is explained below. The rest are
described in their respective chapters later in
this book.

Increasing Ability Scores
One of the many uses of AP are to improve
an ability score. After obtaining their ability
score through one of the various methods
available and adding any racial modifiers,
14

characters can spend AP using the following
formulas.

the Background Flaws/Limitations chapter.

Proficiencies

Increasing a Score with a Negative
Modifier
The number of AP you need to spend to
increase the ability score by one point is 10
+ the current score’s modifier. Example: to
increase a Dexterity of 7 (-2) to 8 (-1), a total
of 8 AP must be spent (10 + -2 = 8).

Increasing a Score with a Positive
Modifier
The number of AP that must be spent to
improve the ability score by one point is
10 x the new score’s modifier. Example: to
increase a Charisma score from 15 (+2) to 16
(+3) costs 30 AP (10 x 3 = 30).
Increasing an ability score must be done one
increment at a time, but you can improve it
as much as you want, so long as you have the
AP to do so.
Gain a Mastery Level: See the “Skills” or
“Arms and Armor” chapters depending on
which you want to improve.
Gain a New Background Talent: See the
“Background Talents” chapter.
Increase Your Proficiency Bonus: See the
“Proficiency” section of this chapter.
Increase Vigor Points: See the “Wounds and
Vigor” section of chapter 9.
Learn a New Skill: See the “Skills” chapter.
Learn New Spells: See the “Magic” chapter.
Remove a Background Flaw/ Limitation: See
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Being proficient means that you are
competent enough to perform a specific
task, such as using an item or casting magic
spells or swinging a mace, that you can
do it repeatedly without error. In Mythis,
a significant part of our system is the
proficiency bonus. When you spend AP to
for a proficiency, you are saying that your
character is proficient in wielding a specific
weapon, wearing a particular armor, using
a tool, playing an instrument, making a
saving throw, or completing a specific job.
This allows you to add you can add your
proficiency bonus to any D20 roll based on
a skill, saving throw, tool, weapon, etc. that
your character is proficient with.

Proficiency Bonus
Characters have a proficiency bonus
that starts at +2 and goes up to a +6. A
proficiency bonus can’t be added to a single
die roll more than once, even if two different
sources say to add it. Sometimes an ability
or spell may let you multiply or divide your
bonus for a specific roll. In that case, you
may do so for as long as that ability or spell is
active.
If you wish to improve your proficiency
bonus, you must spend AP to do so. Each
increase of your proficiency bonus cost 10
times the new proficiency bonus in AP. For
example, going from a +4-proficiency bonus
to a +5-proficiency bonus would cost 50 AP
(10 x 5 = 50). You must buy each proficiency
bonus sequentially.

Half & Whole Proficiencies
Not everyone learns at the same pace, and
not everyone has the same interests. Where a
mage may dive headfirst into learning about
arcane history, another scholar might only
dabble in such knowledge. To represent these
different levels of knowledge or skill, Mythis
uses a half and whole proficiency system. If
you have a half proficiency, you can only add
half your proficiency bonus to the selected
instrument, skill, etc. If your proficiency
bonus is an odd number, round down. A
whole proficiency lets you add your full
proficiency bonus.

Saving Throw Proficiency
As with skill proficiencies and weapon
proficiencies, being proficient in a saving
throw lets a creature add their proficiency
bonus to a particular ability score’s saving
throw. Characters can have a half or whole
proficiency in as many saving throws as the
player wants.
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because you know it’s a base instinct of orcs
that has no place in a civilized society? These
examples all fit comfortably within the realm
of half-orcish views, but each comes off as
very different characters around the game
table.

Chapter 2: Races

A

creature’s race is the collective genetic
information that has coalesced and
persisted through the trials and tests
of both gods and nature, surviving
all obstacles to be brought together inside the
character you create. Race is both the group
your character belongs to and a starting point
for your character creation. The race you
select sets up necessary information about
your character’s possible upbringing, society,
and views on the world.
There are many types of creatures in the
world of Mythis. From the mistrusted humans
to stubborn dwarves, fierce orcs, and more.
Each with their own unique racial traits and
abilities that make up the diverse world.

A creature’s race is an important baseline
for your character. Most people know basic
information about various fantasy races.
Dwarves are short, elves are graceful, the river
folk are dangerously curious, orcs are brutal,
and humans are... well, human. But there is
more to a dwarf than its lack of height. Use
other information, such as the Mythis Primer
section, to get more information about where
your character could be from and what their
childhood may have been like. Additionally,
all races have ethnicities. These are the
specific cultural and geographic diversities
that each race possesses based on their
geographic location.
Using this information allows you to delve
deeper into the campaign world and gives
you the ability to decide what makes your
character tick.

Yet since both biology and culture are
mutable— especially when one considers the
powerful forces of magic—multiple creatures
of the same race, such as two elves, can be
extremely different while still manifesting
similar aspects of their shared heritage and
culture.

The Races of Mythis

Racial traits and abilities are bonuses—and
sometimes penalties—that are granted when
choosing a race. These traits represent the
cultural and biological parts of a creature.
Consider this when deciding on your race.
Also, think about the stereotypes of each race
based on the traits and abilities each race
has. Does your character demonstrate these
stereotypes or fight against them? As a halforc, are you savage and bloodthirsty? Are you
cultured and educated? Are you a priest who
is struggling to keep your bloodlust in check
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The following creatures are the most
commonly found playable races in Mythis.
When creating your character, you will
choose first their race and then their
ethnicity.

Elves
Typically, tall, graceful, and pretty, elves
are long-lived. They are often masters of the
wilds, the arts, and the arcane. Elves tend to
be self-sufficient and very private, which gives
the impression that they are uncaring toward
other races.

Humans
The most varied of all the races, humans can
be ambitious, heroic, and confident as well
as deceitful, greedy, and insidious. Humans
can work together toward common goals,
something that makes them a force to be
reckoned with. Though short-lived compared
to other races, humans have a sense of
determination and drive that allows them to
accomplish much good or ill in their brief
lifetimes.

Dwarves
Short and stocky, these hearty defenders
of their mountain homes are often seen as
serious and lacking a funny bone. Despite
lacking a sense of humor, they are well-liked
and respected as crafters and engineers in the
fields of metalsmithing, mining, and jewelry.
They have an unrivaled love for the treasures
found deep under the soil. In terms of their
culture, dwarves have a tendency toward
traditionalism, castes, and isolation that
sometimes manifests as xenophobia.

called “General Appearance”, instead using
a phrase to represent that race. However,
the information contained in this section
gives you information for each race’s general
physical appearance. Such information
includes skin tones, available hair and eye
colors, height and weight ranges, etc.

Viewpoints
This next section contains information about
each race’s outlook on life in general terms.
Not all members of that races will share
these views but most will. Such information
includes how that race views the others, and
that race’s general demeanor.

Basic Culture/ Lifestyle
In this section, general information can be
found for the culture of each race. They
could be harmonistic, warlike, academic,
or even trade focused. They might worship
nature, live in treetops, or in caves. Certain
colors might be prevalent in a culture. Again,
this is in general terms and exceptions are
possible.

Racial Details

Racial Traits

On the following pages, as well as in
future Mythis books, you can find detailed
information on playable races. The
information is there to give you insight on
several aspects of each race, such as their
racial ability score bonuses, or racial abilities
you gain from choosing that race. Some
aspects, such as the culture, will be general
and might not pertain to how you envision
your specific character, but other members of
your race could possibly possess those aspects.

Here will be explained the bonuses and
penalties that apply to a race as a whole.
These can include talents or flaws, or ability
score modifiers.

General Appearance
This is the first section of information given
for each playable race. The section won’t be

Ethnicities
Each race has several ethnicities, racial
subgroups, which adapted to their area of
the world in different ways. Most ethnicities
provide several bonuses, such as ability score
bonuses and penalties, weapon proficiencies,
and environmental skill bonuses for the
Survival (Wis.) skill. These will only apply to
that specific ethnicity and not the race as a
whole.
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Languages
Most races have developed a spoken and
written language, though there can be
exceptions. In this subsection, the languages
that each race speaks or writes is listed.
Unless a specific flaw is taken (Illiterate or
Mute), every playable character can read and
write their racial language.

Racial Abilities
Within this section any special abilities of a
race will be explained. Examples of such can
range from having inborn magical potential,
to having skill bonuses, to knowing which
way is north while underground.
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Elves
“There is so much beauty in the world. Upon
entering the realm of the elves, you will be awed
by the sheer loveliness and grace in their ways.
The brilliant white woods crafted into graceful
arches, spires rising deep into the treetops. The
masterful stonework of the dwarves marks the
boundaries of the elves’ lands.”
—Durmer Vought, scholar and diplomat
to the Caer Gorminor elves

not. Instead, hermit elves choose to live
in the most secluded places they can find.
Always the wardens of nature, elves seek a
harmonistic lifestyle. They also have a love
for the arts such as music, painting, and
poetry, and have a great appreciation for all
things of beauty. However, don’t let their
lifestyle or brightly colored clothing lull you
into believing them to be soft and gentle;
elves are skillful warriors.

Tall and Graceful
With their ever-elegant presence and finely
chiseled features, they are considered the
most beautiful of all the races that inhabit
the lands. Elves tend to range in height from
5’11” (180 cm) to 6’5” (195 cm). Elves are
lean and muscular, tending to weigh between
135 lb. (61kg) to 165 lb. (74 kg).
Elves have pointed ears, and pale skin tones
that vary similarly to humans depending upon
the environment in which they live. Their
hair, which is usually straight, typically ranges
from light brown to platinum blond. There
have been a few who possess black or silver
colored hair. Their eye colors are usually
lighter in tone. With hues of blues and greens,
but rarer colorations such as violet or gold
can be found. All elven eyes appear to be
flecked with metallic gold and their eyes are
inhumanly vibrant in color.

Elven Life
Elves are the longest lived and, as far as
is known, the oldest race to grace Mythis.
They are also the most magically gifted of all
the races. Most have made their homes in
the vast, ancient forests of the world. Some
of the more isolationist elves, however, do

Elves live in harmony with nature. With their
magic, there’s no need to clear the lands they
inhabit, and they are excellent hunters and
gatherers. Talented artisans, they craft finely
made clothing and art. Like dwarves, elves
are skilled jewelers, although they leave the
finding of precious gems and metals to the
mountain dwellers. Elves encountered outside
of their realms will often be accompanied by
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Appearance: Handsome/Beautiful

minstrels, sages, and mages. Noblemen often
try to hire elves to teach sword fighting and
magic to themselves or their children. Elves
tend to prefer wearing light flowing clothing,
usually colored in subtle pale hues.

Ethnicities

Elven Views
The natural lifespan of elves is around 1,000
years. Elves, appearing to be immortal in the
eyes of the other races, generally take a longterm viewpoint of events in the world that
they live in. Because of this, they tend to be
more cautious than the other races, which
can cause them to come off as aloof. They
don’t make friends easily outside of their own
race or settlements. When elves do adventure
outside of their homes, they are relentless in
the pursuit of their quest.

General Views of Other Races
Please note that this section is a broad
overview of the general perception of how
elves view the other races. Your character
might not share these opinions.
Dwarves: For almost all of time relations have
been friendly between these two races. Trade
is brisk between the two cultures, with elves
happily trading wine, grain, and vegetables for
metal or gems. Half-dwarves are treated the
same as dwarves.
Humans: Seeing humans as not very
trustworthy, elves begrudgingly transact with
them. An elf who has trust in humans is a
rare sight.

To distinguish the different ethnicities of
elves, who themselves don’t make such
distinctions, the other races refer to elves by
a nickname based on the region each ethnic
group is from.
Spring Elves
Elves who reside in temperate forests or plains
are referred to as “spring” or “woodland”
elves. These elves are known for producing
many great artists and respected scholars.
-2 to Strength, +2 to Dexterity, +1 to
Intelligence
They gain one free whole proficiency for the
survival skill in either mountain or forest and
a free whole proficiency for either longbows
or bastard swords. Alternatively, they can split
one or both of those whole proficiencies into
half proficiencies and take both options.
Summer Elves
Elves who reside in desert or in tropical
climates are referred to as “summer” or
“desert” elves. Unique among the elven
people, these elves have a darker complexion,
with skin tones ranging from tan to olive,
caused by living in areas with lots of heat and
sunlight.
-1 Strength, +1 Dexterity, +1 Constitution
They gain one free whole proficiency for the
survival skill in either mountain or desert, and
a free whole proficiency for either javelins or
scimitars. Alternatively, they can split one or
both of those whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.

Racial Traits
Throughout Mythis, elves have captivated
the other races with their physical beauty.
Regardless of ethnicity, all elves gain the
following background talent for free.
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Winter Elves
Elves who reside in colder, subarctic climates
are referred to as “winter” or sometimes
“frost” elves. Thanks to their harsher lives
in the colder climates, these elves are
heartier than their other brethren. They are
the stockiest of all elves, appearing more
humanlike and less lean in their figures.
-1 Strength, +1 Dexterity, +1 Wisdom
They gain one free whole proficiency for the
survival skill in either mountain or tundra,
and a free whole proficiency for either short
bows or spears. Alternatively, they can split
one or both of those whole proficiencies into
half proficiencies and take both options.

a number of 0–spell point (SP) spells of their
choice that are equal to their Intelligence
modifier. These are in addition to any spells
learned from other background talents or
their archetype.
Night Vision
Gifted at being ever vigilant against foes at all
hours, elves have gained the ability to draw
more light into their eyes than other races.
During twilight hours (dawn and dusk), dim
light conditions, or on nights lit by a bright
full moon, you can see clearly up to 90 ft.
(30 m) away as if you were in daylight. When
using your night vision, you can only see
in shades of gray. In total darkness you are
blind.

Languages
Elves can speak, read, and write their dialect
of the elven language at a native level.
Additionally, they know one language of any
dialect at a learned level, or two languages of
any dialect at a broken level (See chapter 13
for details).

Racial Abilities
Through many centuries, particular biological
abilities have become established in all the
elves of Mythis. These abilities represent how
the elves have adapted to their surroundings,
how they interact with the world, and what
unique things they can do.

Born of Magic
All elves are connected to the fabric of
magical energies that suffuse the world. They
gain Innate Magic—which is a background
talent—for free. However, this background
talent lacks the capability to Imbue. To
obtain the Imbue ability, the background
talent must be purchased as usual. Elves know

Elven Meditation
Elves don’t sleep in the same way as the
other races. Instead of dreaming, they usually
enter a deep, meditative state, where they
mentally replay moments of their lives. If
allowed to meditate for four hours, you will
gain the benefit of eight hours of sleep. Elves
can choose to sleep voluntarily, though still
without dreams, in which they follow the
standard rules for sleep. Elves can meditate so
long as they have two levels of exhaustion or
less. Any more than that, and they must sleep
instead.
Elven Senses
Elves have a heightened awareness of the
world around them. Elves naturally have a
whole proficiency in the Observation (Wis.)
skill.
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Dwarves
“Their hammers tolled like bells when
entering their lands. You will never mistake
it for another’s. The craftsmanship that you
will behold will be that of none other. Their
pride in their work is second only to the bonds
that they form. To be invited into their world
should be looked upon as an honor.”
—Ryelly Glyell, war priestess of Sariel

in dwarven society. Although adept traders,
they tend to seclude their kingdoms from
outsiders. They are competent warriors when
pushed.

Short and Enduring
Dwarves appear as short humans. Dwarves
range in height from 4’11” (132 cm) to 5’5”
(157 cm). Males typically weigh 220 lb. (99
kg) or more, and females range from 150
lb. (68 kg) to 172 lb. (78 kg). Dwarven hair
ranges in color from muted and bright reds
to deep black. Dwarven skin varies from
white to a deep tanned skin tone, depending
upon the environment in which they live.
Their hair is typically kept shoulder length or
longer, and is often styled in braids, topknots,
or buns. Their eye colors are hues of browns.

Dwarven Life

Dwarves are the second longest lived, and
as far as is known, also the second race to
inhabit the world. They are the most skilled
tradespeople of all the races of Mythis. They
have made their homes both on the foothills
and inside of mountains. Due to this, they
are sometimes referred to as the “Wardens of
Stone.”
Dwarves have a deep appreciation for
beautiful artistry. Music making, smithing,
and brewing are the most appreciated trades
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Dwarves live in harmony with their
surroundings. They are excellent hunters
and fishermen, as well as talented artisans,
specializing in finely made jewelry, art,
weapons, and armor. Dwarves always have
a trade partner with the elves. Dwarves love
to tinker and are often encountered outside
of their realms accompanied by merchants,
blacksmiths, and mages. Noblemen are always
in the market for dwarf-crafted weapons
and armor. Dwarves have different ways
for referring to other dwarves depending on
their relationship. It is common, and even
expected, for one dwarf to refer to another
by their last name if the two dwarves are nor
close with each other. The use of first names
is usually reserved for family members or
close friends.

Dwarven Views
Being more long-lived than most other
races, dwarves may take a long-range view
of worldly events. Sometimes, too long of a
view. They tend to be outgoing but only when
it comes to trading. Dwarves are friendly
enough and can make friends easily, but these
are mostly “business” friendships. If a dwarf
was to adventure outside of their woodland or
mountain homes, they would be a welcome
addition to any party.

General Views of the Other Races
Please note this section is a broad overview of
the dwarves’ general perception of the other
races. Your character might not share these
opinions.
Elves: For most of their history, relations have
been friendly between the two races. Trade is
bountiful with the most commonly swapped
goods being elven wine, grains, and vegetables
being exchanged for dwarven metals and
gems.
Humans: Seen by dwarves as a mistrusting
race ever since the human testing, dwarves
will trade with humans but always with a
suspicious eye at best.

Racial Traits
The Dwarven people have adapted extremely
well to the different areas they have migrated
to. So much so that there is very little left
that is common between the different ethnic
groups, outside of culture that is. And one
other thing, their will. A stubborn people,
all dwarves have the following background
limitation and its AP reward.
Stubborn (Hardheaded)

Ethnicities
As dwarves spread throughout the world,
the climates and environments they came to
changed them. The change was less mentally

or culturally impactful, though that did
happen as well. It more of physical in nature.
While the dwarves see each ethnicity as
cousin to one another, and so no distinction
is needed, the humans they encountered felt
a need to identify them. Not caring enough
to try and see things from the dwarves’
perspective they simply refer to the dwarves as
either Ice, Iron, or Cadre dwarves.
Ice Dwarves
The dwarves who live in the frozen parts of
the world are hearty, robust, and tend to be
more isolated than other communities of
dwarves. Their skin is paler than the other
dwarves, with a pale blue tint to it. This has
led to folk stories being told by humans that
they are made of living ice.
+2 Constitution, -1 Charisma, and choose
either +1 Strength or +1 Dexterity.
Additionally, they have one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, for either
mountain or tundra. They also have a free
whole proficiency in either arbalests or
warhammers. Alternatively, they can split one
or both of those whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.
Iron Dwarves
Hailing from the dwarven kingdoms that
have many iron mines, these dwarves have
good common sense and communication
skills. All the exposure to the dangers of the
mines has led to the skin of the miners to be
constantly covered in greyish black ash, dirt,
and soot. According to humans, this gives
the appearance of having iron like skin. A
common saying is that they are as tough as
the iron they free from the earth.
+1 Constitution and choose either +1
Wisdom or +1 Charisma.
They also will have one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, either for
mountain or grassland and a free whole
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proficiency in hand crossbows or two-handed
maces. Alternatively, they can split one or
both of those whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.
Cadre Dwarves
Belonging to one of the dwarven city-states
or transient caravan trains, these dwarves are
good traders and politicians. Uniquely among
the dwarves, it has become quite fashionable
for male dwarves to trim their beards short,
in a human like manner, or shave it off
completely. Their nickname, Cadre dwarves,
comes from the caravans that travel around in
groups as they try to sell their wares.
+2 Charisma, +1 Dexterity or +1
Constitution.
They will also have one free whole proficiency
in the survival skill, for jungle or desert. Also,
they have a free whole proficiency in either
crossbows or long-handled axes. Alternatively,
they can split one or both of those whole
proficiencies into half proficiencies and take
both options.
Languages
Dwarves can speak, read, and write their
dialect of the dwarven language at a native
level. Additionally, they can know one
language of any dialect at a learned level, or
two languages of any dialect at a broken level.

Racial Abilities
As with the elves, new biological abilities
have become established in the ages since
the dwarves first appeared on Mythis. The
abilities below represent the culmination of
the Dwarven adaptations.

Dark Vision/Night Vision
Due to the many eons spent in mines and
in mountain settlements, dwarven eyes
have become very adept at seeing in the
darkest places. When in pitch-black lighting
conditions, dwarves can see 45 ft. (15 m) as if
they were in dim light, though only in shades
of gray. Additionally, in the twilight hours
(dawn and dusk), dim light conditions, or in
the bright light of a full moon at night, you
can see up to 60 ft. (20 m) as if you were in
daylight.
Dwarven Resilience
Dwarves tend to be unbending, and while that
has its downsides, there are some benefits as
well. They have a +3 bonus on saving throws
versus Mind College or Communication
College spells, as their minds are more
laborious to persuade than those of other
races.
Dwarven Sturdiness
While dwarves may be shorter than humans,
their build allows them to carry more weight
without any issues. For the purposes of
movement, your encumbrance is always
treated as one level lower than it actually is.
Stone Senses
Dwarves thrive underground and in caves,
both natural and hewn. They cannot get lost
without magical aid while in such locations;
they always know which way is north, and
can retrace their path as if they had made a
map of their route.
Tough Skin
Dwarves have natural 1 DR. This stacks with
any armor or magical effects that also provide
damage resistance.
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Humans
“An interesting race...a perplexing mix of
creatures. Capable of such beautiful works of
art, and also the most atrocious of misdeeds.
It is said that they feel so different from the
rest of the mortal races. They must feel so
alone. If only they knew, they are not alone
in this world. They have such potential and
are watched by us. Waiting...hoping... that one
day, their potential will be achieved.”
—Ryningal the Ancient, the Compendium
of Aepones

spans. Humans can both create wondrous
works of art as well as being capable of savage
brutality. This duality has perplexed the other
races for some time.

Diverse and Skilled
Humans are the most diversified of all the
races. From skin color to hair and eye color,
humans come in a myriad of shapes, shades,
and sizes. Their skin can range from as pale
as snow to as dark as night. Their hair varies
from pin straight to tight curls. Their eye
colors cover the spectrum from deep brown,
hazel, green, to light blue. Height is another
area in which humans encompass a wide
variety. They range from as short as 4’11”
(132 cm) to taller than 6 ft. (182 cm). They
can weigh as little as 100 lb. (45 kg) to as
much as 300 lb. (136 kg).
Humans are highly skilled and work well
in groups. They are quick learners, and
when they put their minds to a project,
they will work nonstop to accomplish the
task. For all the good that they do, they
seem to balance it out with their destructive
potential. Humans are restless and always
pushing their boundaries, trying to expand
their lands. They don’t live in harmony with
nature and multiply fast, spreading quickly to
consume resources with no thought for future
generations. They often allow greed to destroy
them, having a love for wealth and all that
comes with it.

Human Life
Humans are the most varied of all the races.
They are fast learners, skilled, and vastly
talented. As a race, they are extremely driven;
this is most likely due to their short life-

Human life is diverse. They have learned
to live and thrive in the most extreme
environments. Humans can be great
tradespeople, skilled warriors, and adept
mages. Since their “testing,” the world has
had a firsthand look at what lies in their
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Racial Traits

hearts. They feel shunned by the other
races. Even the orcs, fierce as they are, are
standoffish of humans; unless, that is, to raid
them.

Due to humanity’s ability to conform to both
their environment and their lifestyle more

Human Viewpoints
Humans, being the shortest-lived race, do not
have the luxury of time that many other races
enjoy. Taking the “long” view of things is
out of the question for most of them. Human
lives are but a blink of an eye; therefore,
humans feel the need to accomplish as much
as possible in the shortest amount of time.
Humans tend to be the most outgoing and
adaptable of all the races. They can and do
interbreed with the other races quite often.
Sometimes by love, and sometimes by force.

General Views of the Other Races
Please note this section is a broad overview
of the general perception of different races by
humans. Your character might not share these
opinions.
Dwarves: Since the humans first arrived
on the shores of Illache, relations have
been cooperative between these two races.
Resources and goods flow between the two
cultures, but humans look down on dwarves
as filthy, believing that they must be so since
they live underground. Half-dwarves are
treated the same as dwarves by most humans.
Elves: Viewing elves as pompous and
mistrusting, humans will trade with the oldest
race only in a limited fashion. Half-elves
are generally accepted into human society,
though only at the lower tiers.
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than any other race, there are no specific stat
bonuses for human ethnicities. As such, all
humans can choose one of several options for
their racial traits. Choose one of the options
below:
Gain +1 to all ability scores.
Gain +1 to two ability scores, 10 bonus
Adventure Points for character creation.
Gain one free background talent.

Ethnicities
Humans, though they are short-lived in
comparison to the other races, make up for
it by being the fastest reproductive race. As
such they have become the most common
and widespread race on Mythis. They refer
to themselves by the region of the world they
are from to quantify the differences between
human ethnicities. As such, the older races
have followed suit, though usually because the
humans insisted. The elves don’t understand
why there needs to be such a distinction, and
the dwarves don’t see any distinction, but
even so they have accepted it.

Bron
The Bron hail from a cold and frigid climate.
Having “thicker skin” than other ethnicities,
these humans usually have pale skin tones—
sometimes even pure alabaster white—and
lighter colored hair. Blond hair is the most
common hair color among the Bron. Their
eyes are generally darker tones of brown or
even black, though some lighter colors do
appear.

A Bronnish human gains one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, for either
mountain or tundra, and a free whole
proficiency for either short bows or longhandled axes. Alternatively, they can split one
or both of those whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.

Caesin
The Caesin live in a temperate climate. This
ethnicity displays the widest variety of skin
tones and hair colors. Caesin can have skin
tones from white to tan tones. Hair colors
range from darker colors, such as black and
brown, to medium shades of red and blond.
Their eyes span the spectrum of black and
brown to hazel and gray.
A Caesin human gains one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, for either
grassland or forest, and a free whole
proficiency for either longbows or estocs.
Alternatively, they can split one or both
of these whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.

Ilache
The hot and dry desert is where the Ilache
hail from. Having a higher tolerance for heat
and sunlight, the Ilache have skin tones that
range from olive to reddish-bronze. Their hair
is commonly dirty blond or sandy brown. The
Ilache frequently have blue, hazel, or brown
colored eyes.
An Ilache human gains one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, for either
mountain or desert, and a free whole
proficiency for either hand crossbows or
longswords. Alternatively, they can split one
or both of those whole proficiencies into half
proficiencies and take both options.

Tolgalen
Tropical islands are home to the Tolgalens,
who are great sailors and fisherfolk. They
commonly have skin that’s black, brown, or
bronze colored. The Tolgalen have brown,
green, or hazel eyes, and their hair color
ranges from darker shades of blond to brown
and black.
Tolgalen humans gain one free whole
proficiency in the survival skill, in ocean
or jungle, and a free whole proficiency for
either short spears or tridents. Alternatively,
they can split one or both of those whole
proficiencies into half proficiencies and take
both options.

Languages
Humans can speak, read, and write their
dialect of the human language at a native
level. Additionally, they can know one
language of any dialect at a learned level or
two languages of any dialect at a broken level.

Racial Abilities
Humans, unlike the other races, have a
specific racial ability that is tied to their
ethnicity. This is due to the various cultures
that humans have, each with vast differences
compared to the other races.

Bron
The Bron have resistance to cold damage that
results from the effects of natural weather.

Caesin
The Caesin gain two whole proficiencies with
one of the following skills:
Diplomacy (Cha.), Mercantilism (Int.),
Performance (Cha.), Teaching (Int.),
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one Knowledge skill, or one Craft skill.
Alternatively, they can split the whole
proficiency into half proficiencies and take
multiple options.

Ilache
The Ilache have a resistance to fire damage
resulting from the effects of natural weather.

Tolgalen
The Tolgalen gain one whole proficiencies
with one of the following skills: Fishing
(Dex.), Ocean Navigation (Int.), Ship
Handling (Int.), Swimming (Con.).
Alternatively, they can split the whole
proficiency into two half proficiencies and
take two options.
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Chapter 3: Archetypes

A

character’s archetype broadly defines
the basics of what the character
can do both in combat and other
areas of gameplay. It gives you an
overview of what a character’s strengths and
weaknesses are. When choosing an archetype,
it is best to ask yourself one question: “What
kind of character do I want to be?” A spellslinging arcanis? A mighty two-handed
wielding myrmidon? Or perhaps a priest
showering the world in divine glory? There
are many options available when choosing
your archetype. So much so that even a party
consisting of all myrmidons can still present
very different characteristics.
A character’s archetype affects a character’s
available abilities and even some skill bonuses.
A well-rounded party is one with a good
diversity of capabilities.

Arcanis
“The Sole purpose of all magical and mystical
training is to become free from the bonds that
hold oneself back from their full potential.”
—Suna Eshkil, chief seer of Mithlerion,
the City of Orbs.
Throughout the ages, there have been a
variety of names given to an arcanis, such as
sorcerer, wizard, witch, mage, and warlock.
Whatever the title, the one constant is that
these individuals could use their power to
augment the world around them. There is
no divine magic. There is no arcane magic.
There is just the fabric of magic—and those
who can wield its power. Arcani are free to
learn spells from any colleges of magic that

they choose.
Only a creature with the Innate Magic
background talent, representing both the
magical potential they were born with and
the training they’ve received, can access their
mana well and cast spells. Taking a minimum
level of Neophyte is required to be an arcanis.

Mana, Spell Attacks, Spell Saving
Throws
Mana is the magical energy contained within
a creature’s body that is used as fuel to cast
spells. Casting a spell usually requires a spell
attack roll or a spell saving throw to be made
by the target of the spell. A spell attack roll is
1D20 + Dex. modifier + proficiency bonus.
Your spell DC is used if a creature must make
a spell saving throw. It is 8 + Int. modifier
+ proficiency bonus. Arcani hold a specific
amount of mana, used for casting spells. They
can hold a maximum number of spell points
equal to that creature’s Constitution score
plus their Intelligence score. For more indepth information, see the magic chapter for
a full description.

Learning Spells
An arcanis can learn new spells by studying
spell books, spell scrolls, arcane runes, and
other sources that have arcane formulae
on them. At character creation, an arcanis
automatically knows a number of spells equal
to 6 + their Intelligence modifier. Additional
spells can then be purchased by spending an
amount of Adventure Points (AP) equal to
the casting cost of the spell they wish to learn
(minimum 1 AP). For example, Fireball has
a casting cost of 3 SP (spell points). So, you
would have to spend 3 AP to learn this spell.
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After character creation there is an additional

step. The arcanis must spend a number of
hours equal to three times the casting cost
of a spell in study and memorization before
they can learn it. This is usually done during
downtime. It can take more or less time for
some mages to learn new spells than others.
Decrease the amount of time (in hours)
it takes to learn a spell by the Intelligence
modifier of the mage if their modifier is
positive. Increase the amount of time (in
hours) it takes to learn a spell if their modifier
is negative.

Arcane Prowess
An arcanis can become so secure in
their power that they can cast low level
spells effortlessly. Once an arcanis gains a
proficiency bonus of +4, they may reduce the
base casting cost of spells by one if they have
an Intelligence score of 15 or higher. When
their proficiency bonus increases to a +5, an
arcanis with an Intelligence score of 17 or
higher reduces the casting cost of spells by 2.
When their proficiency bonus increases to a
+6, an arcanis with an Intelligence score of
19 or higher reduces the casting cost of spells
by 3.
Arcani hold a specific amount of mana, used
for casting spells. They can hold a maximum
number of spell points equal to that creature’s
Constitution score plus their Intelligence
score.

Maintaining Spells
After a spell is cast, it lasts for a certain
amount of time. If a spell does not have a
duration of Instantaneous, an Arcanis can
spend a number of spell points equal to
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half the casting cost of the spell (minimum
1), when the spell’s duration has lapsed, to
keep the spell going. The spell will continue
to function for the length of its duration
again, at which time you can maintain it
even further when it is about to expire. For
example, Zone of Truth has a casting cost of
2 SP, and a duration of 10 Minutes. When
10 minutes has elapsed, the Arcanis must
immediately spend 1 SP to maintain the spell,
which will last for an additional 10 Minutes,
or let it end.

Spell Manipulation
Arcani receive specialized training that allows
them to manipulate spells uniquely. You
choose two spell manipulations from the list
below at character creation; these you already
know and can use right away. You can spend
10 AP to gain additional manipulations,
either during or after character creation, but
you can never have more manipulations than
your proficiency bonus. A

spell can benefit from multiple manipulations
being used at the same time. Using a
manipulation is a free action, unless otherwise
stated in the manipulation’s description, and
you must decide to manipulate a spell before
you roll any dice or have a creature make a
saving throw.

Double Cast
For double the SP cost of a spell, an arcanis
can create a duplicate of it, and choose a
second target to be affected by the copy of
the spell. You must roll a separate spell attack
roll. This manipulation can only be done
with a single target spell, and the same target
cannot be selected twice. For example, an
arcanis casts ray of frost, and decides to double

cast it. He rolls to attack enemy A with the
main spell, and then rolls to hit enemy B
with the copy ray of frost.

Empower
When casting a spell, the arcanis can focus
more power into it than is required to
increase the damage that the spell will inflict.
Only spells that deal damage are capable of
being Empowered. Empowering a spell adds
additional damage dice. The number of dice
that can be added when increasing a spell’s
damage depends on the level of the spell. 0
SP spells can be boosted with a number of
dice up to the caster’s Intelligence modifier
(minimum 1). 1 - 9 SP spells can be boosted
with a number of dice up to double the
caster’s Intelligence modifier (minimum 2).
10 SP spells can be boosted with a number
of dice up to triple the caster’s Intelligence
modifier (minimum 3).
Empowering a spell takes time. For each
spell point that is spent to elevate a spell,
the casters take a temporary -1 penalty to
their initiative value (see page XXX). They
must wait until their new initiative value
before launching the completed spell at
their intended target. If increasing a spell’s
destructiveness would result in the caster
attacking at an initiative value of -1 or lower,
the remainder of the penalty carries over until
the next turn. It continues from an initiative
value of 20, or the highest initiative value
rolled by a combatant (whichever is higher).
When the arcanis reaches the initiative, value
required to finish casting the spell, they will
take their turn before any other combatants.
Please note that using the Empower
manipulation does not change a caster’s
initiative value permanently. It only applies
a temporary penalty that increases the time
needed to cast a spell fully. After an arcanis
stops boosting a spell, regardless of if they

were successful, the caster can take their next
turn at their regular initiative value. The SP
cost to boost a spell is listed in chapter 11,
under each spell that can be Empowered.
If a caster is struck by one or more attacks
while Empowering a spell, the caster must
make a successful concentration check (see
chapter 10) or the spell fails. Also, while
boosting a spell, the caster may only take
a move action, hide action, sprint action,
or a free action. If a caster is hidden before
increasing a spell’s destructiveness, or tries to
hide while empowering a spell, enemies can
spot the caster with either their awareness
(if the arcanis was hidden prior to starting
to manipulate their spell) or by using an
Observation skill check (if the arcanis takes
the hide action after empowering their spell).
The DC for this is equal to 20 minus the
number of SP spent to Empower the spell.

Extend/Expand
The range a spell can reach is usually finite.
However, an arcanis can push that boundary
by using Extend/Expand. An arcanis can
spend 1 SP to increase the range of the spell
by 1 yard (1 meter) or increase the size of a
spell’s diameter, radius, or the radial burst of
a spell by the same amount. This can be done
multiple times for a single casting, so long as
the arcanis spends 1 additional SP for each
yard (or meter) of expansion or extension.
For example, you wish to hit an enemy with
the lightning bolt spell. The spell has a range
of 20 yards, but your enemy is 22 yards
away from you. You declare that you are
casting this lightning bolt (which costs 3 SP)
at the enemy and are Extending the range
by 2 yards. This will cost you an additional
2 SP. Your spell point total will be 5 SP.
Alternatively, you have a group of five
enemies within 5 yards of one another. You
want to cast fireball (which costs 1 SP) and
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get the entire group, but you can’t get all of
them unless you were to Expand the area of
effect by an additional 3 yards (3 meters). By
spending 3 extra SP when you cast the spell,
you increase the area of effect from a 4-yardradius sphere, to a 7-yard-radius sphere
allowing you to hit all the targets. Your
fireball now costs you 4 SP.

Extensive Spell

the arcanis can forego the need to roll that
die. Instead, they deal the highest amount
of damage possible. For example, an arcanis
casts frostbite, which normally causes 2D4 of
damage. When casting they decide to spend
6 SP as an additional cost to have the spell
deal the maximum damage of 8 cold damage
instead of rolling 2D4. Their total casting
cost becomes 6 SP.

Penetrating Spell

The arcanis can stretch the reach of their
spell to targets that are outside of the spell’s
area of effect. If a spell allows the arcanis
to choose various creatures to affect with
their spell—either for good or ill—this
spell manipulation doubles the number of
creatures that can be targeted. The caster
must spend an additional 50% SP (rounding
down, minimum 1 SP) when casting the
spell.

The arcanis focuses their mind and alters the
shape of the spell into an arrow or shard-like
shape. For an additional 3 SP, the spell will
impose a situational penalty against on an
enemy’s defensive roll if they try to block this
spell with a shield, or if a magical barrier is
interposed between them and the caster.

Redirect

Lingering Spell
The arcanis can tie strands of mana to the
target of their spell; this causes the spell’s
effects to remain active for longer than usual.
This manipulation can be added to any spell
that is cast, which requires multiple saving
throws. The target must now succeed on
double the number of saving throws before
the spell’s effects end. The caster must spend
an additional 50% SP (rounding down,
minimum 1 SP) when casting the spell. For
example, a caster casts befoul water, and
uses the Lingering Spell manipulation when
casting. Anyone poisoned by this spell will
require 6 successful saving throws instead of
the normal 3 to end the poison condition.

Maximize
The arcanis can focus on their spell, causing
the damage they inflict to increase to
devastating levels. For 3 SP per damage die,
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By channeling their willpower into their spell,
an arcanis can obtain limited control over
their spell as it travels toward the intended
target. If a single target spell is cast and is
dodged or parried, the caster can use their
reaction to send it to another target within
15 ft. (5 m) or back to the same target. A
new spell attack roll must be made, and the
spell cannot be redirected again. Doing this
increases the SP cost to cast the spell by 50%
(rounded down, minimum 1 SP).

Swift Cast
This manipulation allows the caster to
energize their spell. Normally, a major action
is required to cast a spell. However, any
energized spell with a casting time of 1 major
action changes to a minor action. Casting a
spell with a longer casting time reduces the
casting time by half. Doing this increases the
SP cost to cast the spell by 50% (rounded
down, minimum 1 SP)

Myrmidon
“I have sailed throughout this realm, and the
fiercest fighter I have ever encountered is that
of a mother protecting her children. Second
to that is the myrmidon.”
—Gashak, of the Black Fist Clan, captain of
the ship Venture.
Myrmidons have been trained in the art of
many different combat styles and weapons.
They can serve in many roles: bodyguards,
caravan guards, and even soldiers on the
front lines. Some myrmidons, who have
shown valor on the battlefield, have been
knighted and awarded with the title of “sir”
or “dame.”

increase their defensive rolls, or be used to
add to their saving throws. When a D20 is
rolled for one of these specific types of rolls,
the combat dice are rolled with it. One or
multiple combat dice can be used at the same
time. The type (D4, D6, D8, etc.) of the dice
can be permanently increased by spending
the AP cost shown in the following table. The
myrmidon’s total number of combat dice is
equal to their proficiency bonus. Myrmidons
recover one combat die every hour.

Table 3.1: Combat Dice Cost

Myrmidon Training
The training that one endures to call
themselves a myrmidon is intense. Due to
the physical and mental toll training takes,
myrmidons receive the following benefits.

Armored Respite
Wars are not won in a day, and not all battles
are fought in daylight. As such, myrmidons
are trained to sleep in their armor so that they
may be ready for action at a moment’s notice.
Armor comes to feel like a second skin to a
myrmidon, and as such, it takes longer for
armor fatigue (pg. 128) to set in. Myrmidons
have a situational bonus on Constitution
saving throws to resist the adverse effects of
sleeping in their armor.

Combat Dice
A myrmidon’s training hones their skills to
heights most soldiers could only dream of,
leading them to attack and defend with more
accuracy than ordinary soldiers. Myrmidons
have the use of combat dice. These dice can
be spent to increase their weapon attack rolls,

Combat Dice Size

AP Cost

D4

-

D6

6

D8

8

D10

10

Enduring the Elements
Many armies have been decimated by
inclement weather. During training, a
myrmidon trainee is taken out into the wilds
far from civilization and left to survive in
the harshest of climates, such as the desert
or snowy mountains. Their task: to survive
the weather and complete the long trek back
to their training camp. Eventually, they
will learn to suppress the effects of extreme
weather conditions mentally.
This isn’t to say they aren’t affected by such
weather physically; instead, they “shut down”
those parts of the brain so that they don’t feel
them. Myrmidons gain a +3 bonus on saving
throws to resist environmental damage due to
inclement weather conditions. They also gain
a +3 bonus to Constitution checks to prevent
exhaustion.
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Hardened Warriors

Take a Knee

Due to their extreme physical training,
myrmidons gain certain benefits when
attempting special attacks and combat
maneuvers. If a myrmidon performs a combat
maneuver or makes an attack, other than
a standard attack that requires fatigue (see
page XXX) to be spent, the fatigue cost is
halved (minimum 1). For a combat maneuver
without a fatigue cost, myrmidons gain a +2
bonus.

Being masters of battle, the myrmidon’s
stamina is legendary and second to none,
with their ability to push past exhaustion and
continue fighting. Their enemies often say “A
myrmidon never tires on the field of battle.”
As a major action, a myrmidon kneels down
and rests for a few precious moments, which
lasts the rest of their turn. This allows the
myrmidon to recover 1 level of exhaustion,
and with it, the spent fatigue points for
that exhaustion level. A myrmidon is not
considered prone while doing so. After this
major action is taken, a myrmidon can take
no other actions, and if they have already
taken a minor action, they cannot take a knee
this turn. Additionally, you cannot spend
fatigue to take extra actions this turn.

Improved Critical
The myrmidon is a master of battlefield
combat, often being able to strike their enemy
seemingly from out of nowhere. Their ability
to land a devastating blow is well known. A
myrmidon can spend an amount of AP—see
the table below—to permanently increase
their critical hit range. A D20 weapon attack
roll with a result on the die that is in the
applicable range is considered a critical hit.
Improved critical upgrades must be purchased
sequentially.

Table 3.2: Critical Hit Upgrade Costs
Critical Hit

AP Cost

Natural 19–20

10

Natural 18–20

15

Natural 17–20

20

Multi-Attack
A myrmidon can purchase the Extra Attack
background talent for half the AP cost a total
of four times. After that, they must spend the
full amount for any additional levels.
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Rogue
“There is an archaic saying that states, ‘There
is no honor among thieves.’ It is often proven
wrong.”
—The last words of Finaris, the “Gray Cat”.
There have always been those in society
who play in the gray area between right and
wrong. Those willing to rob but only in order
for their or someone else’s survival. Some
commit murder because they believe they
are in the right, or because they have been
paid to do so. Others commit murder only to
protect themselves or those they love. If they
ever did kill for payment, it would be because
the money meant the difference between
life and death to them or their family. These
people—and many more like them—are the
rogues of the world. Men and women who
exist in the cracks of society.
As an archetype it is one of the most versatile
in Mythis. A rogue can be a frontline fighter,
scout, spy, treasure hunter, or the “face” of
the party. They can gather information on
long-lost items, find the “right” people to talk
to for jobs that might not be exactly above
board. They might just be cutpurses and
pickpockets. They can be at home in the city
or in the wilds. More often than not, they are
the most skilled individual in a group in terms
of life experience. This can make the rogue a
highly valued party member.

hole, and every attack count. Why? Because
sometimes (most times) you only get one
chance before you get caught, get noticed,
or get attacked. Thanks to their harsh lives,
rogues learn to make every moment matter
and have access to the following abilities.

Ambush Expert
Rogues are masters of striking both unseen
and effectively. When the rogue makes their
first successful attack roll during combat and
is either hidden or invisible, their attack is
automatically a critical hit without needing to
roll a natural 20.

Backstab
One of the first things a rogue learns how to
do is to stick a blade in a creature’s back. Any
successful attack made with a one-handed
bladed weapon from the rear gains a damage
multiplier. This multiplies the damage does
before it is reduced by DR. Versatile melee
weapons cannot be used for a backstab attack.
At character creation, a successful backstab
attack has its damage is doubled. AP can be
spent to permanently increase the damage
multiplier of a backstab attack. The amount
of AP that must be spent is shown in the
table below.

Table 3.4: Backstab Multiplier

A Rough Existence
Though often portrayed as fanciful or
exciting, life as a rogue is usually harsh.
The few who embrace this lifestyle find
that it forces them to learn to make every
movement, every purse snatch, every hidey-
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Damage
Multiplier

AP Cost

X2

-

X3

10

X4

20

X5
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Sneak Attack
Nothing is deadlier than a rogue hiding in
the trees or in the shadows. Whomever or
whatever they intend to strike doesn’t have
long to live. When attacking while hidden or
surprising a foe, the first successful ranged
attack or spell attack roll made by a rogue
deals extra damage. Once this attack is used
in combat, your opponent will be aware of
your presence. This means that a sneak attack
can’t be used again until the rogue makes a
successful hide check. AP can be spent to
permently increase the extra damage done by
a sneak attack. The amount of extra damage
done by a sneak attack and the AP cost to
increase the damage is shown below.
Table 3.5 Sneak Attack Damage
Extra Damage
Dice

AP Cost

1D6

-

2D6

8

3D6

10

4D6

16

5D6

20

Additionally, they gain a situational bonus to
Deception (Cha.) skill checks made as a part
of their schemes, as well as if they using a
disguise or forgery that they created.

Poisoner
In the humble opinion of a Poisoner, nothing
works better, faster, and quieter than a
well-made poison. They gain a +2 bonus to
Distilling (Int./Wis.) and Stealth (Dex.) skill
checks. Additionally, they gain a situational
bonus to Stealth skill checks made in dim or
dark conditions.

Scoundrel
With handy skills to grab and go, street
urchins and beggars are the most commonly
seen form of Scoundrels. The Scoundrel gains
a +2 bonus to Sleight of Hand and Street
Smarts skill checks. Additionally, anytime
a Scoundrel makes a dodge roll, they can
choose to make an Acrobatics skill check
instead. If the result is higher than the attack
roll, then they have successfully dodged the
attack. They can then use their reaction to
move 3 ft. (1 m) into an unoccupied adjacent
space.

Rogue Flavors
Not all rogues work in the same manner.
Some prefer poisons and some like to steal.
At character creation a rogue must select
one of the rogue flavors below, giving them
several bonuses. They can gain access to the
other flavors for 20 AP apiece.

Thief

Charlatan
Con artist, fraud, imposter—each of these
terms describes those who prefer to take
what they can through trickery, lies, and
deceit. A Charlatan gains a +2 bonus to their
Disguise (Int.) and Forgery (Int.) skill checks.
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Preferring to steal via planned heists, a
Thief has many skills that help them in their
ventures. They gain a +2 bonus to Lock
Picking (Dex.) and Engineering (Mechanical)
(Int.) skill checks. Additionally, they gain a
situational bonus to Engineering (Civil) (Int)
skill checks made to plan heists.

Evasive
When a rogue suffers the effects of a triggered

trap or an area effect spell and needs to
make a Dexterity saving throw, they have a
situational bonus.

Multi-Attack
A rogue can purchase the Extra Attack
background talent twice for half the regular
AP cost. After that, they must spend the full
amount.
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Chapter 4: Skills
“It is impossible to teach someone a skill
that they believe they already know.”
—Kendzo Hyrihito, famed sword master
of the Vanguard Imperium

NPC’s may only make a skill check if they
are at least half proficient in the requested
skill. The only exception to this rule is if
a player or NPC is trying to remember
information that they have previously learned
in this campaign. In that case they may make
a skill check, of the type chosen by the GM,
regardless of them being proficient or not.

Picking Skills

A

skill is the ability of a creature to
carry out a specific task multiple
times with the same or similar
results. Skills are separated into one
of six groups for categorization: general skills,
thief skills, knowledge skills, craft skills,
outdoor skills, and social skills. Each player
can choose whatever skills they wish to be
proficient at during character creation; they
will gain more proficiencies and mastery levels
as the campaign progresses. Some archetypes
will give a free skill proficiency, either a half
or a full proficiency, or a skill bonus.

With the Mythis roleplaying game, we wanted
the player to have the freedom to pick
and choose the skills that will define their
character.
The skills you choose will also allow you to
“multi-class” if you wish, without forcing
you to leave your archetype. If you are a
fighter, but you want to have some rogue-type
abilities, you can choose to take Lockpicking,
Trap Disarming, and Stealth. Now, you most
likely won’t be as good as the rogue. But you
should be able to hold your own in a pinch.
Also, your background can play into your skill
choices. If you are a scholar as well as a bard,
you can take any or all of the knowledge
skills as you see fit.

Making Skill Checks
At certain times during gameplay a GM
may ask a player to make a skill check, or
ask the party to make a skill check. When
this happens, it is usually because there is
something going on in which a skill would
be required. This could be anything from
observing an enemy, researching information
on a creature, crafting a sword, or even
remembering information about a religious
ceremony. When the GM asks for a skill
check, the player(s) or an NPC will roll a
D20 and add their skill bonus. The result of
this skill check will be compared to the skill
DC (difficulty check). If the players result
is equal to or higher than the skill DC, they
have succeeded in the skill check, if it is less
than the DC they have failed. Players or

During character creation, it costs 1 AP to
gain a half proficiency with a skill or 2 AP for
a whole proficiency. After character creation,
a half proficiency with a skill costs 10 AP;
moving from a half proficiency to a whole
proficiency costs an additional 15 AP. Or a
player can opt to buy a whole proficiency
all at once for 25 AP. Also, be aware that
outside of the character creation, acquiring or
increasing a skill could require learning from
a teacher.

Learning and Teaching Skills
Learning a skill is a process, mastering it is
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even more so. To represent this, we have
created a process that all creatures must
follow to gain a new skill proficiency or gain
a mastery level. This process is in addition
to paying the AP cost required. Some skills
may also require you to purchase the skill
proficiency multiple times to cover various
aspects of that skill, such as the Mercantilism
and Performance skills. This is considered
learning a new skill. For some skills, a teacher
must be found to teach you what you wish to
know. Gaining a teacher can be done through
payment or an apprenticeship.

can have a teacher if access to books is not
possible, as is the case with most commoners.
However, if a creature wishes to gain a
mastery level in the following skill categories,
they will need to have a teacher: craft and
knowledge. The other categories do not
require a teacher, but having one can be
helpful as teachers reduce the learning time
needed to gain or increase a skill.

Table 4.1: Skill Learning

Learning
The time it takes to learn or increase a skill
is based on a creature’s Intelligence score.
A creature can spend up to 8 hours a day
learning a skill as a part of downtime activity.
If a creature wishes to spend more than 8
hours a day studying, they must succeed on
a DC 12 Constitution check or immediately
gain a level of exhaustion at the end of the
study session. Any exhaustion gained in this
manner persists for the next 24 hours. The
amount of time needed to gain a skill level
is displayed in table 4.1. If a creature wishes
to obtain a mastery level, add 5 times the
mastery level, in number of hours, to the
amount of time needed to learn the skill.

Teaching
Skills can be learned by oneself through
research and reading books, trial and error,
practice, or other methods (magic). But there
comes a point in a student’s life, where a
teacher can help to expand their knowledge,
and for some skills, there are things that only
a teacher can help you learn.
If a creature wishes to learn a skill, they
can gain a half or whole proficiency without
needing anything other than a book. They

Intelligence
Modifier

Time (Hours)

-5

44

-4

42

-3

40

-2

38

-1

36

0

34

1

32

2

30

3

28

4

26

5

24

6

22

7

20

8

18

9

16

10

14

Specifically, a teacher is any creature with
at least a half proficiency in the same skill
you wish to learn and who agrees to pass on
their knowledge to you. A teacher may only
teach skills that they are, at the very least,
half proficient with, and the student can
never learn the skill in question at a level
above their teacher’s. Instead, they must find
another teacher with a higher proficiency or
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mastery level before they can increase their
skill.

from both Sewing and Medicine. You must
choose one or the other.

Teachers can reduce the amount of time (in
hours) that it takes for a student to learn a
new skill, or increase their understanding
of a skill. To do so, they must succeed on a
Teaching skill check that they make when
they begin their student’s lessons for the first
time. This reduction in learning time will
last until the student raises their skill level,
at which time a new check must be made
for each new skill level the student wishes to
learn.

Skills will clearly state what skill(s) they have
synergy with and the circumstances of that
bonus. If a skill is a prerequisite for another
skill, the creature must have at least a whole
proficiency in the prerequisite one before they
can take the more advanced one.

Skill Categories

Skill Synergy & Prerequisites
Some skills have similar uses, are learned
similarly, or are prerequisites for different
skills. When two skills have related
applications or training, they have what is
called skill synergy. When a creature meets
the following criteria—they have at least a
half proficiency in a skill that has a listed
synergy skill and they have at least a half
proficiency in the listed skill—then they can
add a synergy bonus to the listed synergy
skill. Sometimes, the bonus is for a specific
roll and sometimes it is for all rolls for the
synergy skill. A synergy bonus is a static
+3, as well as any mastery levels from the
originating skill. For example, Medicine has a
skill synergy with First Aid. When you make
a First Aid skill check, and you have at least
a half proficiency in both Medicine and First
Aid, you can add a synergy bonus of +3—as
well as any mastery levels that you have with
Medicine—to your roll.
A synergy bonus cannot be added from
multiple skills at one time, even if a skill has
multiple synergies. For example, both the
Sewing and Medicine skills have a synergy
with First Aid. When making a First Aid
check, you cannot add the synergy bonus

Skills are divided into six categories that
define the aspect of life they best service.
The categories are general skills, thief skills,
knowledge skills, crafting skills, outdoor skills,
and social skills.

General Skills
General skills represent tasks that are
prevalent and well-established parts of
everyday life.

Acrobatics (Dex.)
This is the skill to perform extraordinary feats
of balance, agility, and body coordination.
Acrobatics is used to do things like balancing
on a rope, perform parkour or free running
techniques, and doing flips or somersaults.

Beast Handling (Int.)
This skill represents the ability of a creature
to interact with beasts and give them verbal
or somatic commands. It can be used to get
them to do your bidding on simple tasks, such
as following a lead or coming when called. It
can also be used to train a beast for various
purposes, such as performing tricks, guarding
an area, or attacking a target on command.
Beast Training: All beasts require some
amount of training to be able to be used as
mounts or animal companions. If a mount is
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purchased, it usually has already been taught
some basic commands. This is not always the
case, though. There can be instances where
a purchased mount comes with no training.
As for animal companions, they must learn
to obey commands to be genuinely useful in
combat.
If a mount or animal companion is acquired
during character creation, it automatically
knows a number of commands that’s equal
to their owner’s/companion’s Intelligence
modifier.
When a creature wishes to teach their
mount or animal companion a new
command, they must make a Beast Training
skill check to determine how many hours it
will take to teach the animal one command.
Roll the skill check and add the result to
the Intelligence score of the beast they wish
to teach. Then subtract that number from
60. For example, let’s say a creature wants
to teach their mount the command, Attack
Target. The beast has an Intelligence of 7,
and the Beast Handling skill check result
was a 20. Add 7 and 20 together, and then
subtract the total from 60. With a final result
of 33, it will take 33 hours to teach the Attack
Target command.
As a part of downtime activities, up to 8
hours a day can be spent teaching a mount or
animal companion a command.
Climbing (Str.)
Climbing is the skill used to ascend walls,
mountains, cliffs, etc. A creature without a
climb speed who makes a successful climbing
check can move a distance equal to their
combat speed for one round. If a creature
does not have proficiency in Climbing, it
moves down to 1/2 of their combat speed
(rounded down). On a failed check, creatures

proficient in this skill only move 1/2 of their
combat speed (rounded down), and creatures
not proficient do not move at all. A critical
failure in this check can have alternative
effects decided by the GM (no movement,
falling, etc.). Depending on the angle of
ascent, a climber’s kit or other climbing tools
may be required to perform a climbing check.
Cooking (Int.)
Requires: Cooking or baking utensils and a
heat source
Cooking is a skill for determining how well a
creature can prepare food by combining and
heating ingredients in various ways. A critical
failure can cause food poisoning (see poison
section). A campfire, stove, oven, or other
heating source is needed when cooking.
First Aid (Int.)
Requires: Medical supplies or a first aid/
medical kit
First Aid is a skill for aGMinistering
emergency medical aid or treatment. If a
creature is injured, you can make a First
Aid check to stop bleeding damage, splint
a broken leg, or treat other small injuries
long enough to get the creature to a proper
healer. A successful check usually doesn’t
heal a creature of its injuries, instead, it will
merely postpone the negative effects for up
to one day instead. Multiple First Aid checks
will have to be made if it takes longer to find
a healer. The DC for these checks is based
on the severity of the creature’s injuries, so
the GM may increase the listed DCs below
based on the amount of damage a creature
has received. First Aid can be used to perform
treatments listed below.
Apply a Bandage 				DC 8
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Requires: Bandage
Using an available bandage (mundane or
alchemical), you wrap the small cuts and
bruises of a target creature. They heal 1D4
vigor points upon a successful First Aid (Int.)
skill check. Wound points cannot be healed
with bandages.
Cauterize			DC 18

Splint a Broken Limb			DC 10

Requires: A metal implement heated to
searing temperatures
When a creature receives a severe injury, like
a dismemberment or an open wound, a First
Aid (Int.) skill check can be made to attempt
to heat up a metal implement hot enough to
sear flesh, and then apply it to the injured
limb or wound. A success results in the losing
the bleeding condition that originates from
that wound.
Halt a Poison 			

DC (varies)

When a creature is suffering the effects of
poison, a First Aid (Int.) skill check can be
made to halt either the onset of an inactive
poison or to stop the progression of an active
one. The skill check is made against the
DC of the poison that’s affecting the target
creature. If multiple poisons are affecting a
creature, the DC is increased by 3 for each
additional poison affecting that creature. A
success results in the poison’s onset time
being increased by 24 hours if it is inactive,
or its effects being neutralized for 24 hours
if it is already active. This does not cure
a creature of its poisoned condition. An
antidote or arcane/divine healing must be
used instead.
Maintaining Treatment		

has received medical attention, this form of
First Aid is used to maintain the treatment
for an additional 24 hours. When this form
of a First Aid (Int.) skill check is made, you
are looking for torn stitches, further bleeding,
loose splints, etc. On a failure, maintenance
of an injury has failed and a new treatment
must be attempted with the original DC of
the treatment option.

DC 10

Requires: Wooden twigs or splints, bandages
or other sturdy cloth
When a creature receives an injury—
specifically a broken bone—to one or more
of their limbs (arms and legs) or extremities
(hands and feet), you can attempt a First
Aid (Int.) skill check to bind them in a
manner that allows them to heal correctly. If
a successful check is made, the broken limb
is splinted and will heal with a 0% chance of
complications, so long as the splint is left on
for the duration of the injury.
Stitch a Wound			

DC 13

Requires: Needle and thread or medical
“catgut.”
If a creature receives an injury that results
in ongoing bleed damage, a First Aid (Int.)
skill check can be made to sew the wound
shut and stop the bleeding. If successful, the
target creature stops taking any ongoing bleed
damage from their injuries, unless they have a
dismembered limb.
Fishing (Dex.)
Requires: Fishing pole or fishing net
This skill represents a creature’s ability to
catch fish or other aquatic creatures for
various purposes. Other things could be
needed to increase the odds of making a

After the first 24 hours in which a creature
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successful Fishing (Dex.) skill check, such as
bait.

Canine			

Observation (Wis.)

Equine			

The skill of noticing something or someone
through using sight, hearing, and smell. If the
subject that a character is trying to observe is
hidden or is being sneaky, this observer’s skill
check result must be higher than the target’s
Stealth check, Sleight of Hand check, etc.,
for the observer to be successful.
Riding (Dex.)
This is the skill of riding horses—or other
specified mounts—with physical commands.
When proficiency in this skill is taken, it is
only for a specific type of mount from the list
below. The listed types correspond with beast
subtypes found in the Creature Compendium
or in other books. A proficiency with a mount
type applies to all mountable beasts with that
subtype. This is chosen by the character with
proficiency in Riding, and must be shown in
parentheses on the character sheet.
A Riding check must be made to control a
mount under certain intense circumstances
such as jousting, navigating through/over
obstacles, etc., and is not needed for merely
riding from point A to point B. Proficiency
in this skill must be taken multiple times for
each type of mount a creature wishes to ride
proficiently.
Mount Types
Aquatic		 Elephant
Avian			Feline
Bear			Goat
Boar			Lizard

Drake			

Sheep
Spider
Wyvern

Search (Int.)
This is the skill of finding something or
someone through investigation. This is more
than simple observation. This skill requires a
creature to touch things, put clues together,
and use their mind to find what or who they
seek. It can be used to find hidden doors,
traps, secreted items on someone’s person,
etc. Search can also be used to determine
events that occurred in a specific area, such
as how a murder was committed in a room.
If searching for something or someone that’s
hidden, the result of this skill check must be
higher than the opposing Stealth check, Item
Concealment check, etc.
Swimming (Con.)
This skill refers to the ability to propel oneself
through the water effectively during extreme
circumstances (e.g., in fast river currents, in
stormy oceans, while wearing certain armors,
etc.). Creatures without a swim speed who
make a successful Swimming check can move
a distance equal to their combat speed for one
round. If a creature does not have proficiency
in this skill, their swimming speed is reduced
to 1/2 of their combat speed (rounded down).
On a failed check, creatures proficient in this
skill only move 1/2 of their combat speed
(rounded down), and creatures not proficient
do not move at all. A critical failure in this
check can have alternative effects decided by
the GM (no movement, drowning, etc.). This
skill is not required for swimming in a lake
or gentle river (unless a creature is wearing
certain armors of course).

Camel			Saurian
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Throwing (Dex.)

Item Concealment (Dex.)

This skill is for propelling an object—other
than a weapon—through the air by hand. The
optimal range is 5 yards. (5 m) for an object
that is 2 lb. (1 kg) or lighter, with a maximum
range of 30 yards. (30 m). Any object over
2 lb. (1 kg) has an optimal range of 3 yards.
(3 m) and a maximum range of 15yards
(15 m). The heaviest weight a creature can
throw must be equal to or less than the lowest
weight shown in the medium encumbrance
column (page xxx) based on that creature’s
Strength score. An object under 2 lb. (1 kg)
deals 2D6 damage of an appropriate physical
type (at the GM’s discretion), and an object
over 2 lb. (2 kg) deals 4D6 damage of an
appropriate physical type (at the GM’s
discretion).

The skill of a creature to hide small weapons,
pieces of jewelry, scrolls, or other small items
on their person, so they can get them past
anyone who searches for them. Weapons
that lack the light property give a situational
penalty to Item Concealment skill checks
made to hide them.

Thief Skills
These skills are not, usually, shown off in
public. It’s mainly the criminal elements of
society who use Thief skills, but that doesn’t
mean only criminals can benefit from using
these skills.

Lockpicking (Dex.)
This is the skill of undoing a lock by
manipulating components of the device
without the original key. With it, locked doors
will reveal their secrets to a creature.
Sleight of Hand (Dex.)
A skill of manual dexterity and subtlety, this
skill is typically used when performing tricks
of misdirection, stealing something from
someone’s grasp, picking someone’s pockets,
or slipping poison into drinks.
Stealth (Dex.)
This is the skill of moving cautiously and
quietly. It is a handy skill to have if sneaking
past guards or creeping up upon another
creature is your goal. This does not mean that
sneaking through an area will hide you from a
guard who’s looking right at you.

Disguise (Int.)
This skill represents one’s ability to conceal
their identity by applying makeup or
prosthetics to their face and body.

Street Smarts (Wis.)

Escape (Dex.)
This is a creature’s skill at slipping out of
restraints. With it, chains and ropes can be
undone and removed. The Escape skill is also
used to undo knots.

This skill represents the experience and
knowledge necessary to deal with the
potential difficulties and dangers of life in an
urban environment, such as knowing whom
to talk to in town regarding the underworld.

Forgery (Int.)

Knowledge Skills

When you need to make a copy of a
document that looks just like the original, you
need the Forgery skill. This is usually done in
connection with the crime of the same name.
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Knowledge skills are those gained through
the study of many different aspects of the
world. Knowledge can be learned from books,
scrolls, clay tablets, etc.

Alchemy (Int.)
Synergy: Distilling (alchemical compounds
only)
Alchemy is the study of the transformative
nature of the world, its construction, and
deconstruction. Through Alchemy, one can
obtain the power to make changes in the
natural world through careful research and
experimentation. A creature can make basic
alchemical poisons and tonics (difficulty level
1) with this skill. See the Alchemy section for
more detailed information (page xxx).
Arcane Lore (Int.)
This is the study of the magic arts, their
rituals, and spells. You do not need to be an
arcanis to take this skill. You can use this
skill to identify spells, magical items, arcane
symbols, relics, or wards.
Astrology (Int.)
Synergy: Occult Lore (only if heavenly
portents are involved)
When a creature studies the movements
and relative positions of a celestial body
and interprets them as harbingers of doom,
salvation, or promising some other effect on
civilization and the natural world, they are
using Astrology. With this skill, a creature can
attempt to understand the omens of the skies
and determine what kind of clues or warnings
they hint at. Usually, this is done with an
occult connotation.
Astronomy (Int.)
Synergy: Ocean Navigation
With this skill, a creature has spent time
studying the celestial heavens to better
understand how the heavens move and how
they affect the world. This skill can be used

to navigate, either on land or by the sea, with
the proper equipment. Additionally, it can be
used to determine how the celestial heavens
work, though in a limited fashion.
Cartography (Int.)
Synergy: Survival (all terrains) (for navigating
on land only)
The skill represents the study and practice
of drawing accurate maps. Everything from
tracking one’s journey to determining official
borders, and even creating secret codes within
a map, can be done with Cartography.
Engineering (Int.)
Engineering is used for building and
maintaining complex machines and other
structures using scientific principles. When
taking a half or whole proficiency in
Engineering, you much choose one of the
specific fields of study for this proficiency
to apply to. A separate proficiency must be
taken for each of the other fields if you wish
to be proficient in them. This must be shown
in parentheses on the character sheet.
Civil
An engineering field that deals with the
design, construction, and maintenance of
physically and naturally built infrastructure,
including buildings, roads, bridges, canals,
dams, and sewers.
Mechanical
This field of engineering deals with the design
and production of physical or mechanical
parts for large or small machines. Pulley
systems, cranes, spring mechanisms, and wind
pumps all fall under this field of study. It is
also used to design and set mechanical traps.
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Military

Medicine (Int.)

Prerequisite: Civil & Mechanical Engineering

Synergy: First Aid

Building on the foundations of both Civil and
Mechanical Engineering, this field combines
knowledge of the two, not only to make
military fortifications and siege weapons, but
also to maintain lines of military transport
and communications.

Requires: Medicine kit

Folklore (Int.)
This skill allows you to research the long-lost
and hidden lore of natural magical creatures
to find out where they may live, their habits,
and their weaknesses. Creatures that you can
study include gorgons, the fey, giants, and the
kraken.
Heraldic Lore (Int.)
The skill to recognize a coat of arms for
noble families, countries, or cities. This skill
is handy if you plan on running in the social
circles of the gentry, or you need to research
the personal history of a noble or royal
family.

Prerequisite: First Aid
The Medicine skill is used to identify an
illness, disease, or injury by examination. It
can also be used to perform surgery. This is
a particularly useful skill if you are playing a
“healer.”
Nature Lore (Int.)
Synergy: Herb Lore, Survival (all terrain
types)
This skill represents the study of nature at
large. The trees, plants, and even the beasts of
the world are all researchable with this skill.
Any applications or information of beast or
plant parts can be deduced with Nature Lore.
Occult Lore (Int.)

Herb Lore (Int.)
The study and collecting of herbs, which
lets you know both how to prepare herbs for
healing phials as well as what plants to use to
create an herbal-based poison. Use this skill
to research herbs, learn their properties, and
discover recipes for using herbs for healing or
harming.
History Lore (Int.)
With this skill, a creature can study past
events of a country, city, or other such
location. It is useful if you want to locate
a ruined temple or find out when the
neighboring kingdom conquered the city you
are currently residing in.

With this skill comes knowledge of various
topics that tend to fall outside of the realms
of science, religion, and standard magic.
Such topics include the summoning of spirits
through nonmagical rituals, energy sources
such as chi, alternative spiritual beliefs, and
entities that can confer their power onto
others through pacts (the Forgotten Ones).
Additionally, some darker aspects of magic,
religion, and science can also be included
under Occult Lore, such as the twisting and
corrupting of magic in unnatural ways, the
replication of divine energy by non-divine
sources, and “quackery” medical practices.
Religious Lore (Int.)
This is the study of the religions of the known
world, their customs, rites, deities, temple
worships, and histories specific to the various
religious orders.
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Craft Skills

Firearms (Int./Dex.)

Craft skills are a category of skills that revolve
around professions. These skills enable a
creature to make money and create useful
items. Craft skills are very complex and
have a secondary ability score that is added
to a skill check. The primary ability score
and the secondary ability score are shown
in parenthesis, with the primary score being
listed first.

Requires: Firearm smithing tools

Crafting
This skill represents a catch-all for any
crafting skills that are not listed in this
section, another Mythis book, or on the
character sheet. Discuss with your GM if
this skill covers all aspects of the type of
artisanship you would choose, or if there
should be multiple aspects/forms of Crafting.
Also, discuss what two ability scores play
into the type of crafting and which one is the
primary and which is the secondary. In the
parenthesis provided on the character sheet,
write in the kind of artisanship this skill will
cover, the aspect or form if necessary, and the
ability scores in the second parenthesis.
Distilling (Int./Wis.)
This is the process of separating or combining
the components of a liquid mixture by heating
and cooling them at specific temperatures
using specialized equipment. Distilling can be
used to separate the components of a mixture
from each other completely, like removing
salt from saltwater to turn it into freshwater.
Alternatively, it can be used to increase the
concentration of certain ingredients in the
mix. Distilling is the skill used to create
herbal and alchemical poisons, as well as
creating some antitoxins or antidotes. It
can be used for making many alchemical
compounds and even alcohol.

This skill represents the specialized knowledge
and skill at both making and repairing all
types of firearms.
Glassblowing (Dex. /Int.)
Requires: Glassworks and glassblowing tools
This skill represents the specialized knowledge
and techniques needed to transform
molten glass into a bubble, bottle, vase, lamp,
etc.
Jewelry Crafting (Dex. /Int.)
This skill represents the knowledge and
training needed to create and repair jewelry.
This skill covers all aspects of an artisan’s
craft, from cutting and shaping raw or faceted
gems to the design of rings, necklaces,
earrings, etc. Jewelry crafters can also shape
minute amounts of metal with their tools for
the creation of such adornments and have the
ability to engrave their creations.
Leather Crafting (Int./Dex.)
This is the skill to be able to create and
repair items from leather, such as leather
armor, saddles, decorative art, etc. When
taking a half or whole proficiency of this
skill, you much choose one of the specific
forms of Leather Crafting (listed below)
for this proficiency to apply to. A separate
proficiency must be taken for each of the
forms of Leather Crafting that you wish
to be proficient in. This must be shown in
parentheses on the character sheet.
Leather Augmentation
Requires: Paints, dyes, stamps, and suitable
artistic utensils
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This form of Leather Crafting deals with the
enhancement of leather items through dying,
painting, stamping, etc., to make it more
visually appealing.

Armor Smithing
Armor smiths, or Armorers, are smiths who
work with steel and other metals to make
and repair metal armor, such as chainmail
and plate mail. Other types of armor can be
combined with mail such as cloth or leather
armors, which requires separate skills to
make, such as Sewing and Leatherworking.

Leatherworking
Requires: Leather crafting tools
This deals with the ability to take basic
leather and turn it into works of art, armor,
and other items. This is the knowledge of
how to harden or soften leather and work
it through shaping, molding, and stitching
techniques.

Blacksmithing

Tanning

Blacksmiths work with wrought
iron or steel and forge these metals to
produce items such as gates, railings,
light fixtures, furniture, agricultural tools,
decorative and religious items, horseshoes,
cooking utensils, and nails.

Requires: Tannery, tanning chemicals

Blade Smithing

This form of Leather Crafting involves
knowing how to transform the skins and hides
of beasts into leather.

Bladesmiths work with steel to make and
repair bladed weapons, such as knives and
swords, using forging techniques. Bladed
weapons of all types can be made with
this skill; however, other skills such as
woodworking and leatherworking are required
to make handles, hafts, and sheaths.

Masonry (Int./Wis.)
Masonry represents a creature’s ability to
build structures from building materials, such
as bricks or stones. These materials are often
laid out and then bound together by mortar.
Metalsmithing (Int./Str.)
Requires: Forge and smith’s tools
With this skill, a creature learns how to
work hot metals, shape them, and forge
them into useful items. When taking a half
or whole proficiency with this skill, you
much choose one of the specific forms of
smithing, listed below, for this proficiency
to apply to. A separate proficiency must be
taken for each type of smithing that you wish
to be proficient in. This must be shown in
parentheses on the character sheet.
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Weapon Smithing
Weaponsmiths use steel and other metals to
make and repair blunted weapons such as
maces and mauls, as well as some flexible
weapons such as flails and chain whips.
Making handles and hafts requires a separate
skill, carpentry.
Teaching (Int./Cha.)
This is an important skill, representing a
creature’s ability to convey information
effectively, allowing them to pass knowledge
to another. It is mainly used during
downtime. See the Learning and Teaching
section earlier in this chapter for more
detailed information.

Textile Working (Dex. /Int.)
With this skill, a creature learns how to
stitch, knit, and weave fabrics to make many
different items. Clothing, cloth armor, rugs,
and tapestries can all be created with this
skill. This skill is also used to create fabrics
from materials such as wool from a sheep,
goat, llama, etc.; silkworms; cotton; or linen.
When taking a half or whole proficiency
with this skill, you must choose one of the
specific forms of Textile Working, listed
below, for this proficiency to apply to. A
separate proficiency must be taken for each
of the forms that you wish to be proficient
in. This must be shown in parentheses on the
character sheet.
Cloth Augmentation

This is the skill of needlecraft and stitching.
It has a myriad of uses, such as creating or
repairing cloth garments, making quilts, or
making cloth-based armors.
Weaving/Knitting
Requires: Loom (for weaving), knitting
needles (for knitting), yarn, cloth fibers, or
thread
Weaving requires two sets of yarn or thread;
these are called the warp and the weft.
Interlacing the yarn results in cloth. In
knitting, two needles are used to knit one or
more balls of yarn into a fabric.
Woodworking (Int./Dex.)

This form of Textile Working deals with the
enhancement of materials such as yarn, fibers,
or thread through dying or painting to make
them more visually appealing. Additionally,
this skill can be used after clothing has been
created to enhance its appearance.

Woodworking is the art of shaping and
assembling wood for various purposes. When
taking a half or whole proficiency with this
skill, you much choose one of the specific
forms of woodworking (listed below) for this
proficiency to apply to. A separate proficiency
must be taken for each type of Woodworking
that you wish to be proficient in. This must
be shown in parentheses on the character
sheet.

Material Creation

Bowyer/Arbalist

Requires: “Cotton” gin; spinning wheel or
drop spindle; and materials used to make
yarn, threads, or fibers (wool, cotton seeds,
flax, cocoons of silkworms, etc.)

A craftsman specializing in the creation of
bows, the Bowyer has the skill needed to cut,
treat, and shape different woods into deadly
weapons and hunting implements. Arbalists,
by contrast, are skilled in the creation of
crossbows. Bowers can also create the strings
and the wood shafts of ammunition for a
bow as well as the feathered fletching for
such ammo. Arbalists can do the same for
crossbow ammunition. Bowyers/Arbalists
cannot create the metal parts of the crossbow
or Bow/Crossbow ammunition. The prod,
the trigger mechanism, stirrup, sights, and
arrow/bolt heads must all be made with

Requires: Paints, dyes, and suitable artistic
utensils

This form of Textile Working deals with the
creation of materials such as yarn, cotton
fibers, or thread using machines such as a
cotton gin and a spinning wheel.
Sewing
Synergy: First Aid (Stitch a Wound only)
Requires: Thread and metal or bone stitching
needle
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Blacksmithing. However, only an Arbalist
knows how to take those metal parts and put
them together with the shaped wood stock to
create a crossbow or its ammo. Bowyers can
do the same with arrows.

creating a camouflage suit for a single
creature to wear or camouflaging a cave
entrance to hide in. Using this skill to create
a camouflage suit grants a situational penalty
to any Observation checks made to discover
the hidden creature, so long as the creature
remains quiet and motionless.

Carpenter
This skill represents the cutting, shaping, and
installing of wooden building materials for the
construction of buildings, timber bridges, and
other wooden structures.
Luthier
This skill represents the ability to make a
wooden stringed instrument. With it, you can
make anything from a lute or lyre to a harp
or cello.
Shipwright
Shipbuilding involves constructing ships and
other floating vessels out of wood. The person
with this skill is called a shipwright and they
usually work in a specialized facility known as
a shipyard. Shipbuilding and ship repairs can
both be accomplished with this skill.
Woodcarving
This is the skill of using wood and carving
tools to make furniture, storage equipment,
jewelry, etc.

Outdoor
Outdoor skills are a category of skills that
deal with the wilds of nature. These skills are
useful for any creature that lives or spends a
lot of time outside a city or town.
Camouflage (Wis.)
The Camouflage skill is used by a creature
who wishes to use natural materials around
them to conceal themselves, their allies, and/
or items of importance. Examples include
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Ocean Navigation (Int.)
Requires: Astrolabe or sextant
This skill represents the ability to plot,
ascertain, or direct the course of a ship, boat,
or raft using the required tools and the stars.
Ship Handling (Int.)
With this skill, a creature gains the knowledge
of how to pilot large water-going vessels with
sails and rudders, such as galleons, frigates,
ships-of-the-line, etc. This skill does not
cover water-traveling vessels that use oars or
poles for propulsion.
Survival (Wis.)
Synergy: Tracking (only when tracking in
terrain that you have Survival proficiency in)
This skill represents the techniques that
a creature may use in order to stay alive
in any type of natural environment.
These techniques will assist creatures in
obtaining necessities like food, water,
and shelter. Along with these techniques
comes the knowledge of interacting with wild
beasts and plants to better sustain life. Most
of these techniques have been passed down
for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. This
skill can be used for anyone who wishes to
live a self-sustaining lifestyle or who wants to
grow food. Whereas Herb Lore and Nature
Lore are based in research and study, this skill
is based on the passing down of knowledge
from person to person or trial and error.

When a creature chooses to take a half or
whole proficiency in this skill, they must
select one terrain from the list below. If
they wish to be proficient in multiple terrain
types, they must choose this skill again for
each terrain type. This must be shown in
parentheses on the character sheet.
Terrain Types: Artic, desert, forest, grassland,
jungle, mountain, ocean, river land, swamp,
underground
Tracking (Int.)
This skill represents the knowledge and usable
techniques for a creature to observe another
creature(s) passage through an environment
and/or follow it based on their tracks and
other indications of their presence. Such
signs include, but are not limited to, torn-out
feathers, kills, scratching posts, trails, drag
marks, sounds, scents, and marking posts.
With Tracking, a creature can discern the
meaning of clues, recreate what transpired in
the landscape, and make predictions about
the target creature(s) such as if they are
injured, their overall height and weight, etc.
The tracker may also attempt to predict the
current location of their target.

Social Skills
Social skills involve interacting with other
sentient creatures in social situations. These
skills are useful for any creature who wishes
to perform, be intimidating, or to have a
“silver tongue.”

Deception (Cha.)
This skill is used when a creature needs to lie
convincingly to another creature. It can also
be used to manipulate or persuade another
creature, so long as it is done via deceit.

Diplomacy (Cha.)
This skill is used to communicate with
another creature and persuade them to
do what you want. It can also be used
to negotiate between multiple parties
successfully.
Insight (Wis.)
This skill represents a creature’s ability to size
up another creature by reading their body
language, visual cues, and micro-expressions.
You can potentially glean information into a
creature’s emotional state, determine if they
are lying, and even guess what they are about
to do.
As a major action, this skill check can allow
you to determine how a target that is engaged
in melee combat with you will strike. This
check will be an opposition role with your
Insight check versus the target’s Deception
check. If you succeed, your defensive rolls
against their attacks will have a situational
bonus until your next turn.
Additionally, this skill can be used to
determine if someone is lying with an
opposition roll of your Insight check vs. the
target’s Diplomacy or Deception check.
Intimidation (Cha.)
The skill is representative of a creature being
able to use their body, voice, or objects in
a menacing way, so that others will fear
them enough to do what they want. A
critical success in an Intimidation skill check
will cause the target creature to gain the
frightened condition for a number of hours
equal to 12 minus their Wisdom modifier.
Mercantilism (Int.)
This skill has various uses, all of which
pertain to money and trade. With it, a
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creature can evaluate the significance, worth,
or quality of objects, keep track of the current
trade rates of goods, and know the standard
pricing of items. This skill is must-have for
any excellent merchant or trader.
Typically, a creature with this skill has
specific knowledge of a select type of goods
or services. When this skill is taken for the
first time at character creation, the creature
gains knowledge of a number of types equal
to their Intelligence modifier. After that, this
skill proficiency must be purchased again
for each category a creature wishes to be
conversant in. If a creature wants to start
keeping track of a new type of goods and
services, a creature must spend a number of
hours equal to 12 minus your Intelligence
modifier studying. A list of such goods and
services is listed below. Choose from that list
which ones this skill will apply to.

ability for a creature to effectively carry out
one form of entertainment. When a creature
chooses to take a half or whole proficiency
in Performance, they must select one form
of entertainment, from the list below, that
the proficiency will pertain to. If they wish
to be proficient in multiple entertainment
categories, they must choose this skill again
for each additional desired Performance art.
Acting
Synergy: Deception
A creature skilled in Acting can portray a
character in a play (comedies, tragedies,
dramas). Acting can also be used to
pantomime.
Dancing
With this form of entertainment, a creature
is skilled in engaging in at least one type of
dance. It might be the provocative dance of
a courtesan, the cultural dance of a priestess,
or the formal dance of a noble. If taken at
character creation, choose a type of dance
that would make sense for your character to
know. Learning a new dance after character
creation requires a creature to spend a
number of hours, equal to 20 minus your
Intelligence modifier, in practice.

Alchemical Item Costs and Values
Antiques (items of any kind that are at least
50 years old)
Armor Creation Costs and Values
Basic Services (lodging, meals, etc.)
Crafted Item Costs and Values (artwork,
furniture, etc.)

Jester

Entertainment Services (theatres, brothels,
gladiator pits, etc.)

Magical Item Costs and Values

A creature skilled at being a Jester can bring
laughter and delight to those around them
through buffoonery, comedic limericks, and
telling jokes.

Uncut and Cut Gems

Musician

Weapon Creation Costs and Values

With this skill, a creature has learned to play
at least one instrument for the entertainment
of themselves or others. If taken at character
creation, that creature can play a number
of instruments equal to their Intelligence

General Goods (lumber, stone, flour, etc.)

Performance (Cha.)
With this skill comes the knowledge and
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Chapter 5: Talents &
Limitations
modifier. After that, a creature must spend
a number of hours in practice, equal to 40
minus their Intelligence modifier, to learn to
play a new instrument. For this, follow the
rules for learning a new skill.
Oration
A creature skilled at Oration is a storyteller or
a poet. They can recite the legendary epics,
odes, haikus, etc. of various cultures.
Singing
If a creature is skilled with this form of
entertainment, they can use their voice to
sing pleasantly. Ballads, chants, and full
melodies are all within their purview.

added as well. As an example, if a creature
with a Charisma score of 14, is asked to make
a Charisma saving throw, and they are half
proficiency (currently a +2) in that save, they
roll 1D20 +2+ 2.
Other modifiers can be added to saving
throw, such as a Situational Bonus or
Penalty, a Talent, or an Archetype ability.
Saving Throw Proficiencies
During character creation, every player
may choose to give their character a half or
whole proficiency in as many saving throws
as they wish. For 2 AP, a character gains a
half proficiency in one saving throw, and for
4 AP, they gain a whole proficiency in one
saving throw. After character creation, a new
saving throw proficiency can be acquired.
However, the cost becomes 15 AP for a
half proficiency, then an additional 20 AP
for a whole proficiency. Lastly, NPC’s and
Monsters can have saving throw proficiencies
as well, as they can excel at certain saves.

Saving Throws
A saving throw, more commonly called a
save, is how Mythis represents a creature’s
ability to resist certain spells, traps, poisons,
etc. Most of the time, when a save is
required, there is no way to avoid the
targeting effect all together. Instead, the save
allows the creature to mitigate the effect.
A saving throw is not something a creature
can choose to take; it is something they are
forced to do. They can, however, choose to
intentionally fail a saving throw.
When asked to make a saving throw by the
GM, or when the GM is required to make
a save, that person must roll a D20, and
add the appropriate attribute modifier. If the
creature making the save is proficient in the
saving throw, their proficiency bonus may be
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“Talents are gifts from the gods. How you use
them is your gift to the gods.”

—Maraketh Tovalen, Arbiter of Vential

Y

our family, education, training,
wealth, and living conditions all
inform your story. In this section,
you shall choose the background
talents and limitations that define your
character. These Talents and Limitations will
help you to flesh out your character, their
origins, their special abilities, and their flaws.
In this Quick Start Guide we have included a
few options for both Talents and Limitation,
but not all of them. Check out our full
rulebook for all the options!

Talents
“Although they will never acknowledge it, even
the gods have limitations.”

—Belathel Silverleaf, elven knight

philosopher of the Order of the Hielah
Talent is the potential of a creature to do
certain kinds of jobs, activities, or tasks.
While both skills and some talents can be
learned, talents are a natural extension of a
creature’s mind and body, something that
they are born with.

prerequisites that must purchased prior to
getting that talent, while other talents have
restrictions. Restrictions state when talents
can be chosen, such as at character creation
only, or what other talents, races, archetypes,
etc. may disqualify you from picking that
talent.
During character creation, you may choose as
many talents as you wish (provided that you
have enough AP to pay for them). Outside
of character creation, talents can only be
acquired or unlocked from the GM. They
may be awarded to your character in specific
circumstances where it would make sense
for your character to receive a new talent.
Examples of these circumstances can include,
but are not limited to, sustained training from
a teacher with that talent, a divine blessing
that now affects your character, the result of
a wish spell, or finding a legendary item that
bestows a talent. Even in these cases, you
still must spend the AP cost of the talent to
acquire it.
Lastly, the AP costs of talents that are listed
here are only applicable during character
creation. After character creation, each
talent’s cost is multiplied by four.

Skills must be learned. And that’s generally
the case with talents, but some talents build
on parts of a creature’s biology or mind. If a
creature is an elf, the race that has the longest
life-span, then by taking the skill Life-Span
Extension, the creature is building on an
aspect that they’re already endowed with.
In this chapter, you can choose several talents
for your character. When selected, you must
spend a specific amount of Adventure Points
(AP)—the cost of the talent—to acquire it.
However, please note that some talents have
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Attribute Talents
Attribute talents are, for the most part,
biological in nature. They are talents that
a creature is born with. Some manifest at
birth and others might be revealed later in
life, such as at puberty or during a time of
significant trauma.

Ambidextrous			 Cost: 5 AP
You can use both of your hands equally
well in all things: writing, throwing, using
weapons, etc. You can add the relevant

modifiers to offhand weapon attacks and
you’re considered to meet the Minimal
Offhand Weapon Training prerequisite
required to take Moderate Offhand Weapon
Training.

Infravision				Cost: 1 AP
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
You don’t see the world as most other
creatures do. Instead, you see in the infrared
portion of the light spectrum, allowing you
to “see” heat. This type of vision replaces
normal vision and works in the same way
(line of sight, cover, etc.). You do not suffer a
situational penalty while fighting in complete
darkness if your target radiates body heat.
This talent also provides a +3 bonus to
Tracking skill checks if a trail is less than an
hour old.
You cannot distinguish colors with this
type of vision, you’re unaffected by light or
darkness (magical or otherwise) that does
not radiate heat, and you can only judge the
overall size and shape of objects or creatures
that do radiate heat. In combat, you must
differentiate friend from foe. If you are
subjected to the blinded, charmed, confused,
petrified, or stunned condition, you must
make a Wisdom check with a DC of 13 to tell
friend from foe successfully. Sudden bright
flashes of light, such as the flash spell or fiery
explosions, have a chance to blind you. If
such a flash hits you in the direction you are
facing, you must make a Constitution saving
throw of DC 12 or the spell’s DC, whichever
is higher. A failure inflicts the blinded
condition for 1D6 rounds.
Switchable Sight  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: Infravision

You have both infrared and normal vision. As
a minor action, you can switch between the
two types of vision. Doing so won’t end any
vision-based conditions early.

Magical Potential
You were born with the ability to draw upon
the magical energies of your mana well and
shape those energies into spells. This talent
is required to cast spells regardless of your
archetype.
Lesser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 1 AP
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
You were born with minimal magical
potential and can only cast spells with a 0
spell point cost. Even so, this power sets you
apart from other creatures. You have power,
and how you choose to use it can wreak
chaos and devastation or bring order and
peace to the land. If you are not an arcanis,
you learn a number of spells equal to your
Intelligence modifier. These spells must have
a casting cost of 0 SP. Additionally, you gain
a Spell Save DC and a Spell Attack bonus, as
shown in chapter 10.
Moderate  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
Prerequisite: Lesser
Your magical potential is substantial, and
you can use spells with a casting cost of up
to 3 SP. This is the most common level of
power found among spellcasters in the world
of Mythis. If you are an arcanis, you can
permanently add either a +1 to your spell
attack rolls or increase your spell DC by 1.
Greater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: Moderate
Your Innate Magical Potential is far above
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even the normal spell caster’s ability. Through
training and dedication—or perhaps through
pure chance—you can now cast spells with
a cost of up to 6 SP. Many in the world of
Mythis will fear your power. Some may even
hunt you because of it. If you are an arcanis,
you can permanently add either a +1 to your
spell attack rolls or increase your spell DC by
1.
Superior .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 4 AP
Prerequisite: Greater

your race does possess this talent, your range
increases by 15 ft. (5 m).
Greater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 2 AP
Prerequisite: Lesser
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
The range of your Night Vision increases by
15 ft. (5 m).

Combat Talents

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
Your Innate Magical Potential is rare in
Mythis. You possess enough power to shape
the world in your image, causing great
catastrophes should you so desire. You can
cast spells with a cost of up to 10 SP. Likely,
you are both admired and dreaded, sometimes
by the same people. If you are an arcanis, you
can permanently add either a +1 to your spell
attack rolls or increase your spell DC by 1.

Night Vision
You are different from others of your race.
Your eyes take in more light than usual,
allowing you to see better in low-light
conditions. During twilight hours (dawn and
dusk), in dim light conditions, or on nights
lit by a bright full moon, you can see as
clearly—up to a set distance—as if it were
daylight. When using your ability, you can
only see in shades of gray. In total darkness,
you are blind.

With these talents, your combat skills are
augmented. Through training, you can block
or parry strikes that a normal person can’t. Or
your reflexes might allow you to react faster
to incoming threats. Regardless of how you
gained a combat talent, the effects are surely
beneficial.

Enhanced Block
Through rigorous training, you have learned
to use a shield as few can. Blocking has
become second nature to you, and you can
stave off the worst blows.
+1 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 1 AP
You have a +1 bonus to your block rolls.
+2 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
Prerequisite: +1 Bonus
Your block roll bonus increases to +2.
+3 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: +2 Bonus

Lesser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 1 AP

Your block roll bonus increases to +3.

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Enhanced Dodge

If your race doesn’t possess Night Vision,
you gain it to a distance of 30 ft. (10 m). If

Thanks to the training you received about
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movement and footwork, you have learned
how to duck and weave your body around
blows that would normally strike you.
+1 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 1 AP
You have a +1 bonus to your dodge rolls.
+2 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
Prerequisite: +1 Bonus
Your dodge roll bonus increases to +2.
+3 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 3 AP

action (page xxx), you may increase the
number of attacks that you can make as a
part of that action by one. This talent may
be chosen multiple times to add additional
attacks. However, the number of attacks you
make in a turn cannot be higher than your
proficiency bonus.

Offhand Weapon Training			
Thanks to extensive training, you are able
to use both hands equally well when you’re
fighting.

Prerequisite: +2 Bonus

Lesser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 2 AP

Your dodge roll bonus increases to +3.

You may now add the relevant modifiers to
offhand attacks.

Enhanced Parry
With intense training, you have learned how
to redirect the energy of incoming blows
more efficiently. When a foe’s attack would
normally hit you, you move their strikes aside
with little effort.
+1 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 1 AP
You have a +1 bonus to your parry rolls.
+2 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
Prerequisite: +1 Bonus
Your parry roll bonus increases to +2.
+3 Bonus .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: +2 Bonus

Greater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: Lesser Offhand Weapon Training
You can wield any onehanded or versatile
weapon in your offhand instead of being
restricted to using a light weapon.

Mental Talents
These talents focus on the mind, knowledge,
and the senses. With these talents, you could
have access to advanced scholarly information
or intrinsically know which way is north.
With these talents, your mental prowess will
shine!
Acute Senses .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 2 AP

Your parry roll bonus increases to +3.

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Extra Attack			
Cost: 10 AP

You were born with heightened senses that
allow you to see, hear, touch, smell, and taste
with greater sensitivity than most creatures.

You have learned to strike quicker with
your blade, fire more arrows, or swing your
warhammer faster. When you take the attack

You gain a +1 bonus to your Awareness score
(page xxx), Search, and Observation skill
checks.
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Enhanced Senses  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 4 AP

+2 bonus to your Street Smarts skill.

Prerequisite: Acute Senses
You have learned to concentrate your
heightened senses, letting you obtain even
more information than previously. As a minor
action, you can focus your senses, which
will double your proficiency bonus on your
next Observation or Investigation skill check.
Additionally, the talent bonus provided by
Acute Senses to your Awareness increases to
a +2.
Bookworm .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 3 AP
You enjoy spending your time in the libraries
of the world and learning the information
they hold. You gain a situational bonus to
all knowledge skill checks (like Cartography
and you History Lore) when researching
information.
Danger Sense .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 2 AP
You seem to have a sixth sense about danger.
Because of this, it is challenging to ambush
you or to get you to walk into a trap. You
gain a +2 bonus to your Awareness score
when the GM asks if you notice a nearby
threat or incoming danger.

Wilderness Expert  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
You feel more at home when you are
surrounded by nature. The smells, the
sounds, and the sights all set you at ease.
Where books can tell you about nature, you
have lived in it. You have a +1 bonus to all
outdoor skills.

Physical Talents
Physical talents improve the body in many
ways. More fatigue, faster reaction time, and
even a longer life span are all possible.
Accelerated Health Regeneration Cost: 2 AP
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
Your body heals at a faster rate than normal.
Following the rules for healing wounds and
vigor, you naturally heal 2 wounds or vigor
points every 8 hours.
Enhanced Health Regeneration .  Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: Accelerated Health
Regeneration
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Unflappable .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 1 AP
Some creatures scream in terror when they
see a scary ghost, but not you. Some creatures
are easily manipulated, either by magic or
guile, but not you. You know how to face
your fears and how to resist temptation or
manipulation. Your will is strong, and it gives
you a +2 bonus to Wisdom saving throws.
Urban Dweller  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 1 AP
You have made your home in a small or large
city. You love it there, and could not see
yourself living out in the wilds. You have a
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Your body heals itself at an almost unnatural
rate. Following the rules for healing wounds
and vigor, you naturally heal 3 wounds or
vigor points every 8 hours.
Enhanced Reflexes .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 2 AP
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
Though you may not be able to detect
incoming threats any faster than most other
creatures, you can react to them sooner. You

gain a +1 bonus to your initiative rolls. If you
are surprised by an incoming threat, you may
use your defensive actions; however, they will
have a situational penalty.

might be a mystery, but not necessarily. Work
with your GM to determine how this would
work best for your character.

Fit .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 3 AP

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Your overall fitness level is higher than
average. Whenever you spend AP to increase
the number of vigor points you have, you will
gain an additional 3 vigor points.

Extended  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 1 AP

Your natural life-span is double your race’s
normal age range.

Fit, Very .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 4 AP

Long-Lived .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 3 AP

Prerequisite: Fit

Prerequisite: Extended

Your overall fitness level is much higher than
most other creatures’. Whenever you spend
AP to increase the number of vigor points
you have, you gain an additional 5 vigor
points. This means you will have a total of 8
extra vigor points.

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Hearty  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP

Prerequisite: Long-Lived

You have an increased stamina, allowing you
to fight harder and longer, as well as run
farther and faster. Increase your FP maximum
by 5.

Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Hearty, Very  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Cost: 4 AP
Prerequisite: Hearty
Your stamina has increased even further. In
addition to the increased physical strain you
can endure, you push the boundaries of what
would be considered normal athletic feats.
Your fatigue points maximum increases by an
additional 5 points. Additionally, if you spend
any fatigue to add a bonus die to a physical
skill check, you gain a second die of the same
type for free.
Life-Span Extension
You have a longer natural life-span than most
creatures of your race. The reason for this

Your natural life-span is ten times that of
your race’s normal age range.
Immortal  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 5 AP

You cannot die from old age, except by
magical means. This talent does not prevent
you from dying in any other way.

Social Talents
Social talents deal mostly with the ability to
interact with other creatures. How well you
speak to them, how easy it is to manipulate
them, how other creatures react to your
presence, what your status is, etc.

Appearance
You were born with a physical appearance
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that

and Diplomacy skill checks, all creatures with
you gain a +2 bonus to their Deception and
Diplomacy skill checks by just being in your
presence.

places you a “cut above” most other
creatures. Depending on how physically
appealing you are, most races in the world
will be predisposed to have a positive view
of you. If you rub someone the wrong way,
however, your looks won’t stop them from
disliking you.

Lipreading  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 3 AP
Through training, you have learned to read
the lips of any sentient creature whom you
can see, so long as you know the language
that they are speaking. Choose a creature
whom you can see clearly and make a
language (Int.) skill check, as seen in chapter
12 “Languages.” If successful, you can read
their lips and know what they are saying.

Attractive .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 1 AP
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
You are a physically attractive person. You
may not win a beauty contest, but you are
better looking than most. You have a +1
bonus to all Deception and Diplomacy skill
checks.

Social Chameleon  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 2 AP
You have the ability to interact with any
type of crowd and fit right in. You have a +2
bonus on any Charisma-based skill checks
when you are at a social function. This could
be any kind of social function from a ball
with the upper classes to a game of poker
inside a gambling den filled with ruffians.

Handsome/Beautiful .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Cost: 3 AP
Prerequisite: Attractive
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation

Unique Upbringing  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 3 AP

Your physical appearance is quite striking.
Should you wish, you can use it to get what
you want with ease. You have a situational
bonus on all Deception and Diplomacy skill
checks.

When you are looking to do something “out
of the box,” you will be required to take
this background talent. For example, if your
character was an orc who was raised by elves
and you want to take their racial weapon or
survival proficiency options.

Angelic .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cost: 5 AP
Prerequisite: Handsome/Beautiful
Restriction: Can only be chosen at character
creation
You are quite something to gaze upon,
perfect in every way. Some have even said
that you are unnaturally gorgeous. Not only
do you have a situational bonus on Deception
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Limitations
Limitations are similar to talents, with one
minor exception. They are typically negative
in some fashion, such as a personality flaw,
bad reputation, or even an horrid appearance.
Limitations are not always a bad thing.
They can add “spice” and realism to your
character. No one is perfect; we all have
our limitations. Some flaws even add to the
roleplaying experience of players and GMs.
Flaws are not purchased in the normal way
that talents are. Instead, you are rewarded
with additional AP when taking a flaw. This is
particularly useful during character creation,
especially at lower starting point levels.
During character creation, you may choose as
many talents as you wish. However, be aware
that you will be expected to hold true and
roleplay any and all limitations you have.
If you decide to try to get rid of one of your
limitations, you can do so, but you must
spend time in-game purposely going against
your limitations. To proceed, you must
make a successful Wisdom check with a DC
of 10 + the reward value of the limitation
(maximum 10). For example, if you take a
limitation that gives you a reward of 5 AP,
overcoming that limitation would equal 10
+ 5, for a total of 15. This means you would
need a DC 15 Wisdom check or higher in
able to remove the limitation.
After doing so successfully, the GM will
notify the player if they have done it enough
times to allow them to “buy off” the
limitation. If so, they must spend a number
of AP that’s equal to double the reward value
of the limitation (with the example above,
because the limitation gave a reward of 5
AP, it will cost 10 AP to buy it off). Once
that is done, the player will no longer suffer
the effects of the limitation. The previously

rewarded AP is not lost when this happens,
nor does it need to be paid back.

Attribute Limitations
Similar to attribute talents, these limitations
are usually biological in nature, but not
always. They can be acquired at birth or
received later in life from significant trauma
or a permanent injury.
Bloodlust  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 3 AP
You want to see your enemies dead before
you, not simply bound and gagged. In battle,
your sight becomes tinged with red. Once
combat begins, if any enemies choose to
surrender, you must make a successful DC 15
Wisdom saving throw to allow them to do so.
Bully  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 2 AP
A bully is a creature who uses their strength
or power to harm or intimidate those who are
weaker than themselves. That is where you
come in. You are a bully, and should you find
a person or situation where it is favorable for
you to bully someone, you must attempt to
do so. If you don’t want to bully a creature
when presented with the opportunity to do
so, you must succeed on a DC 15 Wisdom
check. Bullying a creature can cause adverse
reactions beyond the instance involved. For
example, a person you fail to bully could
become immune to further attempts by you
to bully them if you fail your skill check badly
enough.
Dependents  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 1 AP
You have people who depend upon you for
their livelihood or survival. The dependents
could be a family member, such as a parent,
spouse, or one or more children. This could
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be the catalyst for why you decided to risk
adventuring into dangerous places. These
dependents should be on your mind in
situations where you have extra money or
downtime. Do you need to send money to
them? When’s the last time you visited them?
Duty  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 2 AP
You have a moral or legal obligation to
another person or entity. This could be to
a sovereign, a church, a guild, or to your
traveling companions. How you came to have
this obligation is up to you if this talent is
taken as a part of character creation. Taking
the Duty limitation does not mean that you
are at the beck and call of those to whom you
have an obligation, but rather that you are
expected to render aid in times of strife or
crisis and to offer counsel when asked for it.
If you have the Nobility, Code of Honor, or
Vocation talents, you may already have this
limitation as a part of those talents.
Miserliness .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Reward: 2 AP
You desire to save money in all situations,
excessively. You always try to haggle down
the price of any purchase. This limitation
doesn’t impose any penalties but it does
inform you of how your character should act
in certain situations.

circumstances of your secret and how it could
affect the campaign or your character.

Combat Limitations
These limitations focus on difficulties in
battle. Such limitations can stem from—but
are not limited to—personal views and the
inability to use weapons.
Combat Paralysis  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 4 AP
You are not used to fighting in combat, and
even the thought of it gives you a feeling of
dread. When a fight starts, you must make a
DC 15 Wisdom saving throw. On a failure,
you “freeze up” and gain the paralyzed
condition as your terror takes hold of
yourself. On your turn, as a major action, you
can repeat the saving throw to try and end
the paralysis.
Combat Tremors .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP
During combat, your blood starts pumping,
fueled by anticipation, adrenaline, and maybe
even a bit of fear. Once combat ends, it takes
a while for your adrenaline-fueled body to
calm down. Your body starts to shake. Roll
a D6 with the result being the number of
minutes it takes for you to calm down. While
under the effects of the tremors, you have the
paralyzed condition.
Pacifism

Overconfident  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 2 AP

You believe that violence is never the answer
to life’s problems. There is always another
way as you see it. Depending on the level of
pacifism that you hold, this limitation takes
on one of the three forms below, each with
their own restrictions and AP rewards.

You are excessively confident in yourself
and your capabilities, your character will
sometimes take unnecessary risks, just to
prove themselves.
Secret
You harbor a secret, one that can take
many forms. Discuss with your GM the

Self-Defense  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 3 AP
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You will only fight to defend yourself or
those in your care, using only as much force
as is necessary. Sometimes you may have
to kill someone, but you will try to avoid it.
Additionally, you will never willingly take
part in a preemptive attack or ambush. When
violence starts to become a likely occurrence,
you feel the need to discourage others from
participating.
No Killing .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 5 AP
You may fight freely, and even start a
fight, but you can never do anything that
seems likely to kill another. This includes
abandoning a wounded foe to die. You must
do your best to keep your companions from
killing, too. If you kill someone (or even
feel responsible for the death of another),
you immediately begin to suffer from a deep
depression. Roll 3D6, the total of which
represents the number of days you will be
miserable. While you are miserable, you must
make a DC 15 Wisdom check to take any
sort of violent action toward another, for any
reason whatsoever. Even killing an insect
intentionally would require this check.
No Violence .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 15 AP
You will not take part in any violent actions,
without exception. If your allies start a fight,
you will not participate, except in ways
that do not cause harm. Even if your life
is threatened, you would rather die than
do anything untoward to another. Taking
defensive actions are allowed provided they
do not hurt your attacker.

Mental Limitations
With mental limitations, it is your mind that
contributes to your situation. It might be a

simple quirk of personality or even because
of severe brain damage. Possible limitations
include being overly friendly, constantly being
in a bad mood, or being mean-spirited.
Absentminded .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 1 AP
You have a tendency to be forgetful. This
makes concentrating on a single thing far too
hard for you. If you are required to make a
concentration check, you have a -2 penalty.
Bad Temper .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP
You are easily annoyed and quickly angered.
When you are the target of a spell or skill
check that enrages you, and you fail to
overcome it, your anger takes control of you
and you lose your better judgment. While
angered, you take actions that you otherwise
would not, thus making your situation worse.
Whereas a creature might normally get angry
and walk away, you might start a fight or
even try to kill someone if you got mad
enough.
Callous .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 1 AP
Restriction: You cannot have the Chummy
limitation
You tend to be insensitive and sometimes
even cruel in extreme circumstances. This
behavior leads to others being wary of you. It
makes it hard to gain new friends.
Chummy .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 1 AP
Restriction: You cannot have the Callous
limitation
You are friendly to the point of being, well...
annoying. You have never met a stranger
whom you didn’t like. Whenever you see a
new person, usually in social situations, you
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always feel the urge to introduce yourself and
make a new friend. Should you try to resist
the urge, you must make a successful DC 15
Wisdom check to stop yourself from saying
hello, just this one time. If another creature
shows up, the urge returns.
Curious .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP
You are always eager to know or learn
something. If you are ever presented with a
secret to learn, a box to look into, a button to
press, etc., you must make a DC 10 Wisdom
check to resist the temptation.
Greedy  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 4 AP
You have a lust for wealth. Anytime riches
are promised as payment for fair work, from
adventuring, from the spoils of crime, or are
serving as bait for a trap, you must make a
Wisdom check to avoid the temptation of
accepting/taking such offerings. The base DC
of this saving throw is 12, but the GM should
modify the roll if the money involved is small
relative to your own wealth. Small amounts of
money will not tempt a rich character much,
but a poor character will have a hard time
resisting large amounts of gold and gems. If
riches are gained as a part of adventuring, a
failure on a greed roll will result in you trying
to take the lion’s share while leaving far less
for the rest of the group. Should you have
the Honest limitation, you gain a situational
bonus to your greed roll if the riches are
offered as a part of a crime or shady deal.
Honest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reward: 2 AP
Restriction: You cannot have the Compulsive
Behavior (Lying) limitation
You dislike being deceitful and avoid it like a
plague. You always strive to tell the truth, and
if another creature tries to force you to be
untruthful, you must make a DC 13 Wisdom
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check to tell the lie at the given time. Should
you fail, you still tell the truth.
Phobia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reward: 2 AP
You possess an extreme, possibly irrational,
fear of something. When choosing this
limitation, you must state to the GM what
the phobia concerns. Spiders, small spaces,
large crowds, etc. If a situation arises where
the phobia comes into play, you immediately
gain the frightened condition, with the phobia
as the target as soon as you notice it. You can
overcome your fear by making a successful
DC 15 Wisdom check as a major action.

Stubborn
You show dogged determination not
to change your attitude or position on
something, especially despite good arguments
or reasons to do so.
Hardheaded  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 1 AP
With a good argument, you can be brought
around to new viewpoints. If someone wants
to change your mind, they must make a
Diplomacy, Intimidation, or Deception skill
check vs. your Wisdom skill check to do so.
The higher check succeeds.
Like a Mule .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 3 AP
Even the best arguments have a hard time
penetrating your thick skull. If someone wants
to change your mind, they must make a
Diplomacy, Intimidation, or Deception skill
check vs. your Wisdom skill check to do so.
The higher check succeeds. Additionally, you
have a situational bonus on resisting these
attempts. You must resist all attempts to
change your mind, even by allies.

Selfless  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 2 AP
You are more concerned more with the
needs and wishes of others than with your
own. Helping or protecting others is never
an option that you want to turn down. A
creature who knows you are selfless might
react favorably toward you. The GM may
assign a bonus to any skill check interactions
with that creature that requires them to
believe or trust you. Alternatively, creatures
may try to take advantage of this limitation by
using it against you. This limitation doesn’t
impose any penalties but does inform you
of how your character should act in certain
situations.
Weak-Willed  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 3 AP
Restriction: You cannot have the Unflappable
limitation
You are easily persuaded, frightened, bullied,
coerced, tempted, mind controlled, etc.
You have a -2 penalty whenever you make a
Wisdom saving throw or a social skill check
to resist distraction, seduction, torture,
mind control, persuasion, intimidation,
fear, and deception. If you are unsure if
this limitation applies, ask yourself, “Is my
character trying to overcome something using
their willpower?” If yes, then this limitation
applies.

Physical Limitations
These limitations are directed at the body.
The inability to see colors, having missing
limbs, and the reduced ability to fight off
illnesses are all possible limitations.
Poor Eyesight .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP
You have poor vision, which makes it

challenging to see incoming threats. Your
ranged attack rolls have a -2 penalty due to
your reduced sight.
Night Blind
You have a terrible time seeing when there
isn’t a lot of light. All attacks and visionbased skill checks that you make during
twilight hours (dawn and dusk), in dim light
conditions, or at night are made at with a
penalty.
Lesser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 2 AP
Your eyesight becomes blurry as the night
approaches, but you have gotten used to it,
for the most part. The penalty to your attacks
and vision-based skill checks is -2.
Greater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 4 AP
Your poor nocturnal vision eyesight makes
you almost blind as the light fades. This is
very disturbing to you, and you tend to feel
quite clumsy. The penalty to your attacks and
vision-based skill checks is -4.

Social Limitations
Social limitations pertain to how you expect
yourself and others to behave in society, your
outlooks on life, etc.

Code of Honor
You choose to live by a set of standards.
These standards determine what you regard
as proper behavior. There are many different
codes that you can live by. Choose one
or more Codes of Honor to best fit your
character from the list below. Codes of Honor
are not true laws; therefore, you can choose
to ignore them, which can have adverse
consequences. For example, if you are of
the nobility and have the Noble’s Code, it
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is expected that you act in accordance with
those rules of conduct. If you choose to
ignore that code, and it is found out by the
wider society, your reputation may suffer.
Meaning that trade deals, marriage proposals,
etc. could all be negatively affected.

about your liege lord/lady, your faith, or
your governing party. You must protect the
weak and innocent, and you must accept
a challenge made by anyone of greater or
equal social standing. You may also issue a
challenge to anyone of lesser or equal social
standing, even in times of war. There are
some circumstances when refusing a challenge
is permitted. Such as during a war when you
are challenged to single combat and your
army clearly has the upper hand against your
enemy.

Adventurer’s Code .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP

Noble’s Code .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 3 AP

This is the optimal choice for those who
regularly travel with a group of allies. With
this standard of conduct, you always look to
avenge an insult to one of your allies, and
you regard your ally’s enemies as your own,
nor will you ever attack a party member
except in a fair and open dual or in another
viable manner.

This is the choice for those who consider
themselves honorable gentlemen/
gentlewomen. Your word is your bond, and
you never go back on it. You never ignore an
insult to yourself, your family, or your home.
Affronts can only be wiped out by an apology,
or a duel between equals, which does not
have to be “to the death.” You will never
take advantage of an opponent in any way.
All weapons must be equivalent, except in
times of war. Any person without the Nobility
talent who insults you will be dealt with using
punishments, such as a whipping, not a duel.

Chapter 6: Arms and
Armor

Guild Member’s Code .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 2 AP
This is the basic choice for anyone who is a
part of an honorable guild of tradespeople.
Adhering to the ethics of your profession,
and always doing your job to the best of your
ability are the hallmark statutes of your code.
Part of your code also says that you must
support your guild with a reasonable amount
of guild fees, and to constantly seek out better
interests in the name of the guild.
Knight’s Code .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 4 AP
This is the choice for those who are
honorable knights of the realm (or who wish
to be). When you take this limitation, you
gain the Noble’s Code as a part of it. In
addition, you gain the following restrictions:
You must respond to any insult made

Soldier’s Code .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reward: 2 AP
This is the basic choice for any character
who is or was a part of an army, town guard,
or militia. With this, you are expected to
take care of both your gear and your friends.
You are willing to fight for the honor of
your unit and your country. You obey the
orders given by superior officers, fight within
the established rules of war, and treat your
enemies with respect.
Loner  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Reward: 1 AP
You feel more comfortable being alone than
in a group. You will take great pains to avoid
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being around others as much as possible, such
as always trying to get a room to yourself
at an inn or other places of respite. This
limitation doesn’t impose any penalties, but it
does inform you of how your character should
act in certain situations.

I

n Mythis, armor is used in the way
it is used in real life. It protects
the wearer from being injured by
reducing the damage that they take.
Armor comes in multiple styles, based on its
types of construction, as well as three armor
classes. As in real life, we have armor broken
up into “pieces” so a player can customize
the armor they wear. This can be useful for
many reasons, from saving weight to focusing
protection in specific areas of the body to
just looking cool. Additionally, each piece of
armor covers particular parts of the body.
As for weapons, Mythis includes many
options, from simple swords and maces to
exotic weapons like a kusarigama and a
rope dart. Each with various properties and
features and damage types that can deliver
deadly damage to enemies. Some can increase
the susceptibility of enemies to poison, and
others can make it easier for you to disarm
or trip an opponent. Along with combat
maneuvers (pg. xxx), weapons can be used for
more than attacking or defending.

Armor
“Where would I be without my armor?
Dead. This suit of plate mail has saved
my life countless times.”
- Count Envarian Duromar

A protective covering worn on the body,
armor comes in various forms. Within this
chapter, you will find the most common
armor pieces available to use. Broken up
into four armor styles, each chart below will
provide the following information: The Armor
Class, the amount of Damage Reduction
(DR) it has, the part(s) of the body covered
by the pieces, its weight, and if it imposes
a situational penalty on Stealth (Dex),
Climbing (Str.), and/or Swimming (Con.)
skill checks.

Armor Classes (AC)
All armor in Mythis falls under one of three
armor classifications, or “classes.” While
armor is not separated by class in this book,
there are possible Background Talents,
Background Limitations, Paths, or even
Fighting Styles that either restrict or give
bonuses to a creature based on a specific
armor class.

Light Armor (Lite)
Typically consisting of thinner and more
supple materials, this class of armor is the
most readily available to the masses. Basic
infantrymen in an army, or conscripted
footmen, will most often be seen in this class
of armor. Although it may not have the same
Damage Reduction (DR) as heavier armors,
it does afford the wearer an essential layer
of defense, has the least weight of all armor
classes, and allows the wearer to maintain
mobility.

Medium Armor (Med)
This class of armor offers a decent amount of
protection while still being reasonably light;
however, the tradeoff is that more protection
typically equals more weight, which can
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reduce mobility. Due to the cost of making
these types of armor, they’re generally worn
by the upper classes of society, such as lesser
Knights, minor lords, or wealthy landowners.

Heavy Armor (Hvy)
The armor of this class represents the
pinnacle of protection. These armors offer the
best protection, though at the cost of heavier
weight and loss of mobility. Requiring a more
substantial amount of time to make, the price
of these armors means you will mostly find
them in the possession of nobility or royalty,
such as an emperor or a duke.

Body Locations
Armor is useless for protection if it isn’t worn.
When it has been put on, called donning,
each piece of armor will protect one or more
areas of the body. The most common form
of creatures that wear armor are humanoids
(humans, elves, orcs, etc.), and they all have
a similar body construction. In this section,
each humanoid body’s location is explained,
not for informing those lacking knowledge,
but instead to explain how each body location
can be covered by armor or magic items. Not
all creatures in Mythis will have these same
body locations or in the same number of
them.

Head
The head is the part of the body that usually
houses the brain inside of it and the face
and ears upon it. If an armor piece covers
the head, this does not include the face
automatically, as that is a separate body
location. Additionally, it may or may not
cover the ears. If it does, a situational penalty
is imposed on Observation (Wis.) skill checks
the rely heavily on hearing. This is because
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the armor muffles sound, a side effect of
covering them for protection. There is a
special piece of armor, called a coif, that is
usually worn under a helm to make it more
comfortable and provide extra protection. It
protects the head and the neck and can be
made from materials such as Heavy Padded
Cloth or Chainmail.

Face
The face is typically the front of a
humanoids’ head. It contains the eyes, nose,
and mouth. Unless expressly stated, the eyes
are not covered by armor that protects the
face. If it does provide coverage to the eyes, a
situational penalty is imposed on Observation
(Wis.) skill checks that rely heavily on sight.

Neck
The neck is the part of the body that connects
the head with the torso. The mobility and
movements of the head originate here. A
special piece of armor, called a gorget,
protects the neck. It can be made out of
various materials from cloth to leather,
chainmail, and plate. This armor piece can
keep your head from getting lopped off.

Torso
In humanoids, the torso is the central area of
the body, from which the neck and arms are
connected. It houses the heart and other vital
organs. The shoulder joints are considered to
be apart of the torso in Mythis.

Arms (Upper & Lower)
This body location, of which most humanoids
have two, is the limb connected to the torso
via the shoulder and continues through the
elbow joint to the hand via the wrist. It is
divided into the upper arm (the shoulder to

the elbow) and the lower arm (the elbow to
the hand). Armor will state which part of the
arm it protects (upper and/or lower). If it
covers both parts of the arm, it also covers
the elbow joint.

Hands
For humanoids, the hands are multi-fingered
appendages that are connected to the wrist.
It is normal to have two hands (one on each
arm), each with between three and six fingers.
Any armor covering this body location covers
the wrist as well if it also covers the lower
arm.

Groin
The groin is the body location that connects
the torse to the legs. Included in this area are
the waist and hip joints. In most humanoids,
the reproductive organs are housed here,
making this area more sensitive and painful
when struck.

Legs (Upper & Lower)
The legs are the body location the bears
most of the body’s weight and allows a
humanoid to walk, run, jump, or dodge. Most
humanoids have two legs, which start where
they connect to the hip joint, continues
through the knee joint, and down to the
foot via the ankle joint. It is divided into the
upper leg (the hip to the knee) and the lower
leg (the knee to the ankle). Armor will state
which part of the leg it protects (upper and/
or lower). If it covers both parts of the leg, it
also covers the knee joint.

Feet
This body location, called a foot when
referring to only one, is the part of the body
that connects to the legs through the ankle
joint. Having two is normal, one attached

to each leg, and is the part of the body that
makes contact with the ground. In most
humanoids, there are usually between three
and six toes of each foot. If a piece of armor
covers the foot and the lower leg, the ankle
joint is also protected.

Armor Styles
All armor is broken up into four styles,
which are based around similar construction
methods. A character can spend AP to
acquire proficiency in one or more styles of
armor, with each style requiring a separate
proficiency. At character creation, a player
can spend 3 AP for a half proficiency
or 5 AP for a whole proficiency. After
character creation, the AP required to gain
proficiency increases. 12 AP is needed for half
proficiency, and an extra 20 AP is needed for
a whole proficiency.
Without proficiency in an armor style, a
creature can still put on an armor of that
style and gain its protective DR. However,
doing so imposes some penalties due to being
unfamiliar with how to move adeptly in the
armor. First, a -2 penalty is imposed on a
creature’s combat speed (in yards or meters).
Second, the creature has a -5 penalty on
Dodge rolls. With a half proficiency, the
combat speed penalty is reduced to -1, and
the dodge roll penalty is reduced to -3. At a
full proficiency, both penalties are removed.

Cloth and Leather
This style of armor consists of either cloth
or tanned leather being sewn together into
shapes to cover the body. There are various
levels of quality, both in materials and
crafting, that can improve or worsen the
armor’s DR value.

Padded Cloth Armor
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The most common armor, and also the cheapest, this armor uses layers of quilted cloth as its
main material. Most times, it also doubles as a winter coat of a commoner. In between the
layers of linen or wool cloth, scrap cloth or horsehair is stuffed. All humanoids start with a
free whole proficiency in Padded Cloth armor, as it is only a little better than normal winter
clothing. This is outside of any AP that a player spends for armor proficiencies.

Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit. Pen

Cloth Gloves

Lite

1

25 Cpr

Hands

.5 Lb. (.2 kg)

No

Cloth Shoes

Lite

1

15 Cpr

Feet

1 Lb. (.5 Kg)

No

Padded Cloth Jacket

Lite

3

50 Cpr

Torso, Arms (Upper & Lower)

5 Lb. (2.3 kg)

No

Padded Cloth Pants

Lite

2

25 Cpr

Groin, Legs (Upper & Lower)

2 Lb. (1 kg)

No

Heavy Padded Cloth Armor
Commonly known as a “gambeson,” this armor is a garment made higher quality of quilted
cloth. It was typically worn by itself or under heavier armors such as chainmail or plate. For
those used with plate armor, several “arming points” are used for attaching each of the plates.
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Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit.
Pen.

Hvy Padded Cloth Gambeson

Lite

5

5 Slvr

Torso, Arms (Upper & Lower),
Groin

10 Lb. (4.5 kg)

No

Hvy Padded Cloth Gloves

Lite

2

50 Cpr

Hands

1 Lb. (.5 Kg)

No

Hvy Padded Cloth Gorget

Lite

4

1 Slvr

Neck

1 Lb. (.5 Kg)

No

Hvy Padded Cloth Pants

Lite

2

50 Cpr

Groin, Legs (Upper & Lower)

3 Lb. (1.4 kg)

No

Hvy Padded Cloth Shoes

Lite

2

25 Cpr

Feet

2 Lb. (.9 kg)

No

Leather Armor
This light armor consists of leather that, after being tanned, is shaped and stitched together.
Lighter versions exist, usually with less DR, but maintaining their flexibility better. Other
heavy versions, having been boiled to become hard and rigid, give a higher DR value. There
is even a type of leather armor called brigandine, which has small plates sewn to the inside
of hardened leather armor. Leather brigandine can have a layer of cloth armor (any kind)
worn under it to cover the arm areas.
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Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit. Pen.

Light Leather Boots

Lite

3

15 Slvr

Lower Legs, Feet

3 Lb. (1.4 kg)

No

Light Leather Gorget

Lite

3

4 Slvr

Neck

2 Lb. (.9 kg)

No

Light Leather Gloves

Lite

3

15 Slvr

Hands

1 Lb. (.5 kg)

No

Light Leather Jacket

Lite

4

20 Slvr

Torso, Arms (Upper & Lower)

15 Lb. (6.8 kg)

No

Light Leather Pants

Lite

4

5 Slvr

Groin, Legs (Upper & Lower)

4 Lb. (1.8 kg)

No

Chain
With this style of armor, rings of metal are liked together, to a backing of cloth or leather, or
both. The size of the rings can vary and determines if it is considered ringmail or chainmail.
Chainmail
Chainmail is an armor that consists of tiny metal rings that are linked together in a pattern to
form a mesh garment. This armor is not light but does offer a very good amount of protection
and flexibility. It is most often seen being used by military officers or knights that are not
wealthy enough to have plate armor. Usable as either a shirt or hauberk, chainmail can even be
used underneath plate armor to protect gaps between the plates.
Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit. Pen.

Chainmail Gorget

Med

6

100
Slvr

Neck

5 Lb. (2.3 kg)

Stealth

Chainmail Hauberk

Med

6

200
Slvr

Torso, Arms (Upper), Groin, Legs
(Upper)

30 Lb. (13.6 kg)

Stealth,
Swim

Chainmail Shirt

Med

6

150
Slvr

Torso, Arms (Upper), Groin

22 Lb. (10 kg)

Stealth,
Swim

Plate
This style of armor, using larger plates of metal either being sewn into a fabric or leather coat
or attaching to other plates to form a suit. These armors grant the strongest protection.
Plate Armor
This is the beast armor one can obtain in terms of protection. It is also the heaviest and
most cumbersome. Plate armor consists of shaped and interlocking metal plates that provide
complete coverage to the wearer. The plates are very uncomfortable and require some kind
of padding to be worn under the metal plates. Additionally, some wearers decide they want
even more protection and wear chainmail to protect the gaps in the plates. Depending on the
layers beneath the plates, the plate armor is considered light, medium, or heavy plate armor.
Plate armor is usually worn as a full suit, which covers the body from head to toe (including
a Great Helm). However, it can also be worn as either “half-plate,” where the armor is worn
from the waist to neck, or as a breastplate, which only covers the torso. Additionally, though
uncommonly, the arm, leg, foot, and hand pieces can be worn with other armors.
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Light Plate

It is allowed to have multiple armors cove
the same body location in a layered fashion.
When doing so, the DR from both armors
stack (they are added together). However, this
also means that the weight of both armors
Coverage
Weight
Sit. Pen.
stacks as well. There are a couple of caveats
21 Lb.armor
(9.5 kg)cannot
Yes, All
to this,Torso
though. First, Plate
Three
be layered because they are already layered
Legs The
(Upper)
Lb. (1.4 kg)DR Stealth
armor.
weight and 3combined
are
already added into each version of plate
Groin, Legs
(Upper)
2 Lb. (.9 kg)
Stealth
armor’s
base
stat line. Second,
if you want
to layer heavy or medium armor, you can
only do
so with light armor
Neck
2 Lb.pieces
(.9 kg) or regular
Stealth
chainmail (not double chainmail). This is
because
the other armors
are(1.4
tookg)bulkyStealth
to be
Legs (Lower)
3 Lb.
layered.

This version of plate armor uses Heavy
Padded cloth armor as it’s under layer.
Name

AC

DR

Cost

Light Plate Cuirass & Pauldrons

Hvy

8

1 Gld,
500 Slvr

Light Plate Cuisses

Hvy

8

180
Slvr

Light Plate Faulds & Tassets

Hvy

8

100
Slvr

Light Plate Gorget

Hvy

8

100
Slvr

Light Plate Greaves

Hvy

8

280
Slvr

Light Plate Lobster Gauntlets

Hvy

8

100
Slvr

Light Plate Rerebraces

Hvy

8

280
Slvr

Light Plate Sabaton

Hvy

8

280
Slvr

Light Plate Vambraces

Hvy

8

280
Slvr

Hands

2 Lb. (.9 kg)

Stealth

Arms (Upper)

3 Lb. (1.4 kg)

Stealth

Helms

Plate Armor Rarity and Prestige
Plate armor is not something you can just
“pull off the rack.” It is the best possible
armor that can be crafted, and while it is
possible to find used plate armor, it works the
best when a creature wears plate armor that is
custom fit to them. As such, any plate armor
a creature wishes to have made must be made
by an armorsmith; it will take weeks, months,
or even years to make, depending on how
busy the smith is. Plate armor is also a status
symbol, so usually, only the wealthy nobility
can afford it. Used plate armor is rare since
nobles rarely sell older generations’ armor.
Instead, they refit them for younger members
of the family or place them on display for
prestige and honor.
Layered Armor
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A helm is a specific piece of armor made to
fit over a creature’s head to protect them.
Feet
3 Lb. (1.4 kg)
Stealth
There are various types of helms available
to wear. Each with their own amount of DR
Arms (Lower)
3 Lb. (1.4 kg)
Stealth
they provide, and different parts of the head
to protect. Like armor, Helms fall into one of
the three Armor Classes; Light, Medium, or
Heavy and similar armor styles. Any armor
proficiencies you have also include helms of
the same style.

Cloth and Leather
As with armor, helms of this style are the
most common, as they can be made cheaply,

though the protection they offer is minor. If you have proficiency with Cloth and Leather
armor, your proficiency includes this style of helms.

Cervelière
This close-fitting skullcap can be worn in various ways depending on what material is used for
its construction. Cervelières made out of quilted cloth are typically worn under a chain coif
to help make it more comfortable. While this version isn’t robustly protective, it can provide
minor protection in a pinch. There are both leather and metal variants available. They are
typically worn over a cloth coif or on their own and are much better for resisting damage.
Coppergate
This open-face helmet is made of either heavy leather or metal. It has an inbuilt nose guard
and cheek guards made of the same material. Additionally, chainmail can be attached to the
back of the helmet, called an Aventail, to provide neck protection.

Spangenhelm
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This helm has a conical design that curves
with the shape of the head and comes to a
point at the top. Variations include a nasal
protector, an aventail, a full-face mask, or
cheek flaps. This helm can be made from
either leather or metal.
Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit. Pen.

Cervelière (Cloth)

Lite

3

25 Cpr

Head (Not Ears)

1.5 Lb.

No

Cervelière (Leather)

Lite

5

20 Slvr

Head (Not Ears)

2 Lb.

No

Coppergate Helm W/
Cheek Guards (Leather)

Med

5

25 Slvr

Head (Including Ears)

2.5

No

Coppergate Helm W/
Med
Cheek Guards and Aventail (Leather)

5

40 Slvr

Head (Including Ears), Neck
(DR 6)

4 Lb.

Yes

Spangenhelm (Leather)

Med

7

40 Slvr

Head (Including Ears)

4.5 lb.

No

Spangenhelm w/ Facemask (Leather)

Med

7

45 Slvr

Head (Including Ears), Face
(DR 5)

5 lb.

No

Metal
Metal helms are usually reserved for elite
soldiers or officers. They are more expensive
to make, more durable and protective, and as
such, can’t be wasted on the average footman.
Or so most noble’s believe. If you have
proficiency with Splint and Scale or Chain
and Ring style of armors, you also have
proficiency with this style of helms.
Name

AC

DR

Cost

Cervelière (Metal)

Med

6

50 Slvr

Coppergate Helm W/
Med
Cheek Guards and Aventail (Metal)

6

55 Slvr

Head (

Spangenhelm (Metal)

Med

7

60 Slvr

Hea

Spangenhelm w/ Facemask (Metal)

Med

7

70 Slv

Head (

Great Helm
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H

These are the heavy-duty helms, typically worn only by knights and the nobility. They can be
expensive to make but extremely protective. If you have proficiency with Plate armor, your
proficiency includes this style of helms.

Crusader Helm
This is a common name for many flat-topped helm designs for large metal helms that protected
the entire head and face as a single metal helm. There are no visors, and no part of the head or
face that doesn’t have protection, save the eyes, which are targetable through the tiny eye slits
built into the helm. Under the helm is layered a Padded Coif and a Chain Coif.
Name

AC

DR

Cost

Coverage

Weight

Sit. Pen.

Crusader Helm

Hvy

10

200 Slvr

Head (Including Ears), Face,
Neck

4 lb.

No

Shields
• A shield’s basic use
armor that is held
mounted on the wrist
is used to intercept
both from melee
ranged weapon
as arrows. Shields are
from wood, metal,
of both and come
styles, sizes, and
biggest shields are
Shields with panels
the wielder’s whole
smallest are Bucklers

is as a piece of
in the hand or
or forearm. It
physical attacks,
weapons and
projectiles such
generally made
or a combination
in variety of
shapes. The
monstrous Tower
that protects
body and the
that are better
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for personal protection or use in duels. A
shield is used to make a Block roll, one
of the three types of Active Defense rolls
made in combat (pg. 117).
Within this section, you will find the most
shields that can be use. There are four types
of shields, and each will have a chart that
will provide the following information: The
Shield Name, the Shield Bonus it grants, the
take cover bonus, its weight, and if it imposes
a situational penalty on Stealth (Dex) skill
checks.

metal cap in its center, called a boss. It is a
simple shield used mainly to deflect incoming
sword blows or, if strapped to the forearm, to
protect the sword hand or the hand holding
a bow. Strapping a bucker to one’s forearm
frees up a hand to wield a light melee weapon
or a bow, while still allowing the creature to
block. Bucklers can be circular, rectangular,
ovular, or tear dropped in shape.

All shields—aside from the buckler—allow the
wielder to use their Minor Action to rise their
shield and “Take Cover” defensively behind
it. While doing so the creature gains a cover
bonus (pg. xxx) against ranged attacks and
reduces the combat speed of the creature by
half.

Shield Types
A creature can spend AP to acquire
proficiency in one or more types of shields.
Each will require a separate proficiency. At
character creation, a player can spend 3 AP
for a half proficiency or 5 AP for a whole
proficiency. After character creation, the AP
required to gain proficiency increases. 10 AP
is needed for half proficiency, and an extra 15
AP is needed for a whole proficiency.
Without proficiency in a shield type, a
creature can still use it to block incoming
attacks. However, they do not add their
proficiency bonus to block rolls. Additionally,
shield based combat maneuvers (pg. 122) can
not be made with that shield.

Buckler
A buckler is a smallest shield type, about the
size of a dinner plate, and is gripped at a
central handle and usually having a spherical

Medium Shield
Usable both on foot or on a mount, the
medium shield provides more protection
than a simple buckler, though it cannot be
strapped to the forearm while simultaneously
letting a creature wield a weapon or bow in
the same hand. Medium shields can also be
crafted with a center grip if there is a boss.
The most common shape of these shields is
round, such as the raider shield, but other
shaper such as triangular heater shield are
not uncommon. Medium shields are typically
made from metal or wood that’s been braced
or wrapped with materials such as leather,
steel, or iron. These shields often featured a
strap for the shield to be slung over the back
when not in use.

Large Shield
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A large shield covers most of the body and
can come in various shapes from the almondshaped kite shield to the ovular Nguni shield.
These have been made in everything from
animal hides, to wood, and metal. Most are
usable on both foot and on a mount, with
some like the working better mounted than
on foot.
Name

Shield Bonus

Cost

Take Cover Bonus

Weight

Sit. Pen.

Buckler

+3

50 Slvr

¾ Cover (+5)

3 Lb. (1.3 kg)

N/A

Medium Shield

+4

150 Slvr

½ Cover (+3)

12 Lb. (5.4 kg)

Stealth

Large Shield

+5

225 Slvr

¾ Cover (+5)

20 Lb. (9.1 kg)

Stealth
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great heights and being constricted.

Weapons

Piercing Damage (P)

A weapon is not inherently good or
evil, it is a specialized tool which can
be used to save lives as well as take
them. Ultimately come down the one
wielding it.

Coming from impacts that concentrate their
force on a single point, thrusting weapons like
spears and knife points deal piercing damage.
Ammunition such as an arrow, and natural
weapons like a creature’s bite attack also deal
this damage type.

—Sanjin Darkmoor, blademaster of the
Scimitar

Slashing Damage (S)

Weapons are the tools of trade for many
creatures in Mythis. From the humble town
guard to the travelling adventurers; from a
common bandit to the general of a royal
army, weapons are found in many walks
of life. They come in all shapes, sizes, and
weights. Some of the smallest are the size of
a human child’s finger, and weight less than
a pound (½ a kilogram), while others are 3
yards long (3 meters) and weigh up to 10
pounds (37.9 kilograms).

When a bladed weapon such as a Longsword,
or a battle axe is swung at ana enemy, it deals
slashing damage as it slices the target. Natural
weapons such as a creature’s claws also inflict
slashing damage.

Swing Piercing Damage (SWP)
Swing piercing damage is slightly different
the normal piercing damage above. Normal
piercing damage is specifically from thrusting
attacks where this version is from a weapon
that is swung, such as the back spike of
a halberd or the spiked reverse end of
warhammer.

Physical Damage
No matter what type of weapon a creature
uses, one thing is the same, they inflict
physical damage to anyone unfortunate
enough to be hit by one. When this happens,
the target takes an amount of damage from
the weapon that depends on several factors
such as size and weight. This damage taken
in one of four types of physical damage.
Weapons are not the only ways to take
physical damage. It can also come from
natural weapons possessed by creatures,
certain events like falling from a height, or
special abilities like a Giant Boa’s Constrict
ability.

Minimum Strength Requirements
Sometimes circumstances can lead a creature
to use a weapon that they are not fully
prepared to use or that they aren’t strong
enough to wield. Some weapons have a
minimum strength score requirement. If a
creature’s strength score is equal to or less
than the number shown, the weapon gains the
Unbalanced property.

Weapon Properties and Features

Bludgeoning Damage (B)
This type of damage is generated from blunt
force. It can come from swung weapons such
as hammers and maces, as well as falling from
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Weapons throughout the ages have come in
a myriad of different forms and functions.
As such, the weapon properties and features
listed below represent the different aspects
and design elements of these weapons. A

property is a rule that revolves around how
a weapon is used in combat, and a feature is
a rule that revolves around physical aspects
that are a part of the weapon itself. Some
properties and features listed below include
others as a part of their own rules. Read each
property and feature to make sure you know
all aspects of your weapon.

can be recovered but must be reforged
into round shot before it can be used
again. Do not roll a D6 when recovering
firearm ammunition, instead roll a DC 15
Observation (Wis) skill check to determine if
you can find your ammunition. The GM will
tell you how many you recover based on your
roll.

Ammunition

Concealable

This weapon fires a projectile as a part of an
attack. This could be an arrow, bolt, dart,
round shot, etc. Each projectile can only
be used once until it is recovered. Unless
otherwise stated, the ammunition does not
need to be loaded into the weapon as a
separate action. Once ammunition has been
fired in combat, it can only be recovered
after combat ends, or on a successful DC 10
Strength check if it is lodged into something
(tree, ground, creature, etc.) and is within
reach. This takes a minor action and if the
Strength check fails, the ammunition is
broken and unrecoverable.

This weapon is compact in size. So much
so, that it is easy to hide on your body,
even if being frisked. If you make a Item
Concealment (Dex.) skill check to hide this
weapon on your person, you gain a situational
bonus on the roll.

Flexible

Roll a D6 for each piece of recovered
ammunition that is found after combat
ends. On a 1, the ammunition is broken and
unusable. Nonmagical firearm ammunition

A part of this weapon is flexible; this is
usually the rope, chain, cord, etc. of the
weapon. This makes the weapon harder to
defend against as the flexible piece can wrap
around weapons or pass over an interposed
shield. Any creature that tries to block or
parry a weapon with this property receives
a -2 penalty on the defensive roll. If this
weapon is used to make a disarm combat
maneuver, the wielder gets a +2 bonus to the
attempt.
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Heavy
This weapon has an immense weight. Carrying and wielding a heavy weapon is only possible by
using both hands, and this weapon always has the two-handed property. The exception to this
rule is lances, which can be wielded one-handed. In addition—unless otherwise stated in the
weapon’s stat line—this weapon also has the unbalanced feature.

Knockback
The impact force of this weapon can possibly knock your opponent off their feet. If the attack
is successful, after damage is calculated and dealt, the target of the attack will roll a Str. or
Dex. skill check (their choice) with a DC of 10. If the check fails, the target will be pushed
back 2 yds. (2m)away from the attacker and knocked prone. If the contest is won, the target is
able to hold their ground and is not pushed or knocked prone. If the target is more than one
size category larger than the attacker, they are immune to this weapon’s knockback property.

Light
This weapon weighs very little. This makes wielding this weapon in the off-hand easier and
allows you to make an off-hand weapon attack (pg. 123).

Reload
This ranged weapon requires its ammunition to be loaded after every attack. A light weapon
with this property can be reloaded as a minor action; all other weapon types require a major
action to reload.

Perfect Balance
This feature can only appear on crafted or found weapons. A weapon with this feature has been
crafted with a perfectly centered balance point. This grants the weapon +1

bonus to parry rolls. This feature is only found on treasure and crafted weapons made by a
smith who possesses the Expert skill mastery or higher. Master-crafted weapons automatically
have this feature.

Poison
A weapon with this property, or its ammunition, can be filled with poison instead of being
coated in it. This allows for wounding poisons to be delivered more directly. Poisons being
delivered as apart of an attack with this weapon increases the save DC by 2.

Reach
This weapon has a long length, which allows your melee attacks to strike opponents farther
away than normal melee weapons. A melee weapon with this property can either have a reach
of 2 yards (2 m) or 3 yards (3 m). This the distance that this weapon can hit a target with a
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melee attack and is listed on the weapon’s stat line. Weapons with a reach of 3 yards (3 m),
have a situational penalty when attacking targets adjacent to them (1 yard or meter). This is
due to the difficulty in hitting targets that close because of the weapon’s extended length and
center of balance.

Reach (Special)
There is something unique about this weapon’s construction, other than its length, that gives it
the ability to reach targets even farther away. Weapons with this property will have the unique
circumstance in which reach is granted listed in the weapon’s property section.

Ricasso
A sword with this feature is constructed with a section of its blade unsharpened. This allows
the wielder to grip that part of the blade for additional leverage. Weapons with a ricasso usually
have a second, smaller cross guard sometimes called the quillons, built above the ricasso to
protect the hand.
As a minor action the wielder may grip the ricasso in combat, gaining a +2 bonus on parrying
and dealing an extra die of damage with piercing damage attacks. Doing this also grants the
two-handed feature and removes both the reach property and unbalanced feature while this grip
style is in use. Using another minor action allows the wielder that change their grip back to
normal. You can start combat using either grip style.

Special
A weapon with this feature is designed in such a way, that it grants the wielder a +2 bonus
when attempting to perform a specific combat maneuver or defensive action, which is shown in
parenthesis.

Thrown
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Weapons with this property can be thrown effectively at a target. The distance at which a
weapon can be thrown is called its range. This is listed in the weapon stat line with two
numbers in yards (and meters). The first number is the optimal distance a weapon can be
thrown without an accuracy penalty, and the second is the distance at which the lethality of the
weapon becomes minimal. Any target past this distance will take no damage. Any attacks made
against a target that is in-between the two listed distances will have an accuracy penalty. This
is a cumulative -1 penalty for every 2 yds. (2 m) past the optimal distance, up to a maximum
of -5. A weapon that’s hurled in an attack but which doesn’t have the thrown property has a
situational penalty on the attack roll.

Two-Handed
This weapon is designed and/or balanced in such a way that it can only be wielded with both
hands, using it effectively with one hand is not possible. However, you can still carry this
weapon wtith one hand.

Unbalanced
This weapon does not have a center balance point and is either front or rear weighted. If
do not have proficiency with this weapon, you can only make half the number of attacks
normally can (rounded down, min. 1) on your turn and half the normal number of parry
you normally can (rounded down, min. 1) until your next turn. It is simply too unwieldy
you to control and your efforts are severely hampered.

you
you
rolls
for

Versatile
A weapon with the versatile property is designed with a handle or haft to accommodate a twohanded grip. However, the weapon is light enough, or balanced well enough, to be wielded
effectively one-handed. Wielding this weapon two-handed will generate more power and thus
do more damage. A versatile weapon that is wielded two-handed will deal damage one die size
higher normal. On each attack, the creature can use either grip style, changing back and forth
at will.

Weapon Classes
Weapons are categorized into classes, based on similar designs and uses. Each table below
will display some of the weapons that can be found in the full Mythis rulebook. These tables
include the name, purchasing cost, damage, weight, properties & features, and minimum
Strength requirements required to wield a weapon effectively.
Axes, Clubs, and Hammers
Name

Cost

Damage

Properties & Features

Weight

Min. Str.

Hand Axe

2 Slvr

1D6 (S)

Light, thrown 4 Yds./ 9 Yds.
(4 m/ 9 m)

1.5 Lb. (.7 kg)

9
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Chapter 7: Magic
Club

10 Cpr

1D4 (B)

Great Club

25 Cpr

1D6 (B) + 1D4 (P)

Maul

10 Slvr

2D6 (B)

Warhammer

15 Slvr

1D8 (B) or 1D8 (SWP)

Light Blades
Cost

Damage

Propert

Dagger

2 Slvr

1D4 (P) or 1D4 (S)

Light, Th
(5/10 m

Long knife
Light

4 Slvr
1D4 + 2 (P) or 1D4+1
2 Lb. (.9 kg) (S)
9

Two-Handed,
Reach (2 Yds./
10 Lb. (15.91D8 (P) 12
Rapier
25 Slvr
2m), Unbalanced
kg)
Scimitar
25 Slvr
1D6 + 1 (S)
Heavy, Knockback, Reach (2 10 Lb. (4.5 kg)
14
yds./2m)

Flail

Flexible weapons are a special type of melee
weapon. They can hit targets from a distance
and have ranges, similar to ranged weapons.
These weapons have an attack range with
two numbers (in yards and meters). The first
number is the minimum range of the weapon,
and the second number is the maximum
range. Also, flexible weapons can be used
to do things like initiate a grapple on an
opponent, grab an object, or snare a weapon
and attempt a disarm.
Name

Cost

Damage

Rope dart

5 Cpr

1D4 + 1 (P)

5 Cpr

1D4 (S)

10 Slvr

Damage

Bastard sword

15 Slvr

1D8 (S) or 1D4 (P)

Battle Blade

55 Slvr

3D4 (S) or 2D4 (P)

Knockba

1D8 (B)

Flexibl

Properti

Name

Cost

Damage

Glaive

20 Slvr

2D6 + 4 (S)

Heavy, Rea
Un

Halberd

30 Slvr

3D4 + 4 (SWP) or
1D10 (S)

Heavy, Rea
Un

Spears and Staves
Name

Cost

Javelin
Properties & Features

5 Cpr

Damage
Weight

1D6 (P)
Min. Str.

Range 1/5 Yds.
(1/5 m), Flex-1 Slvr
1 Lb. (.5 kg) 1D8 (P)9
Spear
ible, Poison, Two-handed,
Unbalanced
War lance
10 Slvr
1D12 (P)
Range 1/3 Yds. (1/4m), Flexi2 Lb. (.9 kg)
ble, Special (Disarm, Trip)
Quarterstaff

Cost

Proper

Polearms and Poleaxes

Large Blades
Name

Ligh

Maces and Flails

Knockback (Two-Handed
4 Lb. (1.8 kg)
12
grip and Bludgeoning
only),Cost
Name
Damage
Versatile (1D10), UnbalMace
5 Slvr
1D6 (B)
anced

Flexible Weapons

Whip

Name

Properties
& Features
Ranged
Weapons

2 Cpr

1D6 (B)
Weight

Min. Str.

3 Lb. (1.4 that
kg) can10
AVersatile,
ranged Two-Handed
weapon is any weapon
be
used to
fire (2a Yds./2
projectile,
as akg)
arrow, 14
at a
Heavy,
Reach
M), such
5 Lb. (2.3
Ricasso This allows the wielder to hit
distant target.
targets from afar and remain relatively safe.
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Proper

Thrown (

Thrown (
or m), V

Reach (3 Y
(

Versatile
Yds./2 m
g

Bows
All bows are set with a draw strength. This is
the required Strength needed to fully draw a
bow. If a creature attempts to use a bow that
they are too weak for, the creature will be
unable to draw the bow. The draw strength is
also the Strength modifier that is added to the
damage roll, not the creature’s Strength.
Crossbows
All crossbows are set with a draw strength
similar to normal bows. Crossbows, however,
are mechanical creations and deal a set
damage amount instead of requiring dice to
be rolled. The crossbow’s draw strength is
the required Strength needed to reload the
weapon. If the draw strength is equal to the
wielder’s Strength, they can reload it as an
action. Crossbows with a higher draw strength
will require an additional action to reload for
every additional modifier above the creature’s
Strength. For example, if a creature has 12
(+1) Strength and is using a crossbow with
a draw strength of 16 (+3) it would take an
additional 2 turns for them to reload.
Name

Cost

Damage

Properties & Features

Weight

Min. Str.

5 Lb. (2.3 kg)

10

Crossbow

25 sp

6 (P)

Ammunition, Range
25/75 (Yds. or m), Reload,
Two-Handed

Longbow

50 sp

1D8 (P)

Ammunition, Range
50/200 (Yds. or m)

2 Lb. (.9 kg)

10

Shortbow

25 sp

1D6 (P)

Ammunition, Range
35/100 (Yds. or m)

2 Lb. (.9 kg)

10
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“Where does one find Magic? Above all
else, one can find it in the children’s
glittering eyes as they see the whole
world around you because they know
the greatest secrets are always hidden in
the most unlikely of places. For men and
women who don’t believe in the fabric
of magic, it will forever escape them.
But the children know its secrets.”
— Ohmet Herizog, Arcanis of the City of
Paleah

What is magic?

M

agic is an energy force that exists
all around us. It is in the air we
breathe, the water we drink, the
ground we walk on, inert and
harmless. Some have learned to control the
energy and wield it as a weapon, imbue it
into items, and add it to potions. There is
no good magic, there is no bad magic, there
is just magic. How it is used, is up to the
creatures using it.
Those who can wield magic have gone by
many names through the ages. They have
been called mages, wizards, druids, warlocks,
sorcerers, and arcanis. They are all the same,
it is the type of magic they cast that seems to
put them into particular categories. Magic’s
source is unknown. History would tell us that
dragons received it as a gift from the gods,
and that the dragons in turn taught the elves,
then it spread to the other races. The truth
is no one knows. It has been lost to the ages.
Maybe it has always been there, a part of the
cosmos from the very beginning.

The Mana Well
While magical energy does surround us, it
is mana that allows spellcasters to influence
the magical energies in the world to produce

spells. All creatures unconsciously draw the
magical energies around them into their
body, converting it into mana. Mana is the
internal fuel source spellcasters draw upon
and augment to cast their arcane spells. Not
all creatures have a Mana Well, an ephemeral
container within the body to hold mana, but
for those that do, their mana well holds a
specific amount of mana, represented in Spell
Points, equal to that creature’s Constitution
score plus their Intelligence score. For
example, if a creature has an Intelligence of
18 and a Constitution of 12, then your mana
well holds a total of 30 Spell Points.

The Components of Casting
Mages commonly get strange stares put
upon them when they cast a spell. What the
untrained don’t know is that the incantations
and gestures serve a purpose, and aren’t all
for show.
While a mage is in training, they are taught
to focus their minds and direct their will
in affecting the arcane energies needed to
perform a spell. When reciting an arcane
incantation, the mage is channeling their
inner mana through their body and shaping it
into the right conjunction of magical energy.
The gestures they make, allow them to focus
that energy into the right point of origin,
either inside their own body or out in the
world.
Every arcanis starts out needing these training
aids, but the stronger the arcanis starts to
become the less and less they need to utilize
them. The most powerful arcanis, once they
learn to cast spells without gestures and
incantations, can simply will a spell into
existence. However, these Arcanis are very
rare. Most will have to make at least a small
gesture or whispered incantation to cast a
spell.
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magical bludgeoning damage. Non-magical
bludgeoning damage can be dealt from
natural weather such as gale force winds, or
hurricanes.

While an arcanis with a proficiency bonus
of 3 or less, and Innate Magical Potential
(Lesser), they must make big gestures and
loud voice incantations to cast spells. This
means any effects or conditions that restricts
their arms or silences them, they cannot
cast spells. When their proficiency bonus
of reaches 4 and they have Innate Magical
Potential (Greater), the arcanis only needs
to make a small gesture or whisper an
incantation (player’s choice). They are still
subject to effects or conditions that restricts
their arms or silences them , but now only
in either speaking or gesturing, not both as
before. Finally, when an arcanis reaches
a proficiency bonus of 6 and has Innate
Magical Potential (Superior), they can cast
a spell without any incantations or gestures.
Now, effects or conditions that restricts their
arms or silences them, no longer stops them
from casting spells.

Acid Energy
This energy, used by the Water & Acid
College, as well as the Necromancy College,
is used with spells that corrode or melt
the flesh dealing magical acid damage.
Alchemical components, such as common
acids or gelatinous cube jelly can have
corrosive effects which deal non-magical acid
damage.

Earth Energy
This energy is used in Earth College spells to
smack targets with stones and rocks, as well
as shape the very ground. It deals magical
bludgeoning damage. Falling boulders,
and collapsing rubble deal non-magical
bludgeoning damage.

Energy Damage Types
When spells are cast, the mana spent can
form certain types of energy that can deal
damage. This is different from the physical
damage caused by weapons like a Swordstaff
or an Arbalest in a couple ways. Firstly, since
it is magical energy that used in spells and
not a physical force, armor is not as effective.
Any target that takes damage from magical
energy, and is wearing non-magical amor, has
their DR reduced by half against the damage
incurred. Secondly, creatures might possess a
natural resistance to a type of energy. In this
case that creature only receives half damage
from the energy type they are resistant to.

Fire Energy
This energy is used to burn a target, searing
the flesh or melting metal. This energy is
usually used in Fire College spells and deals
magical fire damage. Fire spells can set a
creature on fire, which gives it the burning
condition. Additionally, items like torches
and bonfires that are ablaze deal non-magical
fire damage. The DR of non-magical Cloth
Armors are reduced by half when magical fire
damage is dealt. Non-magical fire damage
can also be dealt by severe heat such as
volcanic lava.

Lightning Energy
This energy is used in spells that shock targets
or hit them with electricity. The Weather
College has such spells, which deal magical
lightning damage. Non-magical lightning

Air Energy
This energy is used in Air College spells to
hit enemies with the air or wind. It deals
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damage can be dealt by natural weather such
as a thunderstorm.

Necrotic Energy
This energy is used in spells dealing with
death and decay like Finger of Death. It
deals magical necrotic damage. A Special
note, when a target takes necrotic damage,
this damage bypasses the target’s Vigor, and
damages their Wounds.

Poison Energy
This energy is used in Colleges such as the
Nature College and the Necromancy College.
Spells using this energy deal with diseases,
and poisons. They deal magical poison
damage. Non-magical poison damage can be
dealt from Alchemical poisons, and natural
diseases.

Radiant Energy
This energy is used in spells that produce light
or attack foes with solar energy, which deals
magical radiant damage. The spell college
of Light & Darkness utilizes this energy.
Sunlight and moonlight deal non-magical
radiant damage if a creature is susceptible to
it.

Raw Energy
Raw Arcane energy can be used to devastating
effect with spells like Arcane Blast or Arcane
Lance, when it is projected at a target. This
energy is used in spells from the Arcana
College and deal magical force damage.

Thunder Energy

This energy is used in spells that produce
sound effects or deafen foes and deal magical
sonic damage. The spell college of Weather
utilizes this energy. Weather effects such
as Thunderstorms, and explosives such as
an Alchemist’s grenades can produce nonmagical sonic damage.

Water Energy
This energy is used to drown a target, slam
it with tendrils of water, or hit it with shards
of ice. This energy is used in Water & Acid
College spells, as well as Weather College
Spells. The damage from these spells can be
magical cold damage or magical bludgeoning
damage. Non-magical cold damage can be
dealt by natural weather such as a blizzard.

Concentration Checks
Some spells, such as those with the ritual
component, require your concentration to
complete the spell, or keep an ongoing effect
activated. This will be displayed in the spell’s
casting time description, unless it is a ritual
spell. All ritual spells require concentration.
If struck by an attack or spell a concentration
check must be made and succeeded to keep
your spell going. The DC for this check
is 5 plus the damage you took. You roll
a concentration check, which is 1D20+
your Concentration Modifier. To get your
Concentration Modifier you will add your
Int. mod. and your Con. Mod. together. If
you lose concentration on a spell it will end
unless the spell’s text says otherwise.

Countering Spells
If an Arcanis wishes to counter a spell cast
by another Arcanis, they can do so long as
they have “Counter spell” and they match
the spell points used by the casting arcanis.
To match, they must spend a number of SP
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equal to the base SP cost of the spell and any
extra SP spent when this spell was cast, such
as maximizing or empowering the spell. The
first Arcanis, who is casting the spell, must a
spell attack roll vs the Arcanis’ Counter spell
attack roll.
If the counterspelling Arcanis rolls higher the
spell is nullified. If the casting Arcanis rolls
higher, or the result is a tie, the spell goes
off as normal. Regardless of the outcome all
Arcanis’ involved expend their spell points
during this contest.
For the counter spelling Arcanis, each
additional spell point spent over required
minimum provide an additional +1 to their
counter spell roll. Example if the attacking
arcanis casts Fireball using 5 spell points,
another Arcanis could counter spell it is
using 7 spell points, and they would add an
additional +2 to their counter spell roll.

Spell Attacks
Some spells will require a “to hit” roll for
a spell to contact the target from up close,
or a distance. This is a spell attack which
comes in two varieties, Melee and Ranged.
To make a spell attack against an opponent,
roll D20 and add your Dexterity Modifier and
your Proficiency bonus. If you make a melee
spell attack, the range will usually be touch.
A ranged spell attack will have a range the
varies anywhere from 2 Yds. (2m) up to about
40 Yds (40m)

Spell Difficulty Check (DC)
Some spells require a creature to make a
saving throw to resist or completely avoid a
spell’s effect. To calculate a creature’s spell
DC, you will add eight plus the creature’s
spell casting modifier, plus their proficiency
bonus.
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Defending against Spells
Spells do not ignore DR. However, certain
spells such as lightning bolt, do reduce the
DR of some armors when taking a type of
elemental damage. Also, while spells cannot
normally be parried, if a ranged attack roll
is required, and there is no area of effect
component to the spell, it can be blocked or
dodged as a defensive action.

“Priests and Clerics always seem to bicker and
quarrel over this meaning or that passage. The
Arcanis however, all speak the same language,
and our writings are not up for interpretation.”
—Hollip Bowden, Apprentice Arcanis

S

pells are more than just words on page
or gestures done in a certain fashion.
To invoke the magic inside oneself
the arcanis has to put a small, almost
infinitesimal, piece of their soul into their
casting. This means each spell they cast, they
are cutting away apiece of themselves. This
is not lost on any arcanis, it intensifies their
views on magic. They know and understand,
more than anyone else, what the great magical
feats of the past truly cost those mages.
In this Quick Start Guide, we have included
a fair amount of spell (though not even close
to all of them). So if you notice a spell that
is normally in most RPG’s is not here, don’t
fret! It is probably in the full rulebook, so
check that out when it becomes available.

Arcana CollEge
Arcane Blast
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: 40 Yds. (40m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
A beam of raw arcane energy streaks from
your open palm toward a creature within
range. Make a ranged spell attack against the
target, dealing 2D4 Force damage upon a
successful hit.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D4 extra
damage

Arcane Darts
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 40 Yds. (40m)
Duration: Instantaneous

Cost: 1 SP
You create three glowing darts of arcane
energy. Each dart can be aimed at creatures
of your choice that you can see within range.
Roll as spell attack roll for each dart. If it
hits a dart deals 1D4 + 2 force damage to its
target and the darts all strike simultaneously.
You can direct them to hit one creature
or several. For each additional spell point
spent when casting this spell, another dart is
created.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D4+2 extra
damage (Adds to all darts)

Arcane Darts, Homing
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 40 yard (40m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 3 SP
You create three glowing darts of arcane
energy as with the normal version of . Each
dart can be aimed at creatures of your choice
that you can see within range. Roll as spell
attack roll for each dart. If it hits a dart deals
1D4 + 2 force damage to its target and the
darts all strike simultaneously.
You can direct them to hit one creature
or several. For each additional spell point
spent when casting this spell, another dart is
created.
Empowerment Cost: 2 SP per 1D4+2 extra
damage (Adds to all darts)

Counterspell
Casting Time: 1 Reaction
Range: 23 yards (23m)
Duration: Instantaneous
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Cost: Varies
You can attempt to stop a creature that is in
the process of casting a spell within range,
and that you can see. Please see the Magic
section of this book for the full rules on this
process.

Dispel Magic
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 3 SP
Choose one creature, object, or magical
effect within range. Any spell cast with 3 SP
or less on the target ends. For each spell of
cast with 4 SP or more on the target, make
an Spellcasting skill check. The DC equals
10 + the spell’s total SP cost. On a successful
check, the spell ends.
For every extra 2 SP spent when you cast
this spell, increase the SP cost that you can
automatically end by 1 SP. For example,
if you spend 4 extra SP when you cast this
spell, you can end the effects of a 5 SP cost
spell without needing to roll a Spellcasting
skill check.

Cost: 6 SP
When you cast this spell, you must speak
outloud the name of a specific location you
are familiar with. While active, this spell
allows you to find the most direct road
based route to that location. If you speak a
location that you are not familiar with or is
on a different plane as you, the spell fails. To
be familiar with a location, you must have
either been there once or have suceeded on a
Research check to find out information about
it. If the location is on or across a large body
of water, or in the air this spell will show you
to the closest possible piece of land, to that
location.
Additionally, you know how far your
destination is from you and and in what
general direction it is. While traveling on
land, you don’t need to choose between
forks in the road. You will automatically
know which fork is the most direct route.
This doesn’t mean this is the safest though.
If you are traveling on the water or in the air
the spell will act as if you were on land, but
the spell will show you the way “as the crow
flies”.

Mage Hand
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
An average medium sized incoporel, floating
hand is created at a point you choose within
range. The hand lasts for the duration or until
you dismiss it as an action. The hand vanishes
if it ever moves more than 10 yards (10m)
away from you or if you cast this spell again.
You can use your Minor Action to control
the hand, allowing you can use the hand to
perform simple actions such as handling and
manipulate an object, opening an unlocked
door, stowing or retrieving an item from an

Find the Way
Casting Time: 1 Minute
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Day
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open container, and pouring the contents out
of a vial (perhaps into a creature). You can
move the hand up to 10 yards (10m) each
time you use your Minor Action. This hand
can’t attack a target, activate magic items, or
carry more than 10 Lbs. (4.5kg).

this spell multiple times to fix the damage.
This spell can physically repair a magical
item or a construct. This will not restore the
enchantment however.

If you choose, you can spend 2 SP when
casting this spell to create a second hand.
This will allow you to perform more complex
actions, such as lockpicking, hold up a book,
and flipping the pages, stirring a cooking
recipe, ect. All other restrictions of this spell
remain the same as if you had not created a
second hand.

Reverse Gravity

Mage Stealth
Casting Time: 1 Main Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 4 SP
The spell dampens the sounds of movement.
The target can move quietly, and breathe
without a sound, but can still hear and be
heard.

Mending
Casting Time: 1 Minute
Range: Touch
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
This spell can be used to repair damage on
a physical object that you are holding or
touching. The damage must be no larger than
12 inches (30cm) in any demention. The item
can be something small like a tear in a cloth
garment, a hole in a waterskin, or sundered
armor. As long as the break or tear is. in any
dimension, you mend it, leaving no trace of
the former damage. It the damage is larger
than 12 In. (30cm). in any dimension you
only fix part of the damage and must cast

Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 33 yards (33m)
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 7 SP
This spell effects an area in the shape of a
cylinder up to 33 yds (33m) high, and has a
16 yd (16m) radius. The cylinder is centered
on a point within range. When this spell is
cast, all creatures and objects that aren’t
somehow anchored to the ground fall upward
and reach the top of the cylinder. A creature
can make a Dexterity saving throw to grab
onto a fixed object that it can reach, if there
is one around. This will stop them from
falling upward.
If one or more solid objects (such as a
ceiling) is struck when falling upward, objects
and creatures strike it using the normal rules
for falling from height. Object and creatures
that reach the top of the area without striking
anything remains there, floating for the
duration. At the end of the spell’s duration,
all effected objects and creatures fall once
gravity retunes to normal. For an extra 3SP
spent when casting this spell, the caster can
use their Major Action to instantly rotate
the cylinder at it’s center point, effectively
altering gravity’s direction while this spell is
active. When this occurs, all affected objects
and creatures in the spell’s effects fall as if the
spell was just cast.

Silence
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 26 yards (26m)
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 2 SP
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Upon casting this spell, complete silence
prevails in the affected area. No sound can
be created within or pass through a 6 yd
(6m) radius sphere centered on a point you
choose within range. Alternativly you can
taget a creature or object as the center of this
spell, allowing the spell to become mobile.
Any creature or object entirely inside the
sphere is immune to thunder damage, and
creatures are deafened while entirely inside it.
Magical items in a creature’s possession that
need a command word cannot be activated
and casting spells from inside this area is
impossible if the caster needs to speak to do
so.
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Body College

Bonus on climb checks.

Alter Self

Tunneling Adaptation Your body takes on the
qualities of tunneling creatures such a moles
or gophers. Short coarse fur begins to sprout
all over your body, and your fingers merge
together to for scooping shovel claws. You
gain a burrowing speed equal to your combat
speed. You can only burrow through earthen
terrain, so if any large rocks bar your way you
must go around them.

Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 2 SP
You partially assume a different form,
shapeshifting a portion of your being.
When you cast this spell, choose one of the
following effects. That effect lasts for the
duration of this spell. While the spell lis
active, you can end one option as a major
action to change to another effect.
Aquatic Adaptation Your body adapts to
allow you to exist in an aquatic enviroment.
You sprout gills which allow you to breath
underwater, grow webbing between your
fingers and toes granting you a swimming
speed equal to your combat speed, and gain
Situational Bonus on swim checks.
Change Appearance You modify your
appearance. You can change you eye, hair,
and skin color. You can also change your
hairstyle, add or remove facial hair, raise or
lower your voice, and add or remove any
distinguishing features. At any time for the
duration of the spell, you can use your Major
action to change your appearance in these
ways again.
Reptilian Adaptation You adapt your body
to reflect certain qualities of reptiles such
as lizards and geckoes. Your skin becomes
dry and scales form, small spines begin to
protrude on the exposed parts of your body,
and you finger form small hairs that allow
for clinging to the environment. You gain a
natural DR of 1, any creature that grapples
you will take 1D4 piercing damage from
your spines, you gain a climbing speed equal
to your walking speed, and have Situational

Crown of Madness
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 16 yards (16m)
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 2 SP
One humanoid of your choice that you can
see within range must succeed on a Wisdom
saving throw or become charmed by you for
the duration of this spell. While charmed in
this way a gaudy ornate crown of gold appears
the creature’s head. That creature’s eye begin
to glow with maddening light.
The charmed target must use its major action
before moving on each of its turns to make
a melee attack against a creature other than
itself, excluding this spell’s casters. If there is
no target within range the charmed creature
must use it’s movement, and even the Sprint
action to get to the closest target.
On your subsequent turns you must use your
Major Action to maintain concentration on
this spell and control over the target. If you
do not the spell ends. The crown can be
targeted with a called shot (Hard Target). If
it is struck and takes 50 points of damage, it
breaks and the spell’s effect ends immediately.
It can only be struck with a called shot.
The crown can take more damage if the
caster spends extra spells points when casting
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this spell. Increase the amount of damage
the crown can take, before braking, by 10 for
every extra spell point spent (Max 100 points
of damage).

Dance ‘Till You Drop
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 9 yards (9m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 6 SP
Choose one creature that you can see, that is
within range of this spell. The target begins
a comic dance in place: shuffling, tapping
its feet, or even doing a jig. Creatures that
can’t be charmed are immune to this spell. A
dancing creature must use all its movement
to dance without leaving its space and has
Situational Penalty on Dexterity saving throws
and attack rolls. They must do so for the
duration of this spell, unless they make two
successful Wisdom saving throws. This takes
a Major Action, and only one save can be
taken on each of the affected creature’s turns.
While the target is affected by this spell other
creatures have Situational Bonus on attack
rolls against it.

Inflict Pain
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 9 yards (9m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: Varies
You wrack the target’s body with agonizing
pain that imposes situational penalty on
certain rolls, depending on the pain level. The
target must make a successful Constitution
saving throw to negate this spell’s effect.
Minor Pain: Concentration checks (3 SP)
Moderate Pain: Concentration checks and
Skill Checks (4 SP)
Massive Pain: Concentration Checks, Skill
Checks, and Attack/Defense Rolls (5 SP)
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Polymorph
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 5 SP
This spell transforms a creature that
you can see within range into a new
form. An unwilling creature must make
a Constitution saving throw to resist the
effect. Shapchangers, Incorporeal or gaseous
creatures, and creatures already under the
effects of a Polymorph spell, or a similar
effect automatically succeed on this saving
throw. If the new form would prove fatal to
the creature, such as an aquatic creature not
in water, the subject gets Situational Bonus
on the save. The transformation lasts for the
duration, or until the target drops to 0 wound
points, or dies. The new form can be any
beast whose proficiency bonus is equal to or
less than the caster’s spellcasting proficiency.
The target’s physical stats are replaced by
the stats of the chosen beast. The creature
retains its personality. The target assumes
the vigor and wound points of its new form.
When it reverts back to its normal form, the
creature returns to the number of vigor and
wound points it had before it transformed.
If it reverts as a result of dropping to 0 vigor
points, any excess damage carries over to its
normal form. As long as the excess damage
doesn’t reduce the creature’s normal form to
0 wound points, it isn’t knocked unconscious.
The creature is limited in the actions it can
perform by the nature of its new form. It
can’t speak, cast spells, or take any other

action that requires hands or speech, unless
its new form can do so. The target’s gear
melds into the new form. The creature can’t
activate, use, wield, or otherwise benefit from
any of its equipment. This spell can’t affect a
target that has 0 hit points

Sleep
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 27 yards (27m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
This spell sends creatures into a magical
slumber. Roll 5d6. The total is how many
vigor points of creatures this spell can affect.
Creatures within 6 yards (6m) of a point you
choose within the spell’s range are affected
in ascending order of their current vigor
points (ignoring unconscious creatures). Each
affected creature can make a Wisdom saving
throw to resist the spells effect. Starting with
the creature that has the lowest current vigor
points, each creature falls unconscious until
the spell ends, the sleeper takes damage, or
someone uses a Major Action to shake or
slap the sleeper awake. Regardless of any
Wisdom Saves, subtract each creature’s vigor
points from the total before moving on to the
creature with the next lowest vigor points. A
creature’s vigor points must be equal to or
less than the remaining total for that creature
to be affected. Undead and creatures immune
to being charmed aren’t affected by this spell.
A caster can increase the spell’s potency by
spending additional spell points. For each
spell point extra that is spent when casting
this spell, increase the number of dice rolled
by 1D6.

Strike Blind/Deaf
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
You can cause a target to gain either the
blinded or deafened condition. Choose one
creature that you can see, within the range
of this spell. That creature must make a
Constitution saving throw. Upon a failure,
the target is either blinded or deafened (your
choice) for the duration. At the beginning
of each of its turns, the target can make a
Constitution saving throw. On a success,
the spell ends an the taget can take it’s turn
normally. You can target additional creatures
in range for additional 2 spell points per
creature.
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Communication College

Approach

Charm Person
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 1 SP
You attempt to charm a humanoid you can
see within range. It must make a Wisdom
saving throw and does so with Situational
Bonus if you or your companions are
attacking it. If it fails the saving throw, it is
charmed by you until the spell ends or until
you or your companions do anything harmful
to it. The charmed creature regards you as a
friendly acquaintance. When the spell ends,
the creature must make a Wisdom ability
check against the caster’s spell DC. If it
succeeds, the creature knows it was charmed
by you.

Command
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: 1 Round
Cost: 1 SP
You speak a one-word command to a
creature you can see within range. The target
must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw
or follow the command on its next turn.
The spell has no effect if the target has an
Intelligence score of 5 or less, it is Undead,
it doesn’t understand your language, or if
your command is directly harmful to it.
Below are some typical commands and their
effects. You might issue a command other
than ones described here. If you do so, the
GM determines how the target behaves. If the
target can’t follow your command, the spell
ends.
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The target moves toward you by the shortest
and most direct route, ending its turn if it
moves within1 yard (1m) of you.
Drop
The target drops whatever it is holding and
then ends its turn.
Flee
The target spends its turn moving away from
you by the fastest available means.
Grovel
The target falls prone and then prostrates
itself. It ends its turn.
Halt
The target doesn’t move and takes no actions.
A flying creature stays aloft, provided that it is
able to do so. If it must move to stay aloft, it
flies the minimum distance needed to remain
in the air.
For every extra 2SP spent when casting this
spell, you can affect one additional creature.
The creatures must be within 10 yards (9m)
of each other when you target them.

Comprehend Languages
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 1 SP
For the duration, you understand the literal
meaning of any spoken language that you
hear. You also understand any written
language that you see, but you must be
touching the surface on which the words are
written. It takes about 1 minute to read one
page of text.

This spell doesn’t decode secret messages in
a text or a glyph, such as an arcane sigil, that
isn’t part of a written language.

Dissonant Whispers
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 1 SP
You whisper a discordant melody that only
one creature of your choice within range can
hear, wracking it with terrible pain. The target
must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a
failed save it takes 1d6 psychic damage and
must immediately use its reaction if available
to move as far as its speed allows away
from you. The creature doesn’t move into
obviously dangerous ground such as a fire or a
pit. On a successful save the target takes half
as much damage and doesn’t have to move
away. A deafened creature automatically
succeeds on the save.

Eavesdropping Ward
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m) Radial Burst
Duration: 5 Minutes
Cost: 3 SP
You create a magical area around you. Within
this space all speech that is spoken out loud
cannot be heard by any creature outside
the area. Anyone attempting to eavesdrop
or listen in on your conversation, through
magical means or otherwise, will only hear
unintelligible whispers. This does not prevent
anyone from seeing you or trying to figure out
what you are saying with abilities such as lip
reading however.
Enthrall

Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: 1 M
Cost: 2 SP
You weave a distracting string of words
causing creatures of your choice that you
can see within range and that can hear
you to make a Wisdom saving throw. Any
creature that can’t be charmed succeeds on
this saving throw automatically and if you
or your companions are fighting a creature
it has Situational Bonus on the save. On a
failed save the target has Situational Penalty
on Wisdom (Perception) checks made to
perceive any creature other than you until
the spell ends or until the target can no
longer hear you. The spell ends if you are
incapacitated or can no longer speak.

Friends
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 0 SP
For the duration you have Situational Bonus
on all Charisma checks directed at one
creature of your choice that isn’t hostile
toward you. When the spell ends the creature
must succeed on a wisdom saving throw
to realize that you used magic to influence
its mood. If it succeeds it becomes hostile
toward you. A creature prone to violence
might attack you. Another creature might
seek retribution in other ways (at the GM’s
discretion) depending on the nature of your
interaction with it.

Malignant Mockery
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Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
You unleash a barrage of insults laced with
a subtle enchantment; at a creature you can
see within range. The creature doesn’t need
to understand you. If the target can hear you,
it must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw
or take 2d4 psychic damage. The creature
becomes insulted, outraged, and distracted.
The first attack it makes before the end of its
next turn will have a Situational Penalty.

Message
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
You point your finger toward a creature
within range and whisper a message. The
target (and only the target) hears the message
and can reply in a whisper that only you can
hear. The message, and its response, can be
no longer than 25 words long.
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Sending
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Unlimited
Duration: 30 Seconds
Cost: 3 SP
You send a short message of fifty words or
less to a creature with which you are familiar.
The creature hears the message in its mind,
recognizes you as the sender if it knows you,
and can answer in a like manner immediately.
The spell enables creatures with Intelligence
scores of at least 1 to understand the meaning
of your message.
You can send the message across any distance
and even to other planes of existence, but if
the target is on a different plane than you,
there is a 5 percent chance that the message
doesn’t arrive.

Tongues
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 3 SP
This spell grants the creature you touch the
ability to understand any spoken language it
hears. Moreover, when the target speaks, any
creature that knows at least one language and
can hear the target understands what it says.

Fire College
Blazing Hands
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 5 yds (5m) Cone
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 2 SP
As you hold your hands, palms forward, a
gout of flames shoots forth from each of your
hands, combining and conflagrating in a wide
area. Each creature in a 5 yd. (5m) cone in
front of you must make a Dexterity saving
throw. A creature takes 2D6 fire damage on
a failed save, or half as much damage on a
successful one. The fire ignites any flammable
objects in the area that aren’t being worn or
carried, and each creature that fails their save
has a 30 % chance of catching on fire and
gaining the Burning Condition.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D6 extra
damage

Blood Boil
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 6 SP
You reach out and heat the target’s blood,
causing the victim to burn from within. The
target must make a successful Constitution
saving throw or take 3D6 fire damage,
ignoring any DR gained from armor or fire
resistance. On subsequent turns, the caster
can use a minor action to inflict this damage
on the target, who must make a Constitution
saving throw again. On a critical failure this
damage is doubled, on a success he takes no
damage that turn, and on a critical success
the spell is broken, effectively dispelling it.
For the duration of the spell, the target
experiences an almost unbearable discomfort,
equivalent to the effects of the Inflict Pain

Spell. Each successful infliction of damage
after the first increases the level of pain
the target suffers, from Minor Pain to
Moderate Pain to Massive Pain. If the spell is
maintained long enough, the victim’s skin and
clothes start to char and little flames appear
here and there. Once the victim dies, his
body bursts into flame and burns until only a
little pile of ashes remains. Undead beings are
immune to this spell. Empowerment Cost: 2
SP per 1D6 extra damage

Create Flame
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 0 SP
A flickering flame appears in your hand
without harming you. The flame remains
there for the duration of the spell, shedding
bright light in a 2 Yd. (2m) radius and dim
light for an additional 2 yds. (2m). The spell
ends if you dismiss it as a Minor Action or if
you cast it again. You can also attack with the
flame, although doing so ends the spell, as
well as changing the casting time of this spell
to 1 Major Action. This can be done when
you cast this spell, or as a Major Action on
a later turn. You hurl the flame at a creature
within 10 yards (9m) of you by making a
ranged spell attack or you may attempt to
touch a creature within 1 yard (1m). of you
with a melee spell attack. On a hit, the target
takes 2D4 fire damage. You can use this spell
to ignite flammable objects, like the clothes
you are wearing or firewood, so be careful
where you put your hands.

Flaming Weapon
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Touch
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Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
As you touch a weapon it becomes wreathed
in magical flames, which does not harm the
user but lets the weapon do an extra 1D6
damage to foes or flammable objects, in
addition to the weapon’s normal damage.
Metal weapons are not damaged by the spell,
but wooden weapons dissolve into ashes as
soon as the spell ends. Any target struck by a
flaming weapon has a 25% chance to catch
on fire and gain the Burning Condition. The
weapon also gives off light as a torch while
the spell is active. For every extra spell point
spent when casting this spell, increase the fire
damage this spell deals by 1D6.

Fireball
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 15 yards (15m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 1 SP
A bright flash erupts from your pointing
finger. At the space you choose within
range, a blossom of fire and an explosion
of flame occurs. A low roar is also heard.
Each creature in a 4 yd. (4m) radius sphere
centered on that space must make a Dexterity
saving throw. A target takes 2D6 Fire damage
on a failed save, or half as much damage on a
successful one. The fire from this spell spreads
around corners. It ignites flammable objects
in the area that aren’t being worn or carried,
and any creature that fails its dexterity saving
throw has a 40% chance of catching fire and
gaining the Burning condition.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D6 extra
damage

Fire Bolt
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
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Range: 16 yards (16m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 0 SP
A mote of flame forms in your hand. As you
hurl it at a creature or object within range,
it grows mor substantial and slams into the
target. Make a ranged spell attack and on
a hit, the target takes 2D4 fire damage. A
flammable object hit by this spell ignites if it
isn’t being worn or carried.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D6 extra
damage

Heat Metal
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 2 SP
Choose a metal object, such as a metal ingot,
metal weapon, or a suit of metal armor.
When you touch it you cause the object
to glow red-hot. Any creature in physical
contact with the object takes 1D6 fire damage
when you cast the spell. Until the spell ends,
you can use a bonus action on each of your
subsequent turns to cause this damage again.
If a creature is holding or wearing the object
and takes the damage from it, the creature
must succeed on a Constitution saving throw
or it is forced to drop the object, if possible.
If wearing a chainmail armor that is targeted
by this spell, you cannot use it’s DR to
reduce the damage from this spell. If wearing
Light Plate, its DR is reduced by 3. If the
creature doesn’t drop a targeted object, it has
a situational penalty on attack rolls and ability
checks until the start of your next turn.
If this spell is empowered, every extra 2SP
that is spent causes the affected object to
stay hot for an additional turn once you stop
touching it. It will cause damage the whole
time it is hot.

Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D6 extra
damage

Searing Arrow
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 18 yards (18m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 3 SP
An arrow of pure flame springs from your
hand and speeds forth to your target. You
must succeed on a ranged spell attack to hit
your target. The arrow deals 2D6 points of
fire damage to the target, which has a 25%
chance of catching on fire and gaining the
Burning Condition. This spell can be fired
with bow or crossbow to increase its range to
that of the weapon though which this spell is
fired.

Sphere of Flames
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 3 SP
A 2 Yd. (2m) diameter sphere of fire appears
in an unoccupied space of your choice within
range and lasts for the duration. Any creature
that ends its turn within 1 yard (1m) of the
sphere must make a Constitution saving
throw. The creature takes 2D6 fire damage
on a failed save, or half as much damage on
a successful one. As a Minor Action, you can
move the sphere up to 10 yards (10m). If you
ram the sphere into a creature, that creature
takes 2D6 fire damage and must make a
successful dexterity saving throw to reduce
the damage to half. If the save is succeeded
by 5 or more the damage is reduced to zero
and the creature can move to an unoccupied
space within 2 Yds (2m). The caster may
choose to have the sphere stop moving in a

space occupied by a creature that failed its
dexterity saving throw, inflicting an additional
2D6 fire damage and engulfing the creature
if it is medium sized or smaller. An engulfed
creature is set on fire and gains the Burning
Condition (pg. 125).
When moving the sphere, it can be moved
over barriers up to 1 yd (1m) tall and it can
be jumped across pits up to 3 yds (3m) wide.
The sphere ignites flammable objects not
being worn or carried, and it sheds bright
light in a 5 Yd. (5m) radius and dim light for
an additional 5 yards (5m).
For a reduced or enhanced spell point cost,
the size of the sphere can be changed. If this
spell is cast for 2 SP the sphere is only 1 yd
(1m) in diameter, it’s damage is reduced to
1D6, and it gains a flight speed of 20 Yds.
(20m) with the ability to hover in place. Due
to this reduced size, it can only engulf a
creature of small or tiny size. If this spell is
cast for 4 SP’s, the sphere appears with a 4 yd
(4m). diameter, it’s speed is reduced to 5 yds
(5m), it’s damage is increased to 4d6, it can
no longer go over barriers or jump across pits,
and it can now engulf creatures that are large
sized or smaller.
If concentration is lost while this spell is
active, the spell does not end, but instead the
caster loses the ability to control the sphere
until they make a successful concentration
check, DC 15, as a Minor Action.
Empowerment Cost: 1 SP per 1D6 extra
damage
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Mind College
Compulsion
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 11 yards (11m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 4 SP
A creatures of your choice that you can see,
that is within range, and that can hear you,
must make a Wisdom saving throw. The
target automatically succeeds on this saving
throw if it can’t be charmed. On a failed save
the target is affected by this spell. Until the
spell ends you can use a bonus action on each
of your turns to designate a direction that is
horizontal to you. The affected target must
use as much of its movement as possible to
move in that direction on its next turn. It can
take its action before it moves. After moving
in this way it can make another Wisdom
saving throw to try to end the effect. If a
target is compelled to move into an obviously
deadly hazard such as a fire pit, it immediatly
makes a Wisdom saving throw with advantage
to try and end the spell’s effect. Moving
in a compused way does grant attacks of
oppertunity.
Multiple targets can be chosen if the caster
spends 2 SP per extra target, when casting
this spell. Each additional target must be
a creature that you can see, that is within
range, and that can hear you. The spells
duration

Calm the Mind
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 Yds (20m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
You attempt to suppress strong emotions in a
group of people. Each humanoid in a
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20-foot-radius sphere centered on a point you
choose within range must make a Charisma
saving throw, which a
creature can choose to fail if it wishes.
Upon failing its saving throw, the creature is
placed under one of the following two effects
(caster’s choice).
You can suppress any effect causing a target
to be charmed or frightened. When this spell
ends, any suppressed effect resumes, provided
that its duration has not expired in the
meantime.
Alternatively, you can make a target
indifferent about creatures of your choice
that it is hostile toward. This indifference
ends if the target is attacked or harmed by a
spell or if it witnesses any of its friends being
harmed. When the spell ends, the creature
becomes hostile again, unless the GM/DM
says otherwise.

Confusion
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 30 yards (30m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 4 SP
This spell assaults and twists creatures’
minds, spawning delusions and provoking
uncontrolled actions. Each creature in a
10-foot-radius sphere centered on a point
you choose within range must succeed on a
Wisdom saving throw when you cast this spell
or be affected by it. An affected target can’t
take reactions and must roll a d10 at the start
of each of its turns to determine its behavior
for that turn.

D10 Behavior
1 The creature uses all its movement to move
in a random direction. To determine the
direction, roll a d8 and assign a direction to
each die face. The creature doesn’t take an
action this turn.
2–6 The creature doesn’t move or take
actions this turn.
7–8 The creature uses its action to make a
melee attack against a
randomly determined creature within its
reach. If there is no creature within its reach,
the creature does nothing this turn.
9–10 The creature can act and move
normally. At the end of each of its turns, an
affected target can make a Wisdom saving
throw. If it succeeds, this effect ends for that
target.

Dominate Person
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 23 yards (23m)
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 5 SP
You attempt to beguile a humanoid that you
can see within range. It must succeed on a
Wisdom saving throw or be charmed by you
for the duration. If you or creatures that are
friendly to you are fighting it, it has advantage
on the saving throw.
While the target is charmed, you have a
telepathic link with it as long as the two
of you are on the same plane of existence.
You can use this telepathic link to issue
commands to the creature while you are
conscious (no action required), which it does
its best to obey. You can specify a simple and
general course of action, such as “Attack that
creature,” “Run over there,” or “Fetch that
object.” If the creature completes the order

and doesn’t receive further direction from
you, it defends and preserves itself to the best
of its ability.
While you are concentrating, you can use
your Major Action to take total and precise
control of the target. Until the end of your
next turn, the creature takes only the actions
you choose, and doesn’t do anything that you
don’t allow it to do. During this time you can
also cause the creature to use a reaction, but
this requires you to use your own reaction as
well.
Each time the target takes damage, it makes a
new Wisdom saving throw against the spell. If
the saving throw succeeds, the spell ends.
For every extra 2 SP that are spent when
casting this spell, the duration of this spell
inceases as follows: 10 Minutes, 1 Hour, 8
hours, 24 hours. If extra spell points are spent
to increase the duration to 1 Hour or more,
the spell will no longer require concentration
to take total control of the target.

Enfeeble the Mind
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 16 yards (16m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 8 SP
You blast the mind of a creature that you
can see within range, attempting to shatter
its intellect and personality. The target takes
4D6 psychic damage and must make an
Intelligence saving throw.
On a failed save, the creature’s Intelligence
and Charisma scores become 1. The creature
can’t cast spells, activate magic items,
understand language, or communicate in any
intelligible way. The creature can, however,
identify its friends, follow them, and even
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protect them.
At the end of every 30 days, the creature
can repeat its saving throw against this spell.
If it succeeds on its saving throw, the spell
ends. The spell can also be ended by greater
restoration, heal, or wish.

each other when you target them.

Telekinesis

Heinous Laughter
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 9 yards (9m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
A creature of your choice that you can
see within range perceives everything as
irresistibly funny and falls into fits of laugher
if this spell affects it. The target must succeed
on a Wisdom saving throw or fall prone
becoming incapacitated and unable to stand
up for the duration. A creature with an
Intelligence score of 4 or less isn’t affected.
At the end of each of its turns and each
time it takes damage, the target can make
another Wisdom saving throw. The target has
advantage on the saving throw if it’s triggered
by damage. On a success the spell ends.

Hold Person
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 18 yards (18m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
Choose a humanoid that you can see within
range. The target must succeed on a Wisdom
saving throw or be paralyzed for the duration.
At the end of each of its turns, the target can
make another Wisdom saving throw. On a
success, the spell ends on the target.
When you cast this spell you can effect
additional humanoids by spending 1 extra
SP per additional humanoid target. All
humanoids must be within 10 yards (9m) of
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Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 20 yards (20m)
Duration: 30 Seconds
Cost: Varies
Prerequisite: Must have 3 Telekinetic or
Telepathy Spells
You gain the ability to move or manipulate
creatures or objects by thought. When you
cast the spell, and as your Major Action each
round for the duration, you can exert your
will on one creature or object that you can
see within range, causing the appropriate
effect below. You can affect the same target
round after round or choose a new one at any
time. If you switch targets, the prior target is
no longer affected by the spell.
If you select an object as your target, you can
attempt to affect an object that weighs up to
1,000 pounds. If the object isn’t being worn
or carried, you automatically effect it without
issue. If the object is worn or carried by a
creature, you must make an Spellcasting skill
check contested by that creature’s Strength
check. If you succeed, you effect the object,
and if you fail the creature successfully
opposes you and nothing happens.
If you select an creature you must make an
Spellcasting skill check contested by that
creature’s Strength check. If you succeed,
you effect the creature, and if you fail the
creature successfully opposes you and nothing
happens. The larger the creature the harder
it is to effect it with this spell. The target gets
a +1 bonus to its save for each size category
larger it is than you. Conversely, for each
size category larger than the target you are,
you get a +1 bonus to your roll due to it
being easier for this spell to affect a smaller
creature.
Control (0 SP) You exert fine control on
objects within range, using your telekinetic
grip, such as manipulating a simple tool,

opening a door or a container, stowing or
retrieving an item from an open container, or
pouring the contents from a vial.
Control, Greater (5 SP) You can help
assemble a large object, such as a siege
engine, or fortification, using fewer workers.
You can take the place of a number of worker
equal to double your spellcasting modifier
(Min. 1). The duration of this spell increases
to 1 Hour.
Control, Weapon (2 SP) You can reach out
with your mind and can control a weapon
within range as if you were wielding it in your
hand. You can move it in any direction, up
to 10 yards (9m) per round, and can make a
single melee attack. The duration of this spell
increases to 1 Minute.
Lift (4 SP) You can try to raise a creature
that you can see, and is within range, into
the air. If you win the contest, you move the
creature up to 10 yards (9m) into the air.
The creature must be lifted at a minimum, 12
inches (30cm). into the air and can be lifted
in any direction, including straight upward.
Until the end of your next turn, the creature
is restrained in your telekinetic grip. A lifted
creature is suspended in mid-air. The creature
can attempt another contest to break free of
this effect, on it’s turn as a Main Action. On
subsequent rounds, you can use your Main
Action to maintain your telekinetic grip on
the creature and lift it again.
Pull (3 SP) Select a target within range that
you can see, and pull it directly to from you.
The distance the target can be pulled is 11
yard (1m). times your spellcasting modifier
(Min 1). The target can be pulled to within
1 yard (1m). of you if it is a creature, or
to your hand it is an object. If a creature
critically fails, the contest they fall prone
after traveling. If the target strikes an object
or creature during travel, 3D6 damage is delt
to the target, the object or creature, or both.
It is at the GM’s discretion as to how this

occurs, based on the the objects and creatures
involved. The type of damage delt is also
based on the objects and creatures involved.
For example, if a medium sized creature is
pulled into a large tree the creature would
take bludgeoning damage, but if a large sized
stone bolder strikes a large sized tree the GM
could declare that both the tree, and the
bolder take Bludgeoning damage.
Push (3 SP) Select a target within range that
you can see, and shove it directly away from
you. The distance the target can be pushed
is 11 yard (1m). times your spellcasting
modifier (Min 1). If a creature critically fails
the contest they fall prone after traveling. If
the target strikes an object or creature during
travel, 3D6 damage is delt to the target, the
object or creature, or both. It is at the
GM’s discretion as to how this occurs, based
on the the objects and creatures involved.
The type of damage delt is also based on the
objects and creatures involved. For example,
if a small sized creature is pushed into a stone
wall the creature would take bludgeoning
damage, but if a large sized stone bolder
strikes a
stone wall the GM could declare that
both the stone wall, and the bolder take
Bludgeoning damage.
Throw (5 SP) Select a target within range that
you can see, and throw it in any direction
at another target. The distance that the first
target can be thrown is 11 yard (1m). times
your spellcasting modifier (Min 1). If the
2st target is an worn or held object, and the
creature holding it critically fails its contest,
the creature is considered apart of the 1st
target and is thrown as well. If the 2nd
target is a creature it can only take a Dodge
defensive action to avoid damage. The thrown
target will take 5D6 damage, and if the 2nd
target is struck it will take the damage as
well at the GM’s discretion. All targets will
fall prone after this exchange. The type of
damage delt is also based on the objects and
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creatures involved. For example, if a mace
is thrown into a creature the creature would
take bludgeoning damage. If a braced pike is
struck by a thrown creature from the pointed
end, the creature would take piercing damage,
and the pike could take bludgeoning damage
from the force of the creature impacting it.

Telekinetic Blast
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 12 yards (12m)
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 2 SP
Your body becomes charged with telekinetic
force that you can expel. Make a ranged spell
attack against a target within range that you
can see. On a successful hit the target takes
1D6+ 1D4 Force damage. This spell cannot
be parried.

Telekinetic Choke
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 13 yards (13m)
Duration: 1 Minute, Concentration
Cost: 4 SP
You reach out and begin to choke a target
within range that you can see. The target
must make a successful constitution saving
throw or it immediately begins to suffocate.
Once it begins suffocating it can remain
conscious for a number of rounds equal to
double its constitution modifier (Min. 1) or
half as long if it critically failed its saving
throw. On each subsequent turn it can use its
Major Action to attempt another Constitution
saving throw to break the spell effect. If a
creature falls unconscious due to this spell it
is not dead, and the cast4er must maintain
this spells effect for one additional turn.
Then, the creature dies and is not allowed to
make a death saving throw to try and stave off
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death.

Telekinetic Rush
Casting Time: 1 Reaction
Range: 6 yards (6m).
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 3 SP
When a willing creature makes a Charge
Combat Maneuver, you assist them
telekinetically. While moving, the target
is flying just a couple inches above the
ground. Movement assisted by this spell
provokes attacks of opportunity as normal,
but ignores minor difficult terrain such as
slippery ground, and the creatures base move
speed increases by 10 yards (10m) during the
charge.

Telepathy Link
Casting Time: 1 Minute
Range: Unlimited
Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 7 SP
You create a mental link between yourself
and a single willing creature with which you
are familiar. The creature can be anywhere
on the same plane of existence as you. The
spell ends if you or the target are no longer
on the same plane. Until the spell ends, you
and the target can instantaneously share
words, images, sounds, and other sensory
messages with one another through the link,
and the target recognizes you as the creature
it is communicating with. The spell enables a
creature with an Intelligence score of at least
1 to understand the meaning of your words
and take in the scope of any sensory messages
you send to it.

Protection College
Arcane Armor
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: 8 Hours
Cost: 3 SP
You touch a willing creature who isn’t
wearing armor, and a protective magical force
surrounds it until the spell ends. The magical
force generates a barrier that rests on the
body of the creature and grants it DR3. The
spell ends if the target dons armor or if you
dismiss the spell as an minor action.
If you spend extra spell points when you cast
this spell, the barrier will provide an increased
amount of DR. For 3 extra spell points the
barrier grant 5 DR. If you spend 6 extra spell
points, the barrier grants you 8 DR.

Barrier of Blades
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 6 SP
You create a vertical wall of spinning
sharp blades formed of arcane energy. The
wall appears within range and lasts for the
duration of this spell. You can make a straight
wall up to 30 yards (30m) long, 6 yards (6m)
high, and 1 yard (1m) thick. Alternatively,
a ringed wall can be crated. It is up to 12
yards (12m) in diameter, 4 yards (4m) high,
and 1 yard (1m) thick. The wall provides 3/4
cover to creatures behind it, and the space it
occupies is difficult terrain.
When a creature enters the wall’s area for the
first time on a turn or starts its turn there,
the creature must make a Dexterity saving
throw. On a failed save, the creature takes

8D6 slashing damage. On a successful save,
the creature takes half as much damage. If
a critical failure is rolled, double damage is
taken by the creature.

Deflect Energy
Casting Time: 1 Reaction
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 1 SP
This spell forms a glowing sheathe of energy
around one of the caster’s hands and any
held item in it. The sheathe allows the caster
to parry any energy attack about to hit them.
This can only be used to parry single target
energy attacks or spells, and line spells. This
includes ray spells such as Burning Ray, and
Missile spells like Arcane Missile. The caster
can parry as long as the spell duration lasts
and a critical success deflects the attack back
to the caster.

Mage Lock
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 Week
Cost: 6 SP
Locks an object that can be opened and
closed, magically. The object can be a door,
box, chest, a set of manacles, a padlock,
door, or another object that can be opened
and closed. The object does not open unless
you or a creature you designate when casting
this spell are the ones opening it, the spell is
dispelled, or the object itself is destroyed. Any
spell used to circumvent this spell, such as
Lockmaster, must beat the Spell Save DC of
the caster who cast this spell.
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Chapter 9: Equipment &
Goods
Protection

Resistance

Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 4 SP
Prerequisites 5 Protection College Spells
Until the spell ends, one willing creature you
touch is protected against certain types of
creatures: Abominations, Arcane Constructs,
Beasts, Divine Beings, Dragonkin,
Elementals, Fey, Giants, Plants, and Undead.
The protection grants several benefits.
Creatures of one of those types (caster’s
choice) have situational penalty on attack
rolls against the target. The target also can’t
be charmed, frightened, or possessed by them.
If the target is already charmed, frightened,
or possessed by such a creature, the target has
situational bonus on any new saving throw
against the relevant effect.

Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 0 SP
You touch one willing creature. Once before
the spell ends, the target can roll a d4 and
add the number rolled to one saving throw of
its choice. It can roll the die before or after
making the saving throw. The spell then ends.

Protection from Energy
Casting Time: 1 Major action
Range: Self
Duration: 10 Minutes
Cost: 5 SP
For the duration, the willing creature you
touch has resistance to one damage type of
your choice: acid, cold, fire, force, lightning,
necrotic, psychic, radiant, or thunder.
Damage of that energy type deals half
damage.

Sanctuary
Casting Time: 1 Minor Action
Range: 10 yards (10m)
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 2 SP
You ward a creature within range against
attacks. Until the spell ends, any creature
who targets the warded creature with an
attack or a harmful spell must first make a
Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save, the
creature must choose a new target or lose the
attack or spell. This spell doesn’t protect the
warded creature from area effects, such as the
explosion of a fireball.
If the warded creature makes an attack or
casts a spell that affects an enemy creature,
this spell ends.

Shell of Protection Against the Living
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
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Duration: 1 Hour
Cost: 6 SP
A shimmering barrier extends out from you in a 9 Yd. (9m). radius and moves with you,
remaining centered on you and effecting all creatures other than undead and constructs. The
barrier lasts for the duration.
The barrier prevents an affected creature from passing or reaching through. An affected creature
can cast spells or make attacks with ranged or reach weapons through the barrier. If you move
so that an affected creature is forced into the barrier, the spell pushes them away from you at
the same speed as you move.

Shield
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Minute
Cost: 1 SP
An shimmering plane of force appears in a free hand that can be used to block incoming
attacks. Upon casting this spell, the small plane of force will allow you to take the block
defensive action, as if it was a Buckler shield that you are proficient with. When taking a block
action follow all the rules in the Weapons and Armor section, except that the plane of force has
no weight.
By spending extra spell points when you cast this spell, you can increase size of the plane
of force, providing extra benefits. For an extra 2 SP, the plane of force increases in size and
provides the benefits of a Medium Shield that you are proficient with, except that the plane
of force has no weight and does not incur situational penalty to stealth rolls. For an extra 4
SP, the plane of force increases in size and provides the benefits of a Large Shield that you
are proficient with, except that the plane of force has no weight and does not incur situational
penalty to stealth rolls.

Spectral Guardian
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: 8 yards (8m)
Duration:8 Hours
Cost: 6 SP
A Large spectral guardian appears and hovers for the duration in an unoccupied space of your
choice that you can see within range. The guardian occupies that space and is indistinct except
for a gleaming sword and shield.
Any creature hostile to you that moves to a space within3 yards (3m) of the guardian for the
first time on a turn must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw. The creature takes 20 force
damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one. The guardian vanishes
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when it has dealt a total of 60 damage.
For every extra 2 SP that is spent when casting this spell, the Spectral Guardian deals an extra
10 Points of damage when a creature makes a save, and the total amount of damage increases
by 10.

Weapon Ward
Casting Time: 1 Major Action
Range: Self
Duration: Instantaneous
Cost: 1 SP
You extend your hand and trace a sigil of warding in the air, after which weapons seem to only
glance your skin. For the next 1D4 rounds, non-magical weapon attacks that hit you deal half
damage.
If you spend an extra 2 SP when you cast this spell, this spell effects magical weapons as well.

A

well-equipped creature should be able take on nearly any challenge, from surviving
their travels in the harsh wilderness, to making a great first impression at a wedding
banquet. This chapter presents all manner of equipment from the exotic to mundane for
players to purchase and trade from standard adventuring gear to, alchemical items to
masterwork tools, fine wines to trail rations. The equipment presented here should be relatively
easy to find and purchase in most towns and cities, although GM might wish to restrict the
availability of some of the more expensive and exotic items as they are much more difficult to
purchase.

Adventurer’s Gear
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Chapter 10: Finishing
		
Details
Now that everything has been chosen for the
character, it’s time to finish up. The are a few
details left that need to be calculated. In this
section all those details will be explained.

Awareness score for themselves, so they don’t
have to keep asking the party what their
score’s are and ruining the surprise.
Awareness is a score created by adding the
creature’s Intelligence and wisdom score
together and dividing the result by two. When
this score is received it also creates a modifier
for it as well. This has another use, that will
be discussed later in this chapter.

Awareness
Awareness measures a creature’s natural
perceptive capabilities in regard to
their surroundings. It is used in several
circumstances, where the creature is not
actively searching or looking around and the
GM wants to know if that creature notices
a different thing. A couple of examples
where Awareness is used are when a creature
is being followed, or when they enter a
room where there is something important
to notice. In the first example, let’s say a
player, Jennifer, is tailing a human criminal
through a crowded city street. She is trying to
see if he will lead her to his hideout. Earlier
the target failed to notice Jennifer with an
observation (Wis.) skill check as she began to
follow him. So now, since he is unaware of
her presence, and further Stealth (Dex) skill
checks the GM requires Jennifer to make are
compared to the target’s Awareness score. If
her result is higher then the target doesn’t
notice her. In the second example, a group
of adventurer’s walks into a bar (don’t they
always, lol) and the GM knows that there
is a key figure, such as the BBEG hiding in
plain sight, or something else the GM decides
is important that he wants to see if the party
will notice. In that case they will determine
what Awareness score is needed to notice that
person, object, or event and compare that to
the party’s Awareness scores. It is a good idea
for all GM’s to have a copy of each player’s

Encumbrance
It is not possible to tote around a large
number of things and suffer no penalty. A
creature’s carrying capacity, or Encumbrance,
represents this. Based on the creature’s
strength score, use the table below to see how
much weight a creature can carry. In the
table you will see five levels of encumbrance.
Each level of encumbrance after the none
column grants a cumulative -1 penalty to
natural movement speeds, usually nonmagical in nature. The penalty also applies
to Initiative checks if you are encumbered
when the battle begins, and both Strength and
Constitution based skill checks. On the farright end of the table you will see a column
labeled Max Drag/Lift. If you attempt to lift
or push or drag an object, that weighs more
than the amount listed here you fail to do so.
If the item weight less than this column, but
more than the weight listed in the medium
column, you will need to make a strength
check to do so. The DC for this check
is based the encumbrance column. It the
item, falls into the Heavy column, the DC
is 10. Extra Heavy is a DC of 15, and Max
Drag/Lift is a DC of 20. Lifting, pushing,
or dragging objects that weight equal to or
less than the weight in the medium column
requires no check to do so.
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Strength
Score

None

8 or
less
9

16 Lb.
(7.3kg)
20 Lb.
(7.3kg)
25 Lb.
(9.1kg)
30 Lb.
(13.6kg)
36 Lb.
(16.3kg)
42 Lb.
(19.1kg)
49 Lb.
(22.2kg)
56 Lb.
(25.4kg)
64 Lb.
(29.0kg)
72 Lb.
(32.7kg)
81 Lb.
(36.7kg)
90 Lb.
(40.9kg)
95 Lb.
(43.1kg)

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20+

Light
(-1)
24 Lb.
(10.9kg)
30 Lb.
(32.7kg)
38 Lb.
(17.2kg)
45 Lb.
(20.4kg)
54 Lb.
(24.5kg)
63 Lb.
(28.6kg)
74 Lb.
(33.6kg)
84 Lb.
(38.1kg)
96 Lb.
(43.5kg)
108 Lb.
(49kg)
122 Lb.
(55.3kg)
135 Lb.
(61.2kg)
143 Lb.
(64.9kg)

Medium
(-2)
48 Lb.
(21.8kg)
60 Lb.
(32.7kg)
75 Lb.
(34.1kg)
90 Lb.
(40.8kg)
108 Lb.
(49kg)
126 Lb.
(57.2kg)
147 Lb.
(66.7kg)
168 Lb.
(76.2kg)
192 Lb.
(87.1kg)
216 Lb.
(98kg)
243 Lb.
(110.2kg)
270 Lb.
(122.5kg)
285 Lb.
(129.3kg)
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Heavy
(-3)
72 Lb.
(32.7kg)
90 Lb.
(32.7kg)
113 Lb.
(51.3kg)
135 Lb.
(61.2kg)
162 Lb.
(73.5kg)
189 Lb.
(85.7kg)
221 Lb.
(100.2kg)
252 Lb.
(114.3kg)
288 Lb.
(130.6kg)
324 Lb.
(147kg)
365 Lb.
(165.6kg)
405 Lb.
(183.7kg)
428 Lb.
(194.1kg)

Extra Heavy
(-4)
144 Lb.
(65.3kg)
180 Lb.
(32.7kg)
225 Lb.
(102.1kg)
270 Lb.
(122.5kg)
324 Lb.
(147kg)
378 Lb.
(171.5kg)
441 Lb.
(200kg)
504 Lb.
(228.6kg)
576 Lb.
(261.3kg)
648 Lb.
(293.9kg)
729 Lb.
(330.6kg)
810 Lb.
(367.4kg)
855 Lb.
(387.8kg)

Max Drag/Lift
216 Lb. (98 g)
270 Lb.
(122.5kg)
337 Lb.
(152.9kg)
405 Lb.
(183.7kg)
486 Lb.
(220.4kg)
567 Lb.
(257.2kg)
662 Lb.
(300.3kg)
756 Lb.
(342.9kg)
864 Lb.
(391.9kg)
972 Lb.
(440.9kg)
1093 Lb.
(495.8kg)
1215 Lb.
(551.1kg)
1283 Lb.
(582kg)

Fatigue Points (FP) and the Fatigue
Breakdown
Creatures have a number of fatigue points
equal to their Constitution score plus any
bonus fatigue from talents or other sources.
On the character sheet you will see a box
called Fatigue Breakdown. This box is used to
track how much fatigue can be spent before
incurring the different levels of the exhausted
condition starting on the left and moving to
the right. Take the max number of fatigue
points you have and divide them by 5.
If the result is not a whole number, round up
to the nearest whole number and write that in
the left-most box. Then use that same number
in the third and fifth box. The subtract one
from that number and write the new number
in the second and fourth box. The total of
all these numbers should equal you fatigue
point maximum. If it doesn’t subtract from
the rightmost box until the total equal your
fatigue point maximum.
If the result is a whole number simply write
that number in all five boxes.
Each time enough fatigue is spent to reach
the next box, that exhaustion level is gained
as well as the penalty. If you recover from
a level of exhaustion, you also recover the
fatigue points written in box under that
exhaustion level.
You can spend 1 FP to add a D4 to your
Attack or Defensive roll, or a Physical Skill
Check (Str., Dex., or Con.) For 2 FP you
can add a D6 instead.

Initiative
This is a measure of a creature’s ability to

notice something happening and react to it
quickly in a combat situation. It is discussed
more thoroughly on page xxx in the Combat
chapter, but here we will tell you how to
calculate the modifier used in initiative
checks. Start with your Awareness modifier,
and add to it, your dexterity modifier and
any other miscellaneous bonuses or penalties
(from talents, or magic, etc..). That’s it!

Movement
Creatures usually have one or two types of
movement available to them, called speeds,
and they are used in a variety of ways. If
at any time a creature must move using a
movement type it does not have, it moves
at half its Combat speed, which is the most
common form of movement.
Burrowing
A creature with a burrowing speed usually
has claws or a magical effect, that allows
it to move freely through earthen walls, or
even the earthen ground. Creatures with a
burrowing speed can move a number of yards
(or meters) on its turn equal to the number
stated by the spell or ability that gave the
creature its burrowing speed.
Climbing
A creature with a climbing speed usually has
sticky footpads or a magical effect, that allows
it to move freely up walls, or even across
ceilings without an issue. Creatures with a
climb speed can move a number of yards (or
meters) on its turn equal to the number stated
by the spell or ability that gave the creature
its climbing speed.
Combat
This is the amount of distance a creature
can cover, by walking on its legs, during
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Flying
A creature with a flying speed usually has
wings or a magical effect, that allows it to
move freely through the air. Creatures with a
flying speed can
move a number of yards (or meters) on its
turn equal to the number stated by the spell
or ability that gave the creature its flying
speed.
Swimming
A creature with a swimming speed usually
has fins or a magical effect, that allows it to
move freely through the water. Creatures with
a swim speed can move a number of yards (or
meters) on its turn equal to the number stated
by the spell or ability that gave the creature
its climb speed.
Travel
All creatures have a travel speed. This is
the amount of ground a creature can move
across over an 8-hr. day. This speed is used
when a creature has to make long distance
journeys, either on its own, or with others.
Travel speed is determined by a creature’s
combat speed, or another speed that the
creature can maintain all day. If using yards
for movement, take that speed and multiply
it by four to get the number of miles they can
travel in an 8-hr. day. For kilometers, take
the combat speed and multiply it by six. For
example, if Elizabeth is playing an elf with a
Combat speed of 6 yds (6m), then her travel
speed would be 24 miles (36 km).

Wounds and Vigor
In this game, a creature’s health is
determined by two numbers. Wounds, which
are a creature’s life points, and vigor, which
is the creature’s ability to minimize damage
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and keep fighting effectively. These two scores
are kept track of separately. The following are
in-depth descriptions of how they work within
Mythis.

Vigor Points
Vigor is a representation of a creature’s
ability to shrug off the damage it takes from
attacks and continue to fight with minor
damage. At character creation, a creature has
a maximum number of vigor points that is
equal to twice their Constitution score plus
their Constitution modifier. When a creature
takes damage, the damage reduces their vigor
points first. Some special attacks bypass vigor
directly or deal both vigor and wound point
damage. When a creature has lost all their
vigor points, any additional damage they
takes reduces their wound point total. There
are two boxes on the character sheet that
deal with vigor, one for your maximum vigor
points, and the other to keep track of your
current number of points.
Increasing Your Vigor Point Maximum
If you want to increase the maximum
number of vigor points you have, you must
spend 10 AP. This increases your vigor points
by your Con. modifier (by a minimum of 1)
plus any additional vigor gained from talents,
or other bonuses, etc. This can only be done
a maximum of 20 times. The is a small box
on the character sheet, next to the Current
Vigor Points box. Use this to keep track of
how many times you have increased your
vigor points. Increasing your Con. Score does
not retroactively add additional vigor points
to your maximum vigor points.

Wound Points
Wound points represent the amount of
damage a creature can take before it dies.
Creatures have a number of wound points
that’s equal to their Constitution score. When
a creature takes damage to their wound
points, they gain the wounded condition. This
condition persists until their wound points are
restored to full. There are two boxes on the
character sheet that deal with wounds, one
for your maximum wound points, and the
other to keep track of your current number of
points.
Increasing Your Wound Point Maximum
Your wound point maximum can never be
increased simply by purchasing AP. Instead,
your wound point maximum can only be
elevated through magic or when you raise
your Constitution score. Your wound point
maximum will increase to match your new
Constitution score.

Regaining Wound and Vigor Points
Healing Spells and Effects
When casting healing spells or using an ability
with a healing effect (such as a Cleric’s Heal
ability), the creature casting the spell or using
the effect will restore wound points.
Breaks and Resting
Adventuring is hard work, and sometimes
a break is needed. Usually right after some
strenuous activity such as running a long
distance or getting into a fight. On such
occasions a creature, or party, can task a
Short Break.
Short Break
A short rest is a period of downtime, about 20

minutes or so, where a creature relaxes, binds
their injuries, and perhaps has some food or
drink.
No strenuous action can be taken during a
Short Break or all benefits from it will be lost.
Upon completing a Short Break, the creature
regains a number of vigor points equal to
it Con. Mod. If they are suffering from
the exhausted condition, they can reduce
that condition by one level and regain the
fatigue points for that exhaustion level (See
Exhausted on pg. 126). Only one Short Break
can be taken every 4 hours, otherwise the
creature or party won’t get anything done.
Extended Rest
An extended rest is when a creature or party
takes a longer period of time to recover,
usually between 1 and 8 hours. This is
typically done at the end of the day, such
as when its time to sleep. When taking an
extended rest, the creature or party receives
the benefits of a Short Break and additionally
still heal naturally. Alternatively, when a
creature uses it’s extended rest to get a full
night’s sleep (6 hours or more), that creature
regains all its vigor points and half its Con.
Mod. in wound points (min. 1). Getting a
night’s sleep can only be done once a day.
Bed Rest
If a creature takes grievous injuries, resulting
in long term care, or simply need a full
day’s rest to recover from their labors, this
is called bed rest. Undergoing bed rest for
an entire day, meaning the creature lays in
a comfortable bed and does not leave for 24
hours, it regains its constitution modifier in
wound points and all its vigor points. This
type of rest cannot be done out in the wild, in
a tent, on a bedroll. This type of rest requires
the kinds of beds found in inns, and homes.
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Chapter 11: Combat
“Sometimes, violence is the answer. When
it is, you better be sure you are the last one
standing.”—Nezzera Frosthand, author of
“The Slayer in the Grey Mountains.”
In the system of Mythis, we use various
mechanics to make combat feel more
cinematic and keep everyone engaged. No
waiting to see if you are hit by an attack,
use your Active Defenses to stop the blows
from connecting. Oh, you got hit? Well, your
armor’s Damage Reduction can stop the
attack from inflicting a serious injury. Use
your Fatigue points to “push” beyond the
normal limits of what is possible. This can
be for attacking successfully, dealing serious
damage, or defending yourself against the
“dark horde”.

Active Defenses
In Mythis, every attacker has a chance
to hit, and every defender has a chance
protect themselves. When a melee, ranged,
or spell attack roll is made, the defender
chooses one defensive action to take, either
block, dodge, or parry. If the defender rolls
equal to or higher than the attacker’s roll,
they successfully defend against the attack,
negating any damage they might have taken.
Defenders can make a number of Active
Defense rolls per round equal to their
proficiency bonus before they start taking a
cumulative -1 penalty to all further Active
Defense rolls.

Anyone that is equipped with a shield can
take the Block action to interpose their shield
and protect them from an enemies’ onslaught.
If they are proficient with the shield they
are armed with, they roll a D20 and add
their Block Bonus. This bonus is comprised
of the shield bonus listed on the shield’s
stat line and any other bonus obtain from
talents, magic items, and through campaign
progression. If they lack proficiency with the
shield, the shield bonus is not added to their
D20 roll, but they may still add any other
applied bonuses. Be aware though, that not
all attacks or spells can be blocked with a
shield.

Dodge
Everyone can perform a Dodge action
to sidestep or dive out of the way of an
oncoming blow. Roll a D20 and add your
Dodge Bonus. This is your combat speed (in
yards or meters), along with any encumbrance
penalties (pg xxx) divided by two (rounded
down). For example, if the combat speed of
a character is 7 yards (or meters), but you
are at Medium Encumbrance, which is a -2
to your movement speed, your new adjusted
movement speed is 5 yards (or meters). Your
Dodge bonus would be +2. You also get to
add any bonus received from talents, magic
items, and campaign progression. A word
of warning, not all attacks and spells can be
dodged.

Parry
If you are wielding a weapon, you may take
the Parry action to deflect an incoming
melee attack. Certain weapons are better than
others are doing this, but all melee attacks
can be parried. With a proficient weapon, the
defender can roll a D20 and add their Parry

Block
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The final total is +2. The defender also has
the Enhanced Parry +2 talent. This gives you
an additional +2 to parry rolls. The full Parry
Bonus is +4.

Damage Reduction
What is Damage Reduction? Simply put
(DR) is a measure of how much weapon
damage a creature can ignore before losing
health. DR is granted by the armor worn, or
the natural armor a creature has. The DR
value is subtracted from each incoming hit,
reducing the damage received, to a maximum
of zero damage. If you are hit with multiple
attacks, you will resolve each hit against DR
separately.

The Phases of Combat
Surprise Phase
A group of explorers sneaks up on a brigand
camp, ambushing them from the tree line. A
giant spider climbs down a dungeon tunnel,
unnoticed by the fortune hunters until the
spider traps one of them in its web. In
these examples, one side gains the ability
to surprise the other. The GM/DM will
determine who is surprised in each situation
by comparing the Dexterity (Stealth) checks
of anyone hiding with the AWARNESS score
of each creature on the opposing side. Any
creature that doesn’t notice a threat gains the
surprised condition at the start of the phase
It is possible for a member of a group to
be surprised even if the other members are
not. If the party begins the Surprise Phase,
the players each get a free Combatant Turn
(see Combat Phase) and if the enemy starts
the Surprise Phase, it is they who get a free
Combatant Turn. No initiative is use in
this phase, allowing the ambushing group
to work together in an order they choose

to attack their foes. If no one tries to be
stealthy or surprise their foes, all combatants
automatically notice each other as soon as
they become visible to one another, this phase
is skipped, and the Initiative Phase begins.

Initiative Phase
At the start of each battle, after the surprise
round is complete, all participants in the
combat will roll a D20 and add their initiative
modifier (pg. 144). In the event of a tie
between two or more combatants, those
combatants will role a D20 and add their
dexterity modifier. The higher roll(s) will go
before the lower at that initiative value. The
battle will progress with the highest initiative
going first and the lowest going last. Once
the initiative order is established, the Combat
Phase begins.

Combat Phase
In Mythis, the Combat Phase takes place
over rounds, each of which is 6 seconds
long. Using the Initiative values gained in
the previous phase, all combatants will take
a Combatant Turn in which different types
of Offensive, Defensive, or Support Actions
may be taken. Each combatant may take
one Major Action, one Minor Action, one
Move Action, and Free Actions on their turn.
These actions can be taken in any order the
participant desires. When all combatants have
taken a turn, that Combat Round is over and
the process repeats in a new round, until the
fighting is finished.

Combat Actions
When you take your turn, you can use one
of the actions presented here, an action you
gained from your class or a special feature, or
an action that you improvise. Many monsters
have actions of their own in their stat blocks.
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Free Actions
Your turn can include a variety of flourishes
that are effortless compared to an action
of another kind. These are considered free
actions. You can take multiple free actions on
your turn, but you cannot take the same free
action twice in a turn.
Activate Object
Certain magic items, talents, or class features
have an ability or effect that can be used as a
free action, such as a creature with the Mana
Nullification (Switchable) background talent.
Defensive Focus
You start to fight defensively on your turn,
choosing one of the options below. This must
be declared at the beginning of your turn
before taking any other action, and you can
only make committed or standard attacks
until your next turn.
All-Out Defense
You focus the entirety of your turn to
bolstering your defenses even while you
attack your foes. You don’t care so much if
your attacks land, you’re just trying to make
sure you aren’t struck. Your combat speed
is halved, you have a situational bonus on
all Active Defense rolls until your next turn,
and any attack rolls that you make have a
situational penalty.

through brief utterances and/or gestures,
as you take your turn. Any communication
cannot exceed six
seconds of length.
Wait
Sometimes you want to get the jump on a
foe or wait for a particular circumstance
before you act. To do so, a creature can
take the wait action on its turn, which lets
it pause the rest of the turn until a trigger it
specifies, occurs. A creature taking the wait
action, must disclose a specific trigger, such
as “When the enemy becomes visible, I will
lose my arrow.” or “If the Cultist steps on
the trapdoor, I’ll pull the lever that opens
it.” in order to take this action. A creature
who is waiting takes the rest of its turn as
soon as its trigger activates, interrupting any
other actions or turns that are happening. If
the trigger does not happen by the end of the
round in which a creature takes this action,
it can choose to stop waiting and finish its
turn or continue to wait until the next combat
round. If it chooses to wait, that creature may
take its full turn when the triggering event
happens, instead of at its normal initiative.

Major Actions

Committed Defense
You take your time making calculated attacks
without dropping your guard. The number
of attacks you can make this turn are halved
(min 1), but you gain a bonus D6 to use on
your Active Defense rolls until your next turn.
Speech
During combat you can communicate,
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A major action can be many things such
as casting a spell, making attack rolls, or
activating sizable objects, such as a door
crank. These actions typically involve rolling
at least one die. You choose when to take a
Major Action during your turn, unless the
action’s timing is specified.
Aid Another
You lend a hand to another creature in
completing a task. That creature gains
situational bonus on the next ability check it
rolls to complete the task you are helping to

Aim
While wielding a ranged weapon, casting
a spell that requires a spell attack roll, or
wielding a melee weapon with the thrown
property, you can choose to spend your
turn aiming to gain a bonus to hit on the
attack roll. If you spend one turn aiming,
you will gain and +2 bonus to hit and suffer
no situational penalty against target at long
range. If you spend 2 consecutive turns
aiming, you will gain +3 to hit.
If you aim, you can only take a dodge
defensive action to avoid an attack and
continue to aim. If you take damage, a
concentration skill check will be required to
maintain your aim with a DC of 5 plus the
damage taken. If you choose to dodge an
incoming attack and are successful, then a
concentration skill check will be required to
maintain your aim with a DC of 10.
Attack

Committed Attack
You take your time, making calculated melee
attacks at an opportune moment when your
foe leaves an opening in their guard. The
number of melee attacks you can make this
turn are halved (min 1) but you will be able
to add 1 extra damage dice to your attack.
This attack does not impair your defense in
anyway.
Extra Effort Attack
You exert more energy into this attack,
attempting to force your way through the
enemy’s defenses. Doing so makes it harder
to recover into a defensive guard. You gain
a situational bonus on your melee attack
rolls during this turn. However, your Active
Defensives have a situational penalty until
your next turn.
Standard Attack
You make a basic attack with no bonuses or
penalties to your attacks or defenses.

The most common action to take in combat
is the Attack action. With this action, you
make one melee or ranged attack. See the
“Making an Attack” section for the rules
about attacking. Certain features, such as
the Extra Attack feature, allow you to make
more than one attack with this action. Below
are types of attacks you can make when
attacking. Fatigue is spent when making any
attack other than a Standard Attack.

Cast a Spell

All-Out Attack
You attack swiftly and without concern for
what happens next. When you choose to
enact an All-Out Attack, you gain an extra
attack as a part of your attack action this
turn. This can be in the form of a melee
attack, or melee spell attack. Your Active
Defensives have a situational penalty until
your next turn.

Hide

Spellcasters, as well as many monsters,
have access to spells and can use them to
great effect in combat. Casting a spell is not
necessarily an action, but most spells have a
casting time of 1 action, so a spellcaster must
use his or her action in combat to cast such a
spell.

When you take the Hide action, you make
a Dexterity (Stealth) check in an attempt to
hide. This is a contest of skill with all enemies
that have sight on you rolling an Intelligence
(Search) check versus your hide roll. If
you succeed, you gain certain benefits, as
described in the “Attacking Hidden Targets”
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Minor Actions
Retreat
When taking this action, moving out of melee
range with an enemy does not provoke an
attack of opportunity. This action must be
taken before taking a move action.
Sprint
When you take a sprint action, it acts as an
additional Move action for the current turn,
but only applies to speeds that are physical
in nature or are naturally apart of your form.
For example, gaining a fly speed from the
Fly spell is magical in nature, and lets you
fly a specific distance. That speed cannot be
used to sprint, however, with a spell such as
Alter Self, which changes your physical body,
the speed from the adaptation you choose
can be used for the Sprint Action. When
used, this action will effectively double your
current speed for this turn, after applying any
modifiers. Any increase or decrease to your
speed changes this additional movement by
the same amount. With a combat speed of
40 feet, for example, you can move up to 80
feet on your turn if you sprint, but if you are
sprinting through difficult terrain, you can
only move up to 40 feet this turn. If you take
the sprint action, you must do this before you
take a move action.
Use an Object
You can interact with a single object as a part
of a Move Action, such as drawing a sword
while sneaking up on a foe. But if you need
to use more than one object you must take
this action. Some larger objects, such as a
rusted door, will require this action to interact
with it regardless of movement. This action is
also used if you must administer a potion to
another creature.
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Various features, certain spells, and other
abilities let you take a Minor Action. This
type of action is used for quick acts that
usually do not require any die rolls to
accomplish, such as a creature drinking a
held potion. This is not always the case
as you can cast a spell with a casting time of
1 Minor Action. You choose when to take
a Minor Action during your turn, unless the
action’s timing is specified. Listed below are a
couple of common minor actions.
Cast a Spell
Casting a spell is usually an action, but some
spells have a casting time of 1 minor action.
It is usually a spell with a spell point cost
of 0, but this is not always the true. Spells
such as Stone Vision may be cast as a minor
action. Only the Arcanis archetype can cast
spells as a Minor Action though. All other
spell casters must use their Major Action to
do so, even if the spell lists a Minor Action as
the casting time.
Drink/Eat
If you have a drinkable liquid or edible food
item in hand, you make ingest it as a minor
action.
Retrieve/Stow an Item
If you have an item readily available, such as
a spell scroll or potion, it can be retrieved or
stowed as a Minor Action. This item must be
pulled out of, or put into, a container such as
a scroll case or potion bandolier. A backpack
does not count as a valid container for this
action.
Move Action

swimming, or combat. You can also interact
with one object or feature of the environment
for free, during your move. For example,
you could open an unlocked door during
your move action as you stride toward a foe,
or you could pull out a healing salve as you
sprint to an injured ally.
Breaking Up Your Movement
You can break up your Movement on your
turn, using some of your speed before and
after your action. For example, if you have a
speed of 8 yards (8m), you can move 4 yards
(4m), take your action (main or otherwise),
and then move the additional 4 yards (4m).
Different Movement Speeds
If you have more than one type of speed,
such as having a combat speed and a flying
speed, you can switch back and forth between
these types of movement during your Move
Action (or sprint action if applicable). The
maximum distance you can move when taking
a Move Action with different movement
types, is the highest amount of speed you
have out of the ones you are using in your
Move Action. For example, if you have a
combat speed of 6 yards (6m) and a flying
speed of 10 yards (10m) because a wizard cast
the fly spell on you, you could use 4 yards
(4m) of your flying speed, then 2 yards (2m)
of your combat speed. and then leap into the
air for 10 yards (10m) more with your flying
speed. You can never use more movement
of a specific type than the number associated
with that speed. If you have a combat speed
of 6 yds. (6m) and a flying speed of 20 yds.
(20m), you cannot use your combat speed for
more than 6 yds. (6m) on your turn and must
use your flying speed if you wish to move
further.
Moving In between Attacks

If you take an action that includes more than
one weapon attack, you can break up your
movement even further by moving between
those attacks. For example, a Myrmidon who
can make two attacks with the Extra Attack
talent and has a speed of 2 yds. (5m) could
move 2 yds. (2m), make an attack, move 3
yds. (3m), and then attack again.

Reactions
Certain special abilities, spells, and
circumstances allow you to take a special type
of action called a reaction. A reaction is an
instant response to a trigger of some kind,
which can occur on your turn or on someone
else’s. When you take a reaction, you can’t
take another one until the start of your
next turn. If the reaction interrupts another
creature’s turn, that creature can continue its
turn right after the reaction ends.

Cover
Walls, trees, creatures, and other obstacles
can provide cover during combat, making a
target more difficult to harm. A target can
benefit from cover only when an attack or
other effect originates on the opposite side of
the cover.
1/2 Cover
Attacking a target with half cover institutes
a -2 penalty on the attack roll. A target has
half cover if an obstacle blocks at least half of
its body. The obstacle might be a low wall, a
large piece of furniture, a narrow tree trunk,
or another creature, whether that creature is
an enemy or a friend.
3/4 Cover
If an attack is made against a target with 3/4
cover, usually found in the form of a large
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target that you can’t see, grants a situational
penalty on the attack roll. If the target isn’t in
the location you targeted, you automatically
miss. Attacking a creature that can’t see you,
grants you a situational bonus on attack rolls.
Attacking an enemy while hidden reveals you,
unless you are invisible, and you must make
a hide check as an action to become hidden
once more.

concealed by an obstacle such as a Castle
Merlon.

Making an Attack
Whether you’re swinging an axe, losing a
bolt from your crossbow, or casting a spell
like Stone Missile, an attack roll is needed.
Rolling one is quite simple:

Damage Rolls

1.
Choose a target within your weapon’s
or spell’s range. This can be a creature, an
object, or a location.
2.
The DM/GM will determine whether
cover or other modifiers will come onto play
and whether you have situational bonus or
situational penalty against the target.
3.
You roll a D20 and add all bonuses
or penalties that apply. On a hit, you roll
damage, unless a specific rule says otherwise.
Some attacks cause special effects in addition
to or instead of damage.
If there’s ever any question whether
something you’re doing counts as an attack,
ask the DM/GM.

When a weapon, spell, or harmful monster
ability hit the targets, it is dealt damage. You
roll the damage die or dice specified by the
weapon or attack, add all needed modifiers,
and apply the damage to your target. Magic
weapons, special abilities, and other factors
can grant a bonus to damage. With damage
penalties, it is possible to deal 0 damage, but
never negative damage. If a spell or other
effect deals damage to more than one target
at the same time, roll the damage once for
all effected targets. Spells such as Fireball can
cause this.
Melee Attacks

Attack Roll Modifiers
When a creature makes an attack roll, be
it a melee, ranged, or spell attack, add the
creature’s dexterity modifier. If the creature is
proficient with the wielded weapon or spell,
add the creature’s proficiency bonus as well.
Attacking Hidden Targets
Creatures often use the terrain, or spells to
get the upper hand on a target. They may
escape their foes notice by hiding behind a
tree, casting an Invisibility spell, or lurking in
the shadows. Making an attack roll against a
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When fighting in hand-to-hand combat, a
melee attack allows you to attack a foe within
your reach. A melee attack typically uses a
held weapon such as a sword, a spear, or a
halberd. A few Spells also involve making a
melee attack. Most medium creatures have a
1 yd. (1m) reach and can attack targets within
1 yd. (1m) of them when making a melee
attack. Unarmed strikes such as a punch,
kick, headbutt, or similar forceful blow are
also melee attacks. Some creatures have
longer reach based on their size. This is noted
in their stat block.
Off-Hand Weapon Attack
When you take the Attack action and attack
with a light melee weapon that you’re holding

any attacks made with your Off-hand weapon.
If the offhand weapon has the Thrown
property, it can still be thrown instead of
making a melee attack.

Natural 1’s and 20’s

Ranged Attacks

Sometimes, the forces of fate can intervene
during the course of combatant, or
adventuring. A novice will hit when he
shouldn’t have, or a Veteran will miss when it
seems impossible to do so. If the D20 for an
attack roll or ability check results in a 20 on
the die, the result is a Natural 20, sometimes
called a critical success. If it was an attack
roll, when the opponent makes a defensive
roll, the defender must also roll a natural 20
on the die to successfully defend itself.

When you make a ranged attack, you
are losing a weapon that has projectile
ammunition, or are hurling a weapon with
the thrown property, or otherwise sending an
object to strike a foe at a distance through
magic.

If the critical success deals damage, the
attacker can choose to do one of two
things, roll twice the amount of dice when
determining the damage from the attack or
deal the normal amount of damage and force
the target to gain the staggered condition for
one round of combat. If a critical success
occurs on an ability check, the check
succeeds with style and flair, sometimes
gaining an added benefit such as extra
distance on a jump.
If the D20 for an attack roll or ability
check results in a 1 on the die, the result
is a Natural 1, also called a critical failure.
If an attack roll is a Natural 1, the attack
misses automatically. If an ability check, the
check fails. The DM/GM might also induce
an additional effect, such as a bow string
snapping, a creature tripping, or an attack
striking an ally instead of the intended target.

Range
You can make ranged attacks only against
targets in a specified range based on your
weapon. If a ranged attack, such as one
made with a spell, has a single range, you
can’t attack a target beyond this range. Some
ranged attacks, such as those made with
a Longbow, have two ranges. The smaller
number is the optimal range, and the larger
number is the long range. Your attack roll has
situational penalty when your target is beyond
the short range, and you can’t attack a target
beyond the long range.
Healing
Unless it results in death, damage isn’t
permanent. Even death is reversible through
powerful magic. Rest can restore a creature’s
wound points, and magical methods such as
a cure wounds spell or a portion of healing
can remove damage in an instant. When a
creature receives healing of any kind, wound
points regained first, and are added to its
current wound points. A creature’s wound
points can’t exceed its hit point maximum, so
any wound points regained in excess of this
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Attacking Creatures That Don’t Fight Back
Most creatures will take defensive actions to
stop incoming attacks. By sometimes, through
guile, stealth, or pure pride you might be in
a situation where your target can’t or won’t
defend themselves. In such a circumstance
you must make your attack roll against a DC
of 8 to determine if you hit or not. Rolling
under an 8 will result in a missed attack
through sheer luck or fate. A Natural 1 will
still result in a Critical Failure and a Natural
20 will still result in a Critical Success.

Death Saving Throw
When a creature takes enough damage from
one attack to drop it to 0 wound points,
that creature must make a DC 12 Death
saving throw, or else it will die. This is a
Constitution saving throw. A successful
save will result in the creature dropping to
0 wound points and becoming unconscious
instead of dying.

or other effect. Most conditions, such as
blinded, are impairments, but a few, such
as invisible, can be situational bonusous. A
condition lasts either until
it is countered (the prone condition is
countered by standing up, for example) or
for a Duration specified by the effect that
imposed the condition. If multiple effects
impose the same condition on a creature,
each instance of the condition has its own
Duration, but the condition’s effects don’t get
worse. A creature either has a condition or
doesn’t.
The following definitions specify what
happens to a creature while it is subjected to
a condition.
Bleeding
When a creature has its vitals hit by a called
shot, losses a limb, or has this condition
imposed by other effects the affected player
must roll a Constitution saving throw (DC
10) at the start of its turn. On a failure, the
creature begins to bleed profusely, either
internally or externally based on the situation,
and takes 1D4 Wound damage. To end this
condition the creature must pass this saving
throw 3 times or be targeted with a successful
Lesser Restoration or Regeneration spell.

Knocking a Creature Out
Sometimes an attacker wants to incapacitate
a foe, rather than deal a killing blow. This
will require an attack from a rear arc space
and a called shot to the head. If the attack
is the successful, the target must make
a Constitution saving throw, with a DC
equal to 5 + the attack’s damage or fall
unconscious. For example, after sneaking
around the corner, you hit a city guard
on their head with the pommel of your
sword, this causes 8 points of damage. The
guard must make a DC 13 Con Sav to stay
conscious.

Blinded
A blinded creature can’t see and
automatically fails any ability check that
requires sight. Attack rolls against the creature
have situational bonus, and the creature’s
Attack rolls have situational penalty.
Burning

Conditions

A creature or object with this condition has
been set aflame. Every round the subject of
this condition takes 1D6 fire damage. This
may also cause an object to be destroyed after

Conditions alter a creature’s capabilities in
a variety of ways and can arise as a result of
a spell, a class feature, a monster’s Attack,
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Charmed
A charmed creature can’t Attack the
charmer or target the charmer with harmful
Abilities or magical effects. The charmer has
situational bonus on any ability check to
interact socially with the creature.
Deafened
A deafened creature can’t hear and
automatically fails any ability check that
requires hearing.
Drowning
All creatures can hold their breath for a
number of rounds equal to three (x3) times
their Constitution modifier. If a character
takes an action, the character reduces the
total number of rounds that they can hold
their breath by 1. After this period of time,
the character must make a DC 10
Constitution check every round in order to
continue holding their breath. After each
success, the DC will increase by 5. When the
character fails their Constitution check, the
character gains the drowning condition. In
the first round following this, they will fall
unconscious. In the second round they will
drop to 0 wound points. And in the third
round, they die.
Unconscious creatures must begin making
Constitution checks immediately upon
being submerged (or upon becoming
unconscious if the character was conscious
when submerged). It is possible to drown in
substances other than water such as sand,
quicksand, fine dust, and silos of grain.
Exhausted
Some attacks, combat maneuvers, and
environmental hazards, such as starvation,
and freezing cold or scorching hot
temperatures can cause a creature to become
exhausted. This condition is measured in five
levels. An effect can give a creature one or

more levels of exhaustion, as specified in the
effect’s description.

Exhaustion Level Effects
1 Attack rolls now have a-1 penalty
2 Attack and defensive rolls now have a -3
penalty
3 All movement is reduced by half.
4 Attack and Defensive rolls, saving throws,
and skill checks now have a -5 penalty
5 Unconscious and possibly dead
If an already fatigued creature suffers another
effect that causes this condition, its current
level of exhaustion increases by the amount
specified in the effect’s description.
A creature suffers the effect of its current
level of exhaustion as well as all lower levels,
so long as they do not have stacking effects.
For example, a creature suffering level 3
exhaustion has its speed halved and has -3
to attack and defensive rolls. However, levels
1 and 2 do not stack as they both give the
creature a penalty. The new penalties gained
override the previous levels penalties with
regards to attack rolls, defensive rolls, saving
throws, and skill checks.
An effect that removes exhaustion reduces its
level as specified in the effect’s description,
with all exhaustion effects ending if a
creature’s exhaustion level is reduced to zero.
As long as exhaustions levels do not exceed
level 3, finishing a Short Break will reduce
a creature’s exhaustion level by 1, provided
that the creature has also ingested some food
and drink. If higher levels are achieved, a
Extended Rest is needed to reduce the fatigue
level by 1.
If a creature spends all their fatigue, and
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or carrying, into a solid inanimate substance
(usually stone). Its

Frightened
A frightened creature has situational penalty
on Ability Checks and Attack rolls while the
source of its fear is within line of sight. The
creature can’t willingly move closer to the
source of its fear.

weight increases by a factor of ten, and it
ceases aging. The creature is incapacitated.
It can’t move or speak and is unaware of
its surroundings. Attack rolls against the
creature have situational bonus. The creature
automatically fails Strength and Dexterity
saving throws. The creature has Resistance
to all non-magical weapon damage except
bludgeoning. The creature is immune to
poison and disease, although a poison or
disease already in its system is suspended, not
neutralized.

Grappled
A grappled creature’s speed becomes 0,
and it can’t benefit from any bonus to its
speed. The condition ends if the Grappler is
incapacitated (see the condition).
Incapacitated

Poisoned

An incapacitated creature can’t take actions
or reactions.

A poisoned creature has situational penalty on
Attack rolls and Ability Checks. In addition
to any ongoing damage that the poison maybe
causing.

Invisible
An invisible creature is impossible to see
without the aid of magic or a Special sense.
For the purpose of Hiding, the creature is
heavily obscured. The creature’s location
can be detected by any noise it makes or
any tracks it leaves. At-tack rolls against the
creature have situational penalty, and the
creature’s Attack rolls have situational bonus.
Paralyzed
A paralyzed creature is incapacitated (see
the condition) and can’t move or speak. The
creature automatically fails Strength and
Dexterity saving throws. Attack rolls against
the creature have situational bonus. Any
Attack that hits the creature is a critical hit if
the attacker is within 5 feet of the creature.

Prone
A prone creature’s only Movement option is
to crawl, unless it stands up and thereby ends
the condition. The creature has situational
penalty on Attack rolls. An Attack roll
against the creature has situational bonus if
the attacker is within 5 feet of the creature.
Otherwise, the Attack roll has a situational
penalty
Restrained

Petrified

A restrained creature’s speed becomes 0,
and it can’t benefit from any bonus to its
speed. Attack rolls against the creature have
situational bonus, and the creature’s Attack
rolls have situational penalty. The creature
has situational penalty on Dexterity saving
throws.

A petrified creature is transformed, along
with any non-magical objects it is wearing

Staggered
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Staggered
This condition is brought on when a creature
has been struck with such a blow that they
are now off-balance and “shook up.” When a
critical hit is struck, the creature can choose
to inflict this condition and deal normal
damage instead of inflicting double damage. A
staggered creature gains the following effects.
1.
Your Combat Speed is reduced by half
(rounding down).
2.
Minor actions can not be taken.
3.
And all attacks are made with a
situational penalty.
Stunned
A stunned creature is considered
incapacitated, can’t move, and can speak
only falteringly. The creature automatically
fails Strength and Dexterity saving throws.
Attack rolls made against the creature have
situational bonus.
Sickened
A creature that becomes sickened, has many
possible issues, ranging in severity from
nausea to dysentery. The creature gains the
following penalties based on the severity of
their condition. All penalties are cumulative.
A Sickened level 3 creature suffers the
penalties from levels 1 and 2 as well as level
3.
Level 1) Creature can’t spend fatigue
Level 2) Creature can’t concentrate on spells
Level 3) Creature’s movement speeds are
reduced by half
Level 4) Creature has situational penalty on
all D20 rolls
Level 5) Creature can’t cast spells

A creature that is surprised cannot take any
actions or reactions during the surprise phase
of combat. A creature that is not surprised
may only take Defensive Actions with a
situational penalty and use their Reactions
during this phase.
Unconscious
An unconscious creature is incapacitated. It
can’t move or speak and is unaware of its
surroundings the creature drops whatever
its holding and falls prone. The creature
automatically fails Strength and Dexterity
saving throws. Attack rolls against the creature
have situational bonus.

Armor Fatigue
Sleeping in armor is not comfortable in the
slightest. Many times, throughout the ages,
soldiers forced to do so because of orders or
even out of necessity, have woken up more
tired than when they went to sleep. Any
creature that sleeps in its armor must, upon
waking, roll a Constitution check. If they fail,
the creature gains one level of exhaustion, as
Armor Fatigue sets in. The DC for this effect
is based on the armor class of the armor
worn. Light armor starts at DC 8, medium
armor at DC 10, and heavy armor at DC 12.
The DC increases by 3 for every consecutive
night that a creature sleeps in their armor.
If a creature has Armor Fatigue and still
continues to sleep in their armor, they have
a -3 penalty on any further Constitution
checks made to resist the effects of Armor
Fatigue. If they reach exhaustion level 3, this
penalty increases to a -5. While a creature
has Armor Fatigue, it cannot regain a level of
exhaustion, even if it succeeds on an Armor
Fatigue check.

Surprised
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